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The real voyage of discovery conslsÍs not in seeking

new landscapes but in having new eyes.

Marcel Proust

French novelist (1871 - 1922)



ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this thesis is to contribute to

scientific knowledge about the attraction of traditional land-use systems in the region of

Alentejo, Montado, for the non-production functions demanded by today's society from

rural landscapes. Corresponding to the aims of the study, the thesis comprises five

scientific papers dealing with (1) development and application of a methodology suitable

for evaluation of landscape preferences and expectations of diverse user groups in the

Montado land- use system; (2) assessment of land users' preferences for the Montado

amongst other land uses in the region of Alentejo; (3) assessment of the current situation

of cultural and amenity functions in the Montado ,from land users' perspectives; (4)

assessment of land users' preferences for cork oak Montado landscape patterns by

different user groups; and (5) integration of land users' preferences in decision support

systems for management of the cork oak Montado as a multifunctional system.
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RESUMO

O objetivo principal desta tese é contribuir para o

conhecimento científico sobre a atractividade de sistema de uso de terra tradicional na

região de Alentejo, o Montado, para funções de não-produção exigidas pela sociedade

actual. Correspondente aos principais objectivos do estudo, a tese é construída por cinco

artígos científicos que tratam (1) o desenvolvimento e aplicação de uma metodologia

conveniente para a avaliação de preferências de paisagem e expectativas de differentes

grupos de utilizadores do Montado; (2) a avaliação de preferências de utilizadores do

Montado entre este e outras ocupaçãoes do solo características da região de Alentejo; (3)

a avaliação de situação actual das funções culturais e amenidades no Montado de

perspectivas de utilizadores; (4) a avaliação das preferências de diferentes utilizadores da

paisagem por diferentes padrões da paisagem no Montado do Sobro; e (5) a integração

de preferências de utilizadores de paisagem no sistema sistema do apoio à decisão do

Montado do Sobro como um sistema multifuncional.
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RESUMO ALARGADO

As mudanças de estilo de vida ocorridas durante as

últimas décadas reflectem-se, entre outros aspectos, no aumento do tempo de lazer e na

mobilidade das pessoas, tendo vindo a aumentar o interesse por uma fruição adequada

de bens públicos e serviços. Na Europa, nas últimas décadas, as expectativas sociais da

área ruraljá não têm a ver simplesmente com a mera produção alimentar, mas tornaram-

se mais complexas. Há uma consciência crescente de que as paisagens rurais cumprem

outras funções sociais além da satisfação da exigência básica dos alimentos. As

actividades relacionadas com caça, relaxamento, recreação, desenvolvimento cognitivo e

reflexão espiritual são cada vez mais procuradas pela sociedade. Assim, o futuro

planeamento paisagístico implica enfrentar essas novas expectativas sociais. Esta

modificação do uso humano do espaço rural é designada pela comunidade científica

como "transição multifuncional da área rural", que significa a mudança dos objectivos de

produção anteriormente dominantes em direcção a uma simbiose dos objectivos da

produção, consumo e protecção. O desafio da perspectiva multifuncional é aceite como

um objectivo para a gestão de paisagem, tanto na comunidade científica como já tambem

na definição de objectivos de política, como é o caso, por exemplo, do Segundo Pilar da

Política Agrícola Comum, orientado em direcção ao desenvolvimento rural e que

reconhece a variedade de funções económicas, sociais, culturais e ambientais da

agricultura. Alem disso, o contexto da multifuncionalidade em áreas rurais aparece em

diferentes áreas científicas, como na ecologia de paisagem, sociologia rural, agronomia,

silvicultura e economia.

O montado, sistema tradicional agro-silvo-pastoril dominante na região do

Alentejo, pela sua especificidade, pelo padrão de paisagem a que corresponde, pela

diversidade que suporta e pelas funções de recreio, identidade, conservação, caça, e

qualidade ambiental que suporta, é reconhecido cada vez mais como um valor paru a

sociedade. Apesar disso, pouco se sabe sobre como os utilizadores de funções de não-

produção avaliam este sistema e as suas diversas alternativas de gestão, que resultam

em padrões de paisagem diferentes. O conhecimento sobre preferências e expectativas

de utilizadores é essencial para melhor adaptar a gestão para o uso multifuncional do

montado.

V
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O estudo apresentado nesta tese enquadra-se na área de ecologia de paisagem e

concentra-se nas funções culturais e nas "amenidades" no contexto da paisagem rural. O

termo paisagem pode ter múltiplos significados, sendo neste trabalho definido, de acordo

com a Convenção Europeia da Paisagem, como "uma área, como percebido pelas

pessoas, cujo carácter é o resultado da acção e a interacção de factores naturais e/ou

humanos".

Em consequência das novas tendências relacionadas com a paisagem rural, as

inovadoras abordagens científicas sobre a capacidade de a paisagem fornecer funções, a

procura social dessas funções e, em seguida, a sua integração com as actuais funções

geridas nas áreas rurais, desempenham um papel crucial. lsto significa que o

conhecimento sobre os valores das pessoas, as expectativas e as avaliações da

paisagem tornam-se muito importantes, sendo esses aspectos reflectidos em

preferências de paisagem.

Originalmente, a maior parte dos estudos sobre preferências de paisagem

concentrou-se em procurar uma base empírica para o consenso público. Menos atenção

foi dada ao efeito de tipos de paisagem diferentes e aos modos diferentes de a usar. Na

literatura mais recente, a evidência é a de realçar as diferenças nas preferências, em vez

de manter uma medida unitária nas preferências de paisagem.

O objectivo principal desta tese foi o de contribuir para o conhecimento científico

sobre a atractividade do montado - sistema tradicional de uso de terra na região de

Alentejo - para funções de não-produção exigidas pela sociedade actual. As questões

principais de pesquisa foram: "Como é que os utilizadores de paisagem avaliam o

montado para diferentes funções culturais e amenidades?" e "Como é que as suas

preferências podem ser implementadas no sistema de apoio à decisão?"

Os objectivos da tese podem ser resumidos nos seguintes pontos:

1. desenvolver e aplicar a metodologia conveniente para a avaliação de preferências

de paisagem e expectativas sobre o montado, por diversos grupos de utilizadores;

2. avaliar as preferências de paisagem de diversos grupos de utilizadores pelo

montado, entre outros tipos de uso do solo na região;

3. avaliar as preferências de paisagem de diversos grupos de utilizadores pelos

diferentes padrões do montado de sobro;

4. avaliar o uso actual das funções culturais e amenidades no montado, na

perspectiva dos utilizadores;

5. integrar as preferências de utilizadores no apoio à decisão de orientar o montado

do sobro para um sistema multifuncional, como contribuição para o projecto

multidisciplinar AGROREG.
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A metodologia aplicada neste estudo combina métodos científicos quantitativos e

qualitativos. Os inquéritos realizaram-se individualmente, usando questões fechadas e

abertas que foram acompanhadas por dois grupos de fotografias coloridas: o primeiro

representava vários usos do solo existentes na região do Alentejo e o segundo mostrava

os vários tipos de montado de sobro, representando os resultados de diferentes tipos e

intensidades de gestão.

Para obter um conhecimento conveniente na indicação de instrumentos na gestão

multifuncional do montado, a amostragem propositada ("purposeful sampling") foi usada

para ilustrar os diferentes grupos de interesse que experienciam as funções culturais e as

amenidades em áreas rurais. Os grupos seleccionados correspondem à variedade de

actividades ligadas às funções culturais, amenidades e à gestão: proprietários,

trabalhadores, habitantes rurais, habitantes novos rurais, urbanos de Lisboa, turistas

estrangeiros, caçadores, apicultores e apanhadores de cogumelos.

O estudo refere-se à área onde o montado de sobro predomina em relação ao azinho,

na parte do noroeste da região de Alentejo. Quatro cidades, dispersas nesta parte

específica da região, foram seleccionadas como centros principais do processo de

entrevista: Alcácer do Sal, Montemor-o-Novo, Évora e Coruche.

O desenho estatístico deste estudo aplicou a estatística descritiva e inferencial (Test

de Pearson Qui-Quadrado). Para as respostas às perguntas abertas, usou-se a análise

de conteúdo. Foram analisadas as tabelas de contingência entre as preferências e as

variáveis socioeconómicas (género, idade, educação e rendimento familiar) e tabelas de

contingência entre as preferências e as actividades principais praticadas no montado.

A última parte do estudo teve por objectivo experimentar a integração dos dados

sobre as preferências na paisagem dos utilizadores no apoio à decisão para o montado

de sobro. Os resultados dos inquéritos sobre as preferências por diferentes tipos de

montado foram transformados em índices numéricos, simplificando-os para introdução no

modelo.

Correspondendo aos principais objectivos do estudo, a tese é construída por

cinco artigos científicos que tratam:

1- o desenvolvimento e aplicação de uma metodologia conveniente para a

avaliação de preferências de paisagem e expectativas de diferentes grupos de

utilizadores sobre o montado (paper l: JeZová D. & Pinto-Correia T. (2006) Methodology

for evaluation of landscape preferences and its application to montado of cork oak

(Quercus suber) in southern Portugal (Alentejo). ln: Bunce, R.G.H and Jongman, R.H.G.

(Eds.), Landscape Ecology in the Mediterranean: inside and outside approaches, pp 85 -
ea.);
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2-- a avaliação de preferências de utilizadores do montado, entre outras

ocupações do solo na região do Alentejo (paper ll: Surová D. & Pinto-Correia T. (2008)

Krajinné preferencie rôznych skupín uZívatelbv pre tradiÕnú kultúrnu krajinu v juZnom

Portugalsku - Montado. Landscape preferences of different user groups for traditional

cultural landscape in southern Portugal - Montado. Acta Horticulturae et Regiotecturae,

Special lssue, pp 64-68) ;

3-- a avaliação da situação atual das funções culturais e amenidades no montado,

na perspetiva dos utilizadores (paper lll: Surová D. & Pinto-Correia T. (2009) Use and

assessment of the 'new' rural functions by land users and landowners of the Montado in

southern Portugal. Outlook on AGRICULTURE, Vol 38, No 2, pp 189-194);

4- a avaliação das preferências de diferentes utilizadores da paisagem por

padrões da paisagem no montado do sobro (paper lV: Surová D. & Pinto-Correia T.

(2008) Landscape preferences in the cork oak Montado region of Alentejo, southern

Portugal: Searching for valuable landscape characteristics for different user groups.

Landscape Research, Vol. 33, No 3, pp 311 - 330);

5-- a integração de preferências de utilizadores de paisagem no sistema de apoio

à decisão de encarar o montado do sobro como um sistema multifuncional (paper V:

Surová D., Surovyi P., Ribeiro N.A. and Pinto-Correia T. lntegrating differentiated

landscape preferences in a decision support model for the multifunctional management of

the Montado. Paper accepted for publication in Agroforestry Systems).

Os resultados principais deste estudo podem ser resumidos nos seguintes pontos:

. Em relação ao conjunto diverso de ocupações do solo presente na região, o

montado é a ocupação do solo preferida no noroeste do Alentejo por caçadores,

apanhadores de cogumelos, apicultores, proprietários, visitantes portugueses

(representados neste estudo por trabalhadores do campo, habitantes rurais e visitantes

urbanos de Lisboa) e visitantes estrangeiros da Europa do Norte (representada por novos

habitantes rurais e turistas). Esses resultados mostram o potencial do montado para as

funçôes culturais e amenidades, que não devem ser omissas na futura identificação de

usos alternativos deste sistema.

. O montado tem capacidade para oferecer experiências de tradição e identidade;

fruição estética; experiências reconfortantes como contacto com a natureza,

tranquilidade, conforto e sombra refrescante; valores ecológicos e econômicos para os

seus utilizadores.

. As características de paisagem não têm igual importância para todos os utentes,

dependendo da actividade ou uso que eles lhe dão. Esses resultados mostram também a

importância de considerar os diferentes usos em estudos de preferência de paisagem. Os
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grupos de caçadores, apanhadores de cogumelos, apicultores, proprietários, visitantes

portugueses e visitantes estrangeiros são significativamente diferentes em preferências

quanto aos padrões de paisagem que resultam de opções de gestão existentes no

montado. A consideração dessas diferenças e a sua influência na organização espacial

do sistema de paisagem, que inclui funções de não-produção, pode contribuir paru a

satisfação de necessidades sociais modernas, procurando encontrar alternativas de

gestão apropriadas para o suporte de novas funções e evitando conflitos potenciais

dentro das atividades. Nem todas as funções podem ser totalmente acomodadas dentro

do mesmo tipo do modelo montado - por isso, as decisões devem ser tomadas quanto a

prioridades e combinações possíveis de funções, bem como quanto às opçÕes de gestão

necessárias.

. A gestão actual das funções culturais e funções de amenidades no montado não

satisfaz a maioria dos utentes de paisagem. Principalmente, uma definição

compreensível dos direitos e das responsabilidades dos utilizadores de paisagem e dos

proprietários acerca do uso de novas funções rurais no montado, tem falhado.

. A maior parte dos proprietários está principalmente envolvida em actividades de

produção e a sua motivação dominante na implementação da nova função rural nas suas

propriedades é económica, seguindo-se a motivação para satisfazer necessidades

sociais. As atitudes dos proprietários em relação à implementação das novas funçÕes

rurais nas suas propriedades não são uniformes e devem ser consideradas em futuros

processos de planeamento.

Com o conhecimento sobre os padrões de paisagem preferidos pelos grupos de

utilizadores quanto às específicas funções culturais e as amenidades, será possível

integrar um sistema de apoio à decisão baseado no modelo de crescimento de árvore

individual. lsto parece ser um dos caminhos prometedores sobre como aproximar os

resultados científicos das preferências de utentes aos gerentes da paisagem'

Os resultados obtidos por este estudo têm algumas implicações na futura gestão

multifuncional da paisagem do montado. E de esperar que os decisores e os planeadores

possam usar deste tipo da informação. Esses actores têm de ser melhor informados

sobre as preferências de paisagem e as expectativas dos diferentes tipos de utilizadores.

Os proprietários do montado, tentando ajustar as suas práticas às condições económicas

incertas, podem achar tais resultados interessantes, como uma fonte de informação

sobre o que é considerado como paisagem valorizada na região. Além disso, as agências

de turismo locais podem usar este tipo da informação para propostas no mercado, isto é,

considerando este tipo de paisagem como um destino atractivo para os diferentes tipos

de utentes.
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Este trabalho, inserido na linha mais integradora de questÕes sociais na ecologia de

paisagem, vem reforçar um novo caminho de estudos sobre a paisagem tradicional, o

montado e o seu potencial para as funções de não-produção exigidas pela sociedade

actual. O montado e os seus diferentes padrões de paisagem foram avaliados por

utilizadores das diversas funções culturais e das amenidades, tendo em conta a sua

actividade principal na área rural. Neste tempo de mudanças rápidas nas condições de

mercado, este tipo de estudos ajuda a encontrar usos alternativos de paisagens

tradicionais, apontando simultaneamente paru a sua manutenção e utilidade paru a

sociedade actual. Assim, o contributo de estudos sobre a introdução adequada das novas

funções em planos de gestão da paisagem rural, torna-se essencial.

D . Surçvit / PhD Thesis I Landscape preÍeren*es'. r:*nlrtbations 1a the management of the Montado 14



VI THESIS STRUCTURE

The following part of the thesis is structured in two sections:

The first section summarises, in general description, the research work of this

dissertation. Part of the introduction refers to the new social demand related to rural

landscapes, followed by the Montado as a traditional land use system. New societal

demands are described and finally, the landscape preferences in multifunctional context

are introduced. Next, the aims of the study are depicted. The following division explains

the methods used in the work and shows the two types of interview guides and the

photographs applied in the survey. Part of the first section is devoted to a general

discussion of the results and subsequently, some conclusions are derived from the latter.

The first section ends with a list of references.

The second section comprises five scientific papers corresponding to the principal

aimsofthestudy.Papersl, lll, lVandVarepublishedinEnglish. Paperll ispresentedin

two languages. Paper llA is the published Slovak version and paper llB is its English

version.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.1.1 New social demand for rural landscape

Lifestyle changes which occurred during recent

decades resulted in an increase of leisure time and mobility and enhanced the focus of

interest towards an adequate provision of public goods and services. Nowadays, the

societal expectations from the countryside are becoming more complex and not merely

connected to "food" production. There is a growing awareness that rural areas fulfil other

societal functions besides satisfying the basic demand for food. The new rural functions

related to recreation activities, relaxation, cognitive development and spiritual reflection in

landscapes, arise from societal demand. Therefore, future planning involves coping with

these new social expectations in definition of what the function and purpose of rural areas

might be. Holmes (2006) expresses this change of human use of rural space as the

multifunctional rural transition, which means a shift from the formerly dominant production

1
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goals towards a variable mix of production, consumption (market-driven amenity use) and

protection (e.g. biodiversity preservation and landscape protection) goals. The concept of

multifunctionality was applied by OECD and EU in the sectoral context of agriculture;

however, it has considerable importance in sustainable land development regarded cross-

sectorally in the general perspective of land use and landscape (Wiggering et al 2006).

Furthermore, the challenge of multifunctional perspective is accepted as an aim for

landscape management, both in the scientific community and also in the definition of

policy objectives e.g. the Second Pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) oriented

towards rural development. This new perspective of CAP recognises the full range of

economic, social, cultural and environmental functions of agriculture. Moreover, the

concept of the multifunctionality in rural areas appears in different research areas, for

example in landscape ecology, rural sociology, agronomy, forestry, economy and the

need for multidisciplinary research with interdisciplinary communication, is accepted as an

important challenge (Noe et al. 2008). A study focusing on cultural and amenity functions,

not in the sectoral context of agriculture, forestry or economy, but in the context of the

rural landscape, has been undertaken. The study has close connections with landscape

ecology, which deals with analysis, planning and management of the landscapes of the

world and include building theory and developing knowledge of landscape pattern and

process, developing integrative tools and making them applicable to real landscape

situations and applying them to solve problems. The conceptual and theoretical core of

landscape ecology links natural sciences with related human disciplines.

The term, landscape, can have multiple meanings, though in this work it can be defined in

accordance with the definition from the European Landscape Convention as "al'l area, as

perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural

and/or human factors" (Council of Europe 2000). The European Landscape Convention

(ELC) underlines the fact that landscape is for the common good, as well as a common

responsibility. The capacity of a specific landscape to provide goods and services that

satisfy human needs directly or indirectly and thus have a social value is defined as

landscape function, by de Groot (2006).

The abovementioned new functions, demanded by society from rural areas are defined by

de Groot and Hein (2005), in the typology of ecosystem functions, goods and services, as

cultural and amenity functions. These relatively new functions, at least in the land use

management objectives, have a social value and correspond thus to public services or

goods. However, in economic terms, they have currently no market value or have markets

that do not function adequately, for example, the users have not previously paid for such

goods and they are therefore designated as 'non-commodity outputs' (OECD 2OO1).

Nevertheless, the increasing demand for these functions may lead to a shift in status that
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means that they earn a monetary value through new market conditions or public

interventions (Wiggering et al. 2006). This may provide landowners with a new potential

income that is indeed dependent upon societal demands and preferences.

A range of today's amenity functions in rural areas has always been part of the agriculture

or forest outputs, for example mushroom picking and hunting. However, increasing

societal demand puts them in new positions, where purely production-oriented

management may not be adequate for today's social expectations.

ln consequence, new research approaches concerning the capacity of the landscape to

supply societal demand for these functions and their possible integration with currently

managed functions, is crucial. Pertinent research can be useful in supporting innovative

ways of management, where commodity and non-commodity functions are paired in

suitable ways and at suitable levels.

1.1.2 The Montado - traditional land use sysfem responding

to new societal demands

The Montado is the agrosilvo-pastoral system dominant

in the Alentejo, the southern region of Portugal. This system has existed for centuries in a

more or less developed and intensively managed form (Fonseca 2004). The system is

particularly flexible with numerous possible management options resulting in a variety of

landscape patterns on a local scale, even if the common impression of this land use

system is of open, savannah-type, evergreen oak woodland. Traditionally, this system is

utilised for multiple land uses, combining tree cover, both cork and wood for charcoal and

a rotation of grazing, cultivation and fallow areas (Pinto-Correia 1993). The principal

products from the Montado are cork and meat from livestock breeding. Cereals used to be

produced in the Montado until some decades ago, but this practice has been

discontinued, due to changing trends (Pinto- Correia & Mascarenhas 1999). Where there

is crop cultivation today, it is mainly to produce forage for cattle and so the system is now

mainly silvo-pastoral. These production functions secure incomes for the landowners.

Cork is a highly valued product in the market-place and cattle are subsidised by the CAP.

Apart from production purposes, the Montado is also used by hunters, beekeepers and

mushroom pickers. Historically, the functions related to these activities were important for

the rural population to supplement food resources (Fonseca 2004). Today, hunting can be

managed in two ways: through municipal management and hunting associations, with no

payment to the landowner, or for tourist purposes where there is an obligation to submit a

game management plan and where hunters pay for their activity. This second option

provides an economic supplement for landowners. With regard to beekeeping, the
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Mediterranean vegetation in the tMontado is rich in aromatic plants that are responsible for

the high quality of honey in this region. As for mushrooms, the semi-open forest and the

low intensity of soil mobilisation create suitable conditions for a wide variety oÍ

mushrooms.

Nowadays, the growing demand for rural landscapes as a space for relaxation and

recreation has increased the interest in the Montado, which is particularly attractive due to

its combination of: a) open and tree-covered areas, b) clear and shrub-covered

undergrowth, c) a human management regime that provides a semi-natural appearance,

d) the presence of livestock in low numbers, and e) the presence of natural flora and

fauna (Gomez-Limon & Fernandez 1999). There are also new rural settlers who

appreciate this type of landscape and tourists who visit these areas for contemplation,

walking, riding, bicycle tours, etc. The most numerous user-groups are probably

composed of local people who visit the Montado occasionally for aesthetic, recreational or

other experiences as an escape from daily routine. Urban visitors often use the areas for

recreational purposes and some are also interested in the landscape system and

acknowledge its value for multiple functions. The Montado is thus nowadays appreciated

in various ways that entail several non-production functions. Yet present day management

still concentrates on production objectives, even if landowners are aware of the potential

interest of the Montado for many other uses and for satisfying varied human needs

(Plieninger et al. 2004). Knowledge about preferences and expectations of land users in

the Montado is essential to focus management on multifunctional use. Certainly, little is

known about how users of non-production functions evaluate this land use system and its

diverse management alternatives, resulting in different landscape patterns.

1.1.3 Landscape Preferences in the Context of (Multi)

Functionality

There is a growing awareness of the need for feasible

measures for landscape protection, management and planning, utilising public support.

lllustrative of this concern, is the European Landscape Convention (Council of Europe

2000) which demands participation by the public in issues on landscape policy. lt means

that knowledge about peoples' values, expectations and appreciation of landscape has

become very important. According to several researchers, for example Buijs et al. (2006),

Egoz (2001) and Gómes-Limon and Fernández (1999), these expectations are reflected in

landscape preferences.
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Originally, most studies about landscape preferences have focused on securing an

empirical basis for public consensus. Less attention has been paid to the effect of different

landscape types and to different ways of using landscapes. ln more recent literature,

evidence is found for differences in preference, instead of a unitary measure of

environmental preference.

ln the studies of multifunctional land use, there is an increasing awareness that landscape

preferences can be influenced by what the specific landscape can offer for specific

activities (e.g. Van den Berg and Koole 2006, Buijs et al. 2006). This can be a very

significant factor in landscape preference when it is understood who is looking at

landscape and why (Bell 2001).

Several researchers have highlighted the need for considering group differences in

studies regarding landscape preferences. There were differences found between expert

judgements and the general public (Herzog et al 2000) and amongst farmers, landscape

experts and rural dwellers. (Rogge et al. 2007 and van den Berg 1998) provide an

aesthetic evaluation of nature development plans by farmers, visitors and residents. This

revealed important differences between the user groups relating to landscape

characteristics and perceived beauty. The survey by Ryan (2006) found significant

differences between the values that rural inhabitants, planners and home-builders place

on nature. Willis and Garrod (1992) reported similarities in preference between residents

and visitors in their work relating to landscape evaluation in Britain. Whether a person

grew up in a given landscape type proved to be insignificant in the work of Brush et al.

(2000), but the interaction between landscape type and participant group (tourist, farmer,

forester, etc.) was significant in relation to their enjoyment and the degree of appreciation

of a landscape was reflected in landscape preference. Coeterier (1996) underscores this

statement by saying that people generally agree on the quality of a landscape but

disagree on the use they want to make of it. Thus, the question "Who demands what?" is

an important one in light of the debate on multifunctional use of the landscape that is

currently being considered.

The study about user preferences for existing management options of commodity outputs,

deals with finding a high coherence between commodity and non-commodity outputs'

Belletti et al. (2003) regard this coherence as the best approach to strengthen the

multifunctional role of (agricultural) rural areas.
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1.2 THE AIMS OF THE STUDY

The main purpose of this thesis is to contribute to

scientific knowledge about the potential of the Montado landscape in the region of

Alentejo for cultural and amenity functions demanded by today's society. The main

scientific progress of this work is intended to be, in the study of landscape preferences, an

explicit differentiated consideration of the various user groups using the rural landscape.

The groups considered, and particularly relevant for the Montado, include rural

inhabitants, urban dwellers, new rural inhabitants, tourists, hunters, mushroom gatherers,

beekeepers, workers and landowners/managers. This consideration is believed to be

important for grouping types of landscapes and types of use, in an attempt to help with

appropriate management of multifunctional landscapes.

The main research questions can be formulated as follows:

"How different user groups assess the Ãttontado landscape for cultural and amenity

functions?"

and

"How the landscape preferences of different user groups can be implemented in a

decision support sysÍem for the Montado management?"

A definition of the aims of the study takes into consideration, amongst other factors, the

observation that in the Montado, different landscape patterns can be found and the

knowledge about how they are evaluated, for specific non-production functions required

by society, is omitted. ln the region of Alentejo, the Montado land use system dominates.

However, other land use types can be observed in the region as well. There is little known

about how the Montado land uses are evaluated for cultural and amenity functions by land

users. A monitoring system for the Montado non-production use does not exist. There is a

dearth of surveys about landscape preferences and expectations of land users in the

Montado and consequently, available methodology is lacking.
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The aims of the study can be structured as follows:

a) Development and application of a methodology suitable for evaluation of

landscape preferences for, and expectations of, the Montado by diverse user

groups

b) Assessment of the landscape preferences of diverse user groups for the

Montado amongst other types of land uses in the region

c) Assessment of the landscape preferences of diverse user groups for the cork

oak Montado landscape patterns

d) Assessment of the current use of the cultural and amenity functions in the

Montado from land users' perspectives

e) lntegration of land users' preferences in a decision support system for the

management of the cork oak Montado as a multifunctional system.

Contribution to the multidisciplinary project AGROREG.

1.3 IVIETHODS

1.3.1 Research method

The appropriate research method for the objectives of

this study was defined following the review of existing literature (e.9. Plieninger et al.

2OO4; Silvennoinen 2001; Soini 2OO1; Bell 2001; Brush et al. 2000; Gomes-Limón and

Fernández 1999; Hunziker 1995; Yu 1995; Zube et a\.1992) and discussions with experts

in landscape preferences research. ln order to assess landscape preferences and

expectations of the Montado users, a combination of approaches from quantitative and

qualitative research methods was selected. A part of the quantitative approach was used

for identification of respondents' preferences for different landscape patterns. The other

part, the qualitative approach, using open-ended questions (Kvale 1996; Patton 2002),

was applied for understanding and capturing respondents' points of view, their

experiences and expectations in landscape use. Both types of data were analysing using

advanced statistical analysis.
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1.3.2 Data collection

For data collection, individual personal interviews,

using photographs as the visual stimuli, were utilised. Personal interviews allowed direct

contact with respondents, permitting the capture of direct quotations about their

perspectives and experiences and highlighting difficulties encountered in understanding

questions and thus assisting respondents to answer the questions properly.

At the beginning of each interview, the respondent was given a brief introduction to the

purpose of the study. The interviews were carried out in Portuguese. For foreign

respondents with little knowledge of Portuguese, English was used for communication

during the interviews.

1.3.3 Visual stimuli

Two groups of photographs, edited using computer

technology, were used as the visual stimuli for interviews. lt was borne in mind that

photographs are static by nature and achieving realism in computer-generated images is

difficult and requires experience in this field. Despite the omission of the third dimension

and senses such as smelling, touching and hearing, meaningful similarity was found in the

response to two-dimensional representations and the response to the real landscape (e.9.

Lange 2001; Kaplan & Kaplan 1989). Moreover, in this study, there were several reasons

for using this kind of visual stimuli, instead of field visits, during the interviews. The

photographs allowed the showing of a larger number of alternative landscape patterns

and simultaneously controlled the properties of the visual stimuli, for example the weather

conditions.

Seven colour photographs of different land uses in the region of the Alentejo (Figures 1 -

7) and fourteen colour photographs corresponding to different landscape patterns of the

cork oak Montado (Figures I - 21), resulting from different management options, were

used. The dimension of the photographs was 10 x 15 cm.

ln the case of the Montado landscape types, the number of representations had to be

defined and simplified, due to the huge variation in the Montado management options.

Thus, four main aspects, influenced by landowners' management, were considered:

presence of shrubs, presence and type of livestock, density of trees and spatial
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distribution of trees. These are the dimensions that mostly influence landscape patterns in

the Montado system. ln the representations of the Montado types, two varieties of

livestock, cows and sheep, presenting the most frequent big and small grazing animals in

the cork oak Montado, were used.

From the 500 photographs captured in the field, the ones best representing the

different landscape patterns in the Montado were selected. At first, the photographs were

divided into three groups with different levels of crown cover, in order to distinguish

between the open, dense and highly dense areas. The aspect of different spatial

organisation of trees was relevant only for dense areas, thus this photo set was divided

into two groups: dense aligned and dense irregular. Subsequently, there was a selection

of photographs captured in the field better representing the following different landscape

patterns: open area, dense area with aligned configuration of trees, dense area with

irregular configuration of trees with shrubs and dense area with irregular composition of

trees without shrubs and finally, the highly dense area. These five photographs served as

the base for representations of other existing Montado landscape patterns, obtained by

photographic manipulation, using image-editing software. The aspects manipulated were

related to the presence of shrubs and two types of pastured livestock - sheep and cattle.

Some further modifications were performed by computer technology, in order to reduce

differences in the sky colour on the photos and to manipulate the presence of livestock

and the changing densities of shrub cover.

1.3.4 Sampling

ln the context of multifunctional landscape

management, a variety of utilitarian perspectives were considered to be important. Thus,

in order to obtain knowledge suitable for the use of tools in aiming for multifunctional

management of the Montado, utilitarian overlay on landscape preferences was applied.

The purposeful sampling (Patton 2002) was used in order to illustrate different user

groups experiencing cultural and amenity functions in rural areas. Nine groups of users

were identified at the beginning of the study, based on previous observations about non-

production use of the countryside in the region. Selected groups corresponded to

management activities and to varieties of activities connected with cultural and amenity

functions in rural areas: (1) landowners managing cork oak Montado on their properties;

(2) field workers from the properties with the cork oak Montado; (3) hunters (4) mushroom

pickers (5) beekeepers practising their activities in the region; (6) long{erm residents
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living in the region since childhood and practising leisure activities in the countryside; (7)

new rural inhabitants coming from other regions or countries and living in the Alentejo

region for less than fifteen years; (8) urban dwellers from metropolitan areas of Lisbon,

visiting the region sporadically and (9) foreign tourists coming to the region and visiting the

countryside.

Contacts with hunting, tourist, beekeeping and landowners' associations and

municipalities were established in the study areas, in order to gain initial contact with

potential respondents. Aftenryards, to enhance the representative nature of groups'

samples and to select people best suited to the needs of a survey, a snowball sampling

was applied. The community's knowledge was used to find out about those residents who

had the required experiences in the study area, and thus helped with locating information-

rich key informants (Patton 2002). A few potential respondents were contacted in each

centre of the interview process and asked whether they knew of anybody with the required

knowledge and they in turn provided more names (Atkinson and Flint 2001). The personal

interviews with those who had accepted were carried out. ln all, 232 such interviews were

completed. Each respondent was assigned to one category of users and was interviewed

as such, even if he or she could be included in more than one group. For example, a

hunter could also be a local inhabitant, but if he was interviewed as a hunter, this was

clarified at the start of the interview and answers were accepted on this basis.

1.3.5 Study Area

The study refers to the area where the cork oak

Montado predominates in the north-western part of the region of Alentejo. Four towns,

dispersed in this specific part of the region, were selected as main centres for the

interview process: Alcácer de Sal, Montemor-o-Novo, Évora and Coruche. These

settlements are surrounded by the cork oak Montado, which has socio-economic

importance due to cork production, but which is also used in a multifunctional way by local

inhabitants and urban dwellers from the metropolitan areas of Lisbon, as well as by

foreign tourists. A more detailed description of the study area is presented in scientific

papers l, ll, lll and lV.
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1.3.6 lnterview guides

For data collection, structured interviews consisting of a list of open and close-

ended questions and photo representations of landscape types was used. The questions

from the same themes were grouped together in order to make the questionnaire easier to

answer. Filling in of names and contact details of the respondents was optional. The

interview guide covered six distinct themes specified below:

l. Preferences for the Montado between other land use types in the region of the

Alentejo. The photos representing different land use types in the region were used

as the visual stimuli in this section of the interview.

ll. Verbal expressions for the Montado identified by its users. This section of the

questionnaire overlapped the aims of the thesis, so the results are not presented

here.

lll. Preferences for the Montado landscape patterns resulting from different

management options. Different landscape patterns in the cork oak Montado were

shown on the photos.

lV. Questions about use and assessment of the 'new' rural functions in the Montado by

land users. This part of the questionnaire had different questions for the landowners.

These did not apply to the other land user groups.

V. Economic assessment of the Montado. This is the second theme overlapping the

aims of the thesis, thus the results from this theme are not presented in this thesis.

Vl. Questions about the socio-economic variables of the respondents.

Two versions of the interview guide were arranged: for land users and for

landowners/ managers. Questions in part lV for landowners/managers, about the use and

assessment of the 'new' rural functions in the Montado by its users, were different from

other land user groups in the management of their Montado areas. After testing of the

interview guide, some further adjustments were made. Specifically, the number of

Montado landscape patterns was reduced from seventeen to fourteen. Furthermore, a

respondent's choice of preferred landscape type through various steps was reduced to a

single choice from all photos, in order to simplify the question for respondents.

The English versions of interview guides for land users and for

landowners/managers applied in the survey are demonstrated in Annex 1 and Annex 2.

Some of the questions in the interview guide overlapped the aims of the presented thesis.
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The questions taken into account in this thesis are the following numbers in the interview

guides: 1- 3, I - 19 and 28 - 33.

Photographic Representations of Land Use Types

applied in the Suruey

ln the survey, seven colour photo representations of

the following land use types of the region were used: lntensive cultures, Vineyard, Olive

grove, Montado, Eucalyptus grove, Stone pine grove and Maritime pine grove (see Annex

3).

Photo Representations of the Montado landscape

patterns applied in the Survey

The Montado landscape patterns, resulting from variety

management options in tree level and undercover level, were shown to respondents

during the interviews, using fourteen colour photographs (see Annex 4). The latter were

considered the most frequent combinations of four management aspects: Tree density

defined as a percentage of the crown cover; tree composition; shrub presence and

livestock presence and type.

The Montado types, with descriptions of the aspects considered in the photographic

representations, are illustrated in Table 1.
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Table l. The Montado types with descriptions of the aspects considered in the survey

1

2

3

Open
Open with cows sheep

cows
no shrubs irregular 10 - 35

4
5
6

with
Dense irregular
Dense irregular with sheeP

nol

Dense irreqular with cows

sheep
COWS

no shrubs
irregular

7

I
De
De

nse irregular with shrubs
nse irreqular with shrubs and sheeP

no livestock
sheep

with shrubs
>=35 <=65

9 Dense aligned
10 Dense aligned with sheeP
11 Dense ali with cows
12 Dense aligned with shrubs

no livestock
sheep
COWS

no shrubs

with shrubs

aligned

nol
13 Dense al ned with shrubs and sh S

14H dense ular with shrubs no livestock >65

1.3.7 Data Analysis

The statistical design in this study applied frequency

statistics for the preferences of types of land use (see paper ll - Surová and Pinto-Correia

2008a) and types of Montado patterns (see paper lV - Surová and Pinto-Correia 2008b).

A pearson's chi-square test (X2) was used to identify group differences between

preferences. A significance level of 0.05 of p-value was used for all tests. To identify the

most important reasons for the respondents' decisions concerning the preferred land use

and Montado pattern and perceived limitations and improvements suggested by land

users, as well as landowners' attitudes towards 'new' functions, a content analysis was

applied to the open explanations of the respondents. Each description was broken down

into a series of short phrases and the phrases were sorted into categories that expressed

similar meanings. The content analysis was applied due to its common use for

identification of concepts, key issues, themes and patterns in communicative texts, in

order to arrive at interpretative and quantitative summaries of qualitative data (Patton

2002).
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1.3.8 lmplementation of the landscape preferences in a

Decision Suppori SysÍem for the lrlontado management

The final aim of the study was to integrate the land

users' preferences into the existing decision support system for cork oak Montado

management. For this purpose, the results of land users' preferences for Montado

landscape patterns were transformed to social indicators in ordinal, numerical outline and

subsequently introduced into the software of the decision support system. The process of

the integration of utilitarian landscape preferences with the software of the decision

support system for management of the Montado, is in paper V (Surová et al. Submitted

manuscript).
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1.4 DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH RESULTS

This chapter discusses the main results described in

the five scientific papers presented in the second section of the thesis.

Paper I (JeZová and Pinto-Correia 2006) describes a development and application

of a methodology suitable for evaluation of landscape preferences for, and expectations

of, the Montado by diverse user groups. ln this survey, the personal interviews were used

for data collection regarding land users' preferences and expectations in the Montado land

use system. The structured interviews allowed control over the flow of the dialogue. On

the other hand, in the open-ended questions in this experimental study, there was

freedom to respond to some questions and they were specifically helpful for a better

understanding of the various points of view of users and for the identification of landscape

characteristics, valuable to different user groups. This would not have been possible to

obtain through close-ended questions about preferred landscape types. A combination of

quantitative preference choice and qualitative responses was also applied by other

researchers (e.g. Schroeder 1995) as they were considered to provide a more complete

understanding of human responses to landscape, than could either approach, used alone.

The visualisation by photographs was a powerful tool in attracting interviewee

interest in the survey, as well as showing possible variations in landscape patterns. As a

term, landscape can have different meanings and the problem of misunderstanding of

landscape in the questions, needed to be avoided. The photographs had the capacity to

specify landscapes in the study and allowed for greater clarity about the stated

preferences. However, photographic representations to evaluate different landscape

types, without real field visits, would have made this kind of survey much more expensive.

It also had clear limitations due to the static views of the landscape and the need for

careful preparation of realistic photo representations.

An important aspect of the sample design in the survey was to interview members

of different user groups, instead of considering the public in general. This type of sample

design would have shown difÍerent results in gaining utilitarian perspectives on the

landscape. Paper ll and paper lV showed that the more appreciated landscape qualities

between user-groups was not uniform in the same preferred land use type. Moreover,

there were significant differences noted between preferences of user-groups to different

landscape patterns in the Montado (paper lV). These results support the theory of the
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necessity of considering perceptions of different user groups in the management of

landscape functions.

ln relation to the methodology used to identify users' expectations of specific landscape

function, it was necessary to stress the importance of the respondents' awareness of the

type of user group represented during the interview, especially when more than one target

group could be represented The face{o-face interviews using open-ended questions for

determining the reasons for preferences for particular patterns, allowed control of the

abovementioned requirement "in situ".

Paper ll (Surová and Pinto-Correia 2008a) showed the Montado as the most

preferred landscape type from seven assessed land use types in the southern region of

Portugal. The content analysis of open-ended questions revealed that land users

appreciated a variety of aspects in the Montado. The most valued aspects were regional

tradition, biodiversity, attractiveness of landscape scenery, adaptation to local conditions

and experience of identity. However, the concepts articulated for preference explanations,

were not uniform for all user groups. For Portuguese visitors, the Montado is the

landscape of the regional tradition and identity, frequently named as the "familiar

landscape". Foreign visitors appreciate mainly the aesthetic values of landscape type

connected with its uniqueness, complexity and contrast of light and shadow. Mushroom

pickers, beekeepers and hunters positively evaluated, above all, the biodiversity in the

land use system, which increased the suitability of the Montado for their favourite activities

in rural areas. Landowners principally valued the economic worth connected to cork

production and multifunctional exploration, but also the adaptation of land use to specific

ecological conditions and its regional tradition. ln relation to other land use types in the

region, the Montado offered the strongest experiences of tradition and identity, aesthetic

and restorative experiences. lt is noteworthy, that despite the multi- exploration of the

system, the same system is able to offer the experience of nature, tranquillity, silence and

well-being to its users. These results stress the importance of the Montado for diverse

groups of land users and confirms its significant attraction for cultural and amenity

functions.

Paper ltl (Surová and Pinto-Correia 2009) surveyed the use and assessment of

'new' rural functions in the Montado, both by land users and landowners. The study

showed that the Montado was appreciated for different activities, but also for socially

sensitive management that seemed to be required .Most notable was the abundance of

visitors, representing generally tourists and new rural inhabitants, with higher education.

The main activity practised in the Montado was walking, followed by sightseeing by car
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and picnicking, mainly during the spring season. Most of the visitors practised more than

one type of activity in the Montado. The typically dry and very hot weather conditions and

elevated fire risk was probably the reason for a lesser tendency to visit the Montado

during this season of the year. Preferred sightseeing by car across the Montado, is

probably related to the scenic beauty of this type of landscape: an undulating terrain

allowing different panoramic views across the open savannah-like landscape, with

changing densities of trees and varying pasture composition. The majority of respondents

experienced some difficulties in visiting the Montado areas. These concerns were mainly

due to poor public access; lack of safety information; lack of orientation facilities and lack

of clarity on the rights of visitors. The fencing of estates allowed for the control of livestock

grazing areas, but could also have contributed to poor control of visitor access during the

summer. Good control could be a solution to the fire risk and access fees could be

charged for mushroom picking and hunting. The increased consideration of economic

interests concerning these externalities leads to increasing pressure by landowners to

privatise these goods (Merlo and Croitoru, 2005). Even this fencing trend could be

perceived as a step fonruard in managing social functions through the control of visits, if it

were to be followed by subsequent steps such as the improvements mentioned by land

users in this study. The improvement of infrastructure such as footpaths and route

indicators, signposting in the fields and the setting up of interpretation panels, could

provide information for visitors, so they could discover more about the landscape they are

enjoying. These improvements would additionally allow for a higher degree of

independence for the occasional visitor, who would not need to be part of large guided

groups of visitors. This could consequently increase the quality of the visitors' experience.

Most landowners are still mainly engaged in production activities, as these are

their main source of income. Yet, probably due to its long tradition in rural areas, hunting

is practised on most estates, bringing some economic input. With regard to landowners'

attitudes about 'new' rural functions, better preparations are required to face the current

social demands. The important role of 'communication' between stakeholders is stressed

by various authors (e.g. Brunori and Rossi, 20Q7; Konijnendijk, 2000). More

communication would most probably help people to understand the restrictions imposed,

or desired, by landowners and on the other hand, it would enhance farmers'

understanding about public expectations and demands from rural areas.

Economic incentives for landowners could also improve the current situation, for

example, with support for the development of 'new' functions, such as payments and

grants for the upkeep of paths and other facilities, or compensation for additional work

undertaken to create conditions for public access. Still the economic incentives should be
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accompanied by other tools, such as best practice guidelines produced as a result of

cross-sector col laboration.

The part of the research described in Paper lV (Surová and Pinto-Correia 2008b)

identifies the consensus and divergences within the user groups in relation to the

preferences for different Montado types. Furthermore, it describes valuable landscape

characteristics preferred by different user groups. The socio-economic variables of the

land users do not show any decisiveness in their preferences for the Montado landscape

patterns. Yet, a type of activity practised in the rural areas, influences the preferences for

landscape patterns in the Montado significantly. Thus, according to the results in the

study, hunters, mushroom pickers, beekeepers, landowners, Portuguese and foreign

walkers should be considered in the Montado management, as user groups with different

expectations relating to landscape patterns. lt means that there is no unique Montado

type, satisfying all interviewed user groups. Moreover, people from one user group,

practising walking activities in the Montado, did not show particular preference for any

specific pattern. This fact can be understood as the assumption that attractiveness

depends on the variety of patterns that a visitor finds during a walk. For this reason the

evaluation of patterns separately, by this group of users, can perhaps never be very

accurate, due to its dependence on the patterns in their surroundings. Thus, to satisfy

several user groups, requires the existence of a spatial landscape mosaic composed of

different landscape patterns.

An open area of the Montado, without livestock, is the most valued by hunters,

providing good visibility and a feeling of safety during hunting. The shrubby Montado is

appreciated by beekeepers and mushroom pickers and most of the mushroom pickers

prefer these patterns without livestock. Landowners, contrary to the majority of other user

groups, value the aligned Montado, allowing easier access for mechanisation because of

fewer shrubs. For landowners, aligned patterns are not associated with the experience of

tradition, identity or memories of a place, contrary to patterns of irregular structure with

livestock presence and clear undergrowth. A dichotomy can be traced in the preferences

of landowners regarding current productive management options with aligned composition

of trees and irregular composition, representing traditional management options. The

group of Portuguese walkers was defined in the study on the base of the consensus of

rural inhabitants, workers and urban dwellers in preferences for landscape patterns. The

reason for this similarity can be found in a common characteristic of the aforementioned

groups and this is familiarity with the Montado land use system. This is an important factor

forthe experience of landscape (e.g.Bourassa 1991; Kaplan & Herbert 1988; Hagerhall

2000) and it could also explain the differences in preferences between the Portuguese
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walkers and the foreign walkers, represented by tourists and new rural inhabitants. These

people are generally not as familiar with the Montado system as the previously mentioned

groups. The Portuguese walkers prefer a variety of Montado patterns with one common

characteristic: undergrowth without shrubs. This characteristic, together with livestock

presence and irregular structure of trees, is frequently associated with the traditional

appearance of the Montado. An experience of diversity, important for foreign walkers, is

higher in dense shrub patterns. However, this experience could also be gained by walking

through a variety of Montado types.

Responses to open-ended question about preferences for Montado landscape

patterns revealed two types of concepts, helping to illustrate the perception of preferred

patterns by respondents. These are the objective features and the subjective experiences.

Both types of perceptions are influenced by one another, although the present survey

revealed differences related to the type of activity practised in the landscape. Landowners,

mushroom pickers and beekeepers were interested mainly in the objective features of

landscapes, which probably allow them the most suitable conditions for their activity.

About a third of the hunters mentioned visibility as an important aspect, so they preferred

open areas. The walkers were more perceptive to subjective experiences in landscape,

than to perceptions of objective features. The experience of tradition, identity and

memories of the place, which were the most significant for Portuguese walkers, are

connected with livestock presence, clean undergrowth and irregular structures of trees.

One of the important aspects in the preferred landscape patterns, mentioned by

respondents in this survey, is nature appreciation, frequently related to objective features

such as the presence of shrubs, irregular structure of trees and dense crown cover. This

is in accordance with earlier studies (e.g. Ulrich t986; Schroeder 1995) where

preferences are shown to be positively related to vegetation density and naturalness. This

study concurs also with important components in landscape preferences, mystery and

diversity, as listed by Kaplan (1979).

Paper V shows one of the possible ways of data adaptation for user preferences

for integration with decision support systems for the Montado. Data about user

preferences can be transformed to form social indicators in ordinal, numerical outlines

and can be integrated with the single-tree model. However, an adaptation of the existing

model is needed as well. The empirical single-tree models provide only outputs at the tree

level and the stand characteristics have to be derived using simple calculation formulas

(in the case of production per hectare) as well as complex geometrical calculations (in

case of crown cover without overlapping). To extend this kind of model to landscape level,

new formulas are necessary. ln the case of the Corkfits, for purposes of landscape
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patterns, models for under-grove evolution and models for pasture types have to be

introduced.

This example of the landscape preference implementation into the DSS is particularly

oriented to the Montado land use system, where a specific combination of production

outputs exists and where different management options result in a variety of landscape

patterns. The implementation of users' preferences for several landscape patterns in the

Montado, related to existing management practices, was achieved in this work. However,

the real range of landscape patterns in this land use system is much wider and

sometimes difficult to assign to clearly defined patterns. Furthermore, the survey on

users' preferences was limited to a study area and larger surveys would increase the

reliability of the data. There are also more management options in the cork oak Montado

as surveyed in this work, compared with, for example, the open Montado landscape

patterns with shrubs, patterns with trees from different age classes, the cork oak stands

mixed with other species, for example stone pine. Hence, the integrated model of user

preferences should be tested and continuously improved. ln the same way, it is important

to stress that some of the powerful factors that contribute to landscape preferences are

changing rapidly over time, (pasture presence, shrub presence) so it is important for the

users of this decision support system to understand and take this into consideration

during a decision making process.

As the main decisions about management of the Montado are largely in the hands

of landowners, the development and permanent improvement of a decision support tool

available for this group of managers, as the CORKFITS is, is essential. Nevertheless,

landowners are not a unique group which may want to make use of this tool. The

intention of the model is the training of non-professional private forest owners, forest

managers and students, as well as to support public relations.

ln this case, the integrated information about landscape preferences seeks to help

in identifying the possible, and diverse, cultural and amenity values of the existing

Montado patterns and to show by decision support tools, how the existing management

practices have impacted on land users' preferences. lt can help respond to questions

about how the changes in management of production functions will influence the

attractiveness of pattern for some of the non-production functions.

ln assessment of livestock species, little significant difference was found in any

user group. However, if pasture is present in the pattern it has not influenced the

preferences of several user groups, such as hunters and mushroom pickers, who prefer

the Montado without grazing livestock. The presence of shrubs is decisive for

beekeepers, but for landowners and Portuguese visitors searching for tradition and

identity values, shrubs are not preferred. Artificial regeneration with aligned compositions
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of trees practical for landowners was not chosen as a favourite by other user groups,

apart from hunters seeking the required visibility for finding game in this type of

composition.

It needs to be stressed that the knowledge about users' preferences, integrated in

this work, is not enough to measure the availability of given non-production functions in

the Montado. The knowledge presented here can be defined, on the basis of the work of

Groot and Hein (2005), as the state indicators clarifying the attractiveness of the Montado

landscape patterns for users of different cultural and amenity functions. The other two

types of indicators for functions, goods and services of the rural landscape, are

mentioned by Groot and Hein as important for economic valuation. These are the

performance and use indicators. The performance indicator would assess the maximum

suitable use of the landscape features, attractive from the given point of view, and the use

indicator, the actual use (e.9. number of visitors).

A decision support tool is recognised as a good mediator between private sectors

and scientific investigators. The tool serves to visualise the impact of potential decisions

and to identify trade-offs and compatibilities between environmental, economic, and social

benefits of the Montado. Nevertheless, as the presented study shows, the scientific

knowledge needs to be fundamentally simplified in order to be implemented in the

support system in ways comprehensible to its users. lvloreover, the integration process

requires an interdisciplinary dialogue. These communication skills still need to be

improved amongst the scientists themselves, but also amongst scientists, managers,

planners, and public sector personnel and is essential for achieving the goals of

multifunctional rural landscapes.

1.5 CONCLUSIONS

This survey, from the perspective of landscape

ecology, is innovative in a new path of studies about traditional Montado landscapes and

its potential for non-production functions demanded by today's society. ln this work, the

Montado land use system and its different landscape patterns were evaluated by users of

diverse cultural and amenity functions, from the point of view of their main activity in the

countryside. ln the current era of quick changes in market conditions, this kind of study

helps to find alternative uses for traditional landscapes regarding their maintenance and
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usefulness for today's society. The non-production functions are considered to be one

alternative or component of use and income in traditional landscapes in the future. Thus,

the research helps with an adequate introduction of these cultural and amenity functions

and shows that management planning for rural landscapes is essential.

The results obtained from this research have some implications for the future

management of the tVontado multifunctional landscape. lt is believed decision-makers and

planners can make good use of this type of information. These stakeholders need to be

better informed about the landscape preferences and expectations of different types of

user groups, seeking cultural and amenity functions. Landowners of the Montado, trying to

adjust their practices to uncertain economic conditions, may find these results interesting

and a source of information about what are considered valuable landscapes among the

users of the regional countryside. Furthermore, the local tourism agencies can use this

kind of information for marketing purposes, i.e. identifying pleasing landscape types for

different types of users.

The main findings of this research work can be summarised as follows:

- The Montado is the most preferred land use among other land use types in the

north-western part of the Alentejo region for hunters, mushroom pickers, beekeepers,

landowners, Portuguese visitors (represented by field workers, rural inhabitants and

urban visitors from Lisbon) and foreign visitors from northern Europe (represented by

new rural inhabitants and tourists). These results underline the Montado potential for

cultural and amenity functions, which should not be omitted in future identification of

alternative uses of the traditional land use system in the region.

- The Montado offers experiences of tradition and identity, aesthetics, restorative

experiences and has ecological and economic values for its users.

- The important landscape characteristics are not equal for all land users and are

directly influenced by the activity or use they represent. These results show the

importance of taking into account uses in landscape preference studies. Groups of

hunters, mushroom pickers, beekeepers, landowners, Portuguese visitors and foreign

visitors are significantly different in their preferences for landscape patterns resulting from

existing management options in the Montado. The consideration of these differences and

their influence on the spatial organisation of the landscape system, that includes non-

production functions, can contribute to the fulfilment of modern social needs to find

existing management options appropriate for the support of new functions and to avoid

potential conflicts within these activities. Not all functions can be accommodated fully

within the same type of Montado pattern, therefore decisions must be taken to prioritise

and possibly devise combinations of functions and diversified management options are

needed. Knowledge of the preferred landscape patterns of different user groups can help
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managers to understand what kind of landscapes they should maintain in order to offer

new functions, or vice versa. They can decide what new kinds of functions are suitable,

using the existing landscape patterns on their properties.

- The current management of the cultural and amenity functions in the Montado

does not satisfy the majority of the land users. A comprehensible definition of the rights

and responsibilities of land users and landowners concerning the use of new rural

functions in the Montado, is lacking.

- Most of the landowners are primarily engaged in production activities and the

dominant motivation for integration of new rural functions on their property is economic,

followed by the motivation to satisfy social needs. The attitudes of the landowners

towards implementation of the new rural functions on their properties are not uniform and

this should be considered in the planning and integration process of the new rural

functions.

- ln the Montado case, knowledge about preferred landscape patterns for user groups

experiencing specific functions can be integrated with a single-tree model based decision

support system. This seems to be one of the promising ways to make good use of

research findings about land users' preferences, for managers of the Montado land use

system.

The results of this thesis indicate some challenges for future research:

. Suruey about cultural differences in utilitarian landscape preferences

This study shows (in paper lV) that the Portuguese and North European walkers have

significantly different preferences for the cork oak Montado landscape patterns. Thus, the

cultural differences in utilitarian landscape preferences should be investigated further,

principally in relation to landscapes of multi-cultural interests.

. Larger surveys about users' preferences in rural landscapes

This survey was limited to a specific part of the region of Alentejo. Larger surveys about

land users' preferences for landscape types extended to whole regions would increase the

reliability of the data.

. Survey about utititarian preferences for further types of the Montado landscape

patterns

The survey was limited to considering the principal management aspects in the study area

of the cork oak Montado, resulting in a variety of landscape patterns. However, the real

range of landscape patterns in the Montado overlaps those studied in this survey. The

others are, for example, the open landscape patterns with shrubs, patterns with trees of

different age classes, the cork oak stands mixed with other species such as stone pine
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and maritime pine. Future research studies, applied to larger areas, regarding utility

preferences, should consider the other Montado landscape patterns as well.

. Study about effect of noise, smell and touch on users' preferences for landscapes

ln general, most of the landscape preference studies focus on visual perceptions of the

landscape. However, other senses are also engaged in perceptions of landscapes. Little

is known, for example, about the effect of noise, smell or touch on users' preferences.

Therefore, in studies about experiences and preferences in various landscapes,

considerations other than visual stimuli, should also be included.

. lmplementation of regular surueys and monitoring dealing with landscapes

Regular surveys and monitoring tools and instruments need to be developed for

preferred landscape types, concerning types of activity, amount of use, group sizes and

user satisfaction, in order to identify demand, changing preferences and pressures on the

environment and to make multifunctionality of the landscape more feasible for managers.

. Study about the economic valuation of landscape functions

The present study did not attempt to examine the economic value of landscape functions.

However, the efficient management of traditional land uses requires knowledge about the

various values of these systems. Thus, a study considering the economic values of

landscape functions in the Montado, is necessary.

. Enhancement of science-based management and planning

A challenge to pool research and practices in the context of landscape multifunctionality is

growing. ln this work, the landscape preferences of users for more varied landscape

patterns were implemented in existing decision support systems. However, several

improvements should be considered. For example, more detailed information about users'

expectations would be helpful, but the guidelines should also be simplified to provide

easier access for managers. One of the possible directions of future research should be a

study of online guidelines, providing information to managers about multifunctional

management skills, thus enabling them to understand the expectations of users of non-

production functions.
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SCIENTIFIC PAPERS

The following section of the thesis consists of five scientific papers corresponding

with the principal aims of the study.

The first paper (l) describes the interviewing method and interview guide design, used in

this survey, for identification of land users' preferences and expectations of the Montado

landscape. Results from a test of the interview guides with a pilot group of the

respondents, are discussed. The second paper (ll) deals with the assessment of the

landscape preferences of the Montado among others land uses in the region of Alentejo,

by different user groups, of cultural and amenity functions. This paper is presented in two

versions. Paper llA presents the published Slovak version and paper llB is the English

version of this paper. ln the available Slovak version of the paper an error was introduced

during the publishing process in table 1. The correction will be published in Errata of the

journal Acta Horticulturae et Regiotecturae. The third paper (lll) in this thesis is about how

the Montado supports and can better support, cultural and amenity functions from land

users' perspectives. Results regarding visitor profiles, current activities in the Montado,

perceived limitations and improvements suggested by land users, as well as landowners'

attitudes towards'new'functions, are presented and discussed in this paper. The purpose

of the next paper (lV) is to present and discuss the results of consensus and divergence

within user groups, in relation to their preferred Montado types and the way they use, or

relate to, this type of landscape. The methodological issues are also discussed, as this

approach has not been applied in its current form in this type of landscape system,

connected with extensive cattle production and dispersed tree cover. The last paper (V)

describes an integration of the results regarding users' preferences for the Montado

landscape patterns in an existing decision support system, with the aim of managing the

cork oak Montado as a multifunctional system.
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Abstract

Kellvords

This paper is based on a study airuing at the constmction and the
application of a methodology tbr iderrtit-rcation of landscape prefet'ences

among cliftêrcnt groups of people, lvho rna:tase and use the landscape of
the rnontado in different ways. Tiiis evaluation is requirecl to obtairt
knowledge abont people's relation to landscapes. to be iutepratecl in ftlrure
plaruring ancl in rnanagernent options. The landscape type sÍudied is the
moltado. flre agro-silvo-pastoral systeur douiinaut iu the southern region
of Portugal, Alentejo. The present urethodology is based on face-to-face

interuiews using photographs as vistml stimnli. Close-ended questions
\r-ere accornpanied b1' opeu-encled questiotts. The focus groups are

landowners. ditTerent gÍoups of actual land-users and u'ban people as

potential fi.rture users. The lopics utrder investigation al'e the preferences

of different types of values attributed to the lnontado by various groups of
actors. This paper describes constnrction of the questioturaire to explore
landscape prefereuces and a discussion of the results fi'otn tests of the
questionna:re. The preference of moutado landscapes to other types of
nual areas in the sonthem part of Portugal was significaut in all involved
gl'oups. The resrúts show the advantage in combination of close-endecl

with open-euded questions in finding out values attributed to prefemed
landscape. The montado and its difTerent §pes are valuecl iu various
ways. Preferences of tested groups varied in econornic. traditional,
ecological, aesthetic, recreational and utilization values.

rmrltifrmctionaliry of rur-al landscape. landscape prefer-ences. latrdscape

valtres, photographs

I
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Iatroduction

This paper makes part of interdisciplinary project Agroreg created as a response to

protrleur of landowners with sustaiuable mailagemenl of uroutado of corli oak (Quercus

suber). The marn objective of the project wâs to creale a Decision Supporl System (DSS)

for lanrlowners for evaluation of econouric. social and envirotunental ittfluence of acrual

rnanagemerrt pracÍices. It is expeued to solve the problem with regeneration faihue of
cort oak stands aud to help make better clecisiors of lanclowneÍs towards sustaiuability of
rrrontado. In this holistic approach are involved several acadenric disciplines e.g.

forestry. biology. botany. economy. geography and landscape architectue. The project
acted as a bridge bet'lveen scientists and different public actors and engaged several

associatious of landowners. The challenge of mútif,urctionality in tlte rural landscape is
accepted as a* airn for latdscape lnanagenrent. boft in tlte sciettific conutunity and also

already in the deÍitition of policir ob^jectives e.g. the Second Pillar of the Conunon

Agriculhl'al Policy. Even though lrontado is a uultifilnctional system. in Portugal there

is a lack of studies about its differetÍ toa-productive fruictions and their ittegration in
u]âüagemert of mo*tado. It orcler to f,rll this gap. it was planned to explore these

frrnctions by landscape preferences of different rtsers. Increasing demand for active
public involvement conducted to consider not only values of landowuers as trrallagers of
landscape but also landscape preferences of land-users âs aü intporlant contribution of
DSS for sustaurable rnaragement of montado. People are an importallt compolelt of
traditional landscapes and its contiluity directly depends on their actions (Plienfutger er

nl. ?A09. For multifllnctionaliÍy of the rural lardscape. especially of apro-silvo-pastoral
systems in Âlentejo, it is needed a nelv rnethodology approach. to study different
landscape frurcÍions and their integration ur landscape manageuent.

Montado is appreciated in varior$ ways. but it is rurclear the type of montado that is
prefened. This probleur rnakes difficulties for lalclscape plaurers and decisiou urakers to

inteprate different activities in management. To make clear these doÚts. it is necessary

to explore landscape pr-eferences of drfferent gloups of people who manage and use

urontado in differeut ways. The intepration of human preferences. needs and ac{ivities in
the nranagemenf plans safeguard their conturuâtion and success (PavLikakis et a|.20}fl.
tandowners with their actiúties and maragement choices are itfluencing developurent of
larclscape changes. Knowledge about the role of their preferences anrl motivafions in
rDanagement is important. and can be ürtegratred wirh many oÍhil types of iüformation in
an apptied DSS. Fruthennore. valious groups of land-users. includiug rnhabitants and

urbar people. consider the landscape in different ways. accordurg to tle finctions
expected by theur. Thus, the knowledge about their preferences fur relation to pattem and
in relation to tlie frurction has to be integrated ur the ftlnre plamring of the landscape.

The work aim is to explore the value of different montado ry?es to landowners and to
different land-users. If we want to maiatain the montado as a nrultif,utctional system, we

need to answer to social demand of non-prcductive functions. For this is essential to
hroru. how people value montado and its different t1pes. what is attlactive for theur and

what thelr expectations are.

2
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Montado and its yariour furctioas

The urontado is the asro-silrro-pastoÍal system dominant in the sotltheflr part of Portugal

alreacly existing for urany cennuies. in uore or less cleveloped and intensive üallagemert
foryns. Couunonly open evergreen oak woodlands fomr it. The rlominant species of trees

are cork oak {Çue.rctts sttber, L.) ot hohn oak lQuernts ilex, spp. Rotun{lilfolia, L.).

Traditionally this system is exploiterl by multiple land uses. combirüug íhe exploitation of
tlee cover. aucl a rotation of grazing. crútivation and feilow in the rulder covet. The

principat proctucr of montado of corli oak is cot'k. livestock breeding and cereals. Tltis

lasf one has been clecreasing raclicatly in the last decades. being norv urainly a silvo-
pastoral system. These muitiple productive frurctions. managecl by lanclowners. provicle

the nuin urcoue fi'om this systeln. These frurctions still provicle sorrle social conditions

giving incorne recessâry for subsistence of workers living in niral landscape. Apart fl'om

írese-main productive fllrrctiorrs. montado include social flmctiotts as it is tsed by

hrurters. honey prodrrcers. collection of aromatic plants and mushrooms pickers.

Historically, these fl.urctions rvere irnportaat for the rural population in supplementing its
food (Fonsera,2QQ4). Taday.lnurting confirlres as a linked actlvity and toruist lnxrt and

offer econornic additions to lando\&"rers. hÍediteraneân vegetâtion of moutado is rich in
aromatic plauts, which is respolsible for high honey quality of this region. The second

apicalture product urÍil the eighteerrfh cennry was wâx usecl for lighting (Fonseca.

2004). Nowadays. the increasrng demancls of national and forelpp totuists ask to develop

conditions for nual tora:sm. As elsewhere in Europe, also here il can be seen irnpact of
socio-economic chauges and the migration of yormg people fiom courtryside to tuban

areas and ageing of population. Simrútaneously there ir an itrcreasing dearand of
landscape as a spâce for recreation. There are also soflre te\r/ nual habitants that came-

usually fi'om big cities, to live in colilrtryside ancl tempomry habitants that came to spend

weekenús to tlie countryside in their second houses. Maybe the most numeÍous user-

$oups are local people that visit tl:e landscape ouly sometines Ío satístling aestheÍic-

recreational or other experiences as an escape from daily routirle (Kaur. 2004.). Some of
fhe urban peopte are actual users but also sorne of úern can be potential fufure users of
ffionÍâdos. It is inrpor-taÍrt tü knorv how they value rhe montado laadscapes and whal their
expected requiren:ants are. In this wor"k it is intended to explore landscape preferences of
all the groups mentioaed above. Acnral denmnds of society in landscape can be seer âs a

challenge to find solution to maintain people in these traditional landscapes.

Researrh Qnesfions

According to what has been said above. and aimi*g to coutribute to a more integgated

montado ruanagement. the research questions of this part of the project are 'What kincl of
moutado do landowners and land-users prefer?' artd 'How multiflinctional is montado

today and which expectations have people for funue?'.

J
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Laudscape Pt'efet'ences and Values

Huuran laltdscape perceptiou reco-ulitiori- ancl valnes directly affect the landscape and

larriscape preferences clearly depend frotn fltese processes (Nassaurer. 1995). What one

cân see in ianclscape ancl lrorv we appreciate thent is ofteu a reflection of its values

tlnorgh lanclscape prefeleuces (Egoz. ?001). Values are intportant life goals or stanclarcls

and are generally viervert as iufluencing attinrdes and behaviour (Bell. 20A1,).

Many of the traditional landscapes in Eruope aucl other parts of the rvorld combine hig{t

natrual values with high culnrral values and rnay also be considered as aesthetically
pleasing (ÉIagerhall, 1999). The Íraditional landscape represeltts a balance between

nattre ancl human influence, a balance suggested desire by humans and reflecting in
preference (Harlig. 1993). üre of ttre key positions of latdscape evaÍuation is lanclscape

f,urction. It is âssessrnenÍ of laudscape flurctions in lhe sense of their direct relatiott to

huuran society (Bastian. 2OOZ). Peopie do not perceive theil environmeut tafttrally. but
view it in tenns of what it offer ttrem (Van den Berg et al. 1998). This is a vely
significant factor when we consider who is looking at landscape - famrer. workers.

unrsluoour picker, beekeeper. tonríst. lnuter. or inhabitant - antl why. To consider this

scientific lmowledge irr ürtegration of various fltnctions in landscape management it is
necessaty to explore landscape preferences of different groups of users ratheÍ than a

ranclorn sarnple of population. Most stadies of landscape preference to date have sought

to find some level of agreement regarding landscape preferences. Few studies have

exaurtrecl clifferences befweeir parlicipact groupr. For exatuple. Bnrsh ef ol. (2000)

found significant differences of enloyabiliry ben:l'een groups and lauclscaPe types. Van

clen Berg et al. (1998) found statisticatly reliable clifferences in beauty Íatings betleen
user-groups.

Groot and van den Bom (lüAil divide landscape preferences research in tluee scales.

1. Freferences for landscape types in gereral ancl vet'bal Íerms

2. Pleferences for landscape elicited as in most landscape preferences studies, i.e.

visualizect anc[ depicting more concrete landscapes, and

3. h'eferences for la:rdscapes as expressed in conclete behaviours of daity life. suclr

as picnic. play, recreation fro:n daily stress. The present research is relevant to

tlús scale of research.

To answer the questions about the experience, ureanings and values of people in relation

to landscape. a more open-anded. qualitative approach to snrdying landscape preferences

is required (Scluneder. 1995).

The f.lse of Photogr"aphs as Yisual §timulí

People are generally receptive to photopraphs atd like to see tltem. A page of text is
rarely met with the same enthusiasm. Hunarrs ale visual anirnals (Kaplan, 1979;1. The
airn of using the photoglaphs in this research is to facilitate conxuunicatiott with people

about their preferences, Photographs ale quite realistic rcpresentatiotx. and pennit a

4
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6etter control n:y the researcher of tlie conditions rurder whicla the landscapes will be

perceived (atrnolphrric and light conditions- munber anil type of eleurents present, etc.).

Agother aclva*tage is that it is also possible for a given sulrject to simultaneously

cornpare sevetal photographs (Real" 2000).

The following sectious of this pâper consisÍ of tu'o tuain parts. The first explains the

urethodology of the research. The secoud plssen{s sollle resnlts fiom test of
questiolil)aire ancl discttssion.

trIefhodology'

The urethodology proposed is basecl on mteriews to differenr groups of users and

rnangers of the rnontaclo. The furteruiews are uralnly based on photopaphs as

represertations of moutado types. a*d on questions about practices and uses of the

montaclo. Each interviervee gets asked the same questions - the same stinuli - in the

sarre walr zurd the same order (Patton. 20A3). Ltteriews are catried out individually with
each respondent. A[1 respo*dents par ticipate vohurtuily.

,§Índy,Area
T[e study areas of landscape preferences were classif,red by prnject Agroreg. There are

four clistricts in sonthern Pornlgal with cora oak rnontado inside: Alcácer de Sal.

Chamusca, Conrche and Mora. Agerrcies frour these districts make conta$s with
maâagers and different asers of moltado landscapes.

Photographs
Alront 500 colour slÍdes rrere íaken ft'ou July to Septenrber ?004 in study areas of project

Agroreg usirg a h'Iinolta DiMAGE digital câfllÕra. The airn was to captuÍe the different
types of rural landscapes and differert types of uontado of cork oak. ou clear days. ilr
arças with ahnost flat horizon. wíthout presence of uran-ruade elements (roads, electric

power lines. fann buildings. etc.) and with abseuce of wata- conponents. Finally, the

photographs were selected or uranipulated with courputer teclurology. The simúation

was used to eliminate differences ilr s§ colour- to ruaniptúate preseÍIce of anfunals on the

picture and presence of sfuubs. In this case. the objective wâ§ to compffe different types

of rnontado. conespollding to ülore or less mtensive management and higher or lower
density of trees. These cornbinations result in different tlpes of landscapes. A
sirnplificatiou hacl to be admitted. becanse not all possible variations of the montado

cotrld be considerecl. This is ar extremely flexible system- with many variants of
flratlagement options and densities. resrúting in a high variatioa in tlpes. Therefore, only

rhe most sigrrificant aspects for the project Agroreg rvere selected. These are related uot

so rnuch with the bio-physical characteristics. Lrut arore witL the ülanagement of the

montado try lancl ow*eri: land cover. courposition of trees. densiry of slrub and livestock

density. Land cover (<10%- 30-609/a- >&üo.h) is the result of different intensity of
mânagement. The open landscape with land cover less than 10% present intensiÍication
of agricrúnual prodrrction. The landscapes with land cover morc than 809ô present

extensificatiol of traditionat gtazrng practices. Trees composition. aligned or irregular.

depends on type of regeneration of trees. Iuegnrlar cornposition of trees is usually

resulting from nanral reseneration. The new plantations are plauted in lines to simpliff

5
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access for mechanisurs. Different Ê'equencies of slurrtr cleatúlg affect the rurdergrowth
structure iri presence ol âbsence of slutbs. The nmst liequent livestock in ntoutado of
eork oak are cows and sheep. The corntrinalions of these landscape ele:nents are

presented on the photos. It was obtained seven picÍru'es of nual lauÚ;capes and seventeen

picnrres of montado of cork oak.

Table L. Aspects relatecl with differer]I u]anagement visualized in sevenleen photos of
urontado of corli oak types. The combirratior of four eleurerts. land cover. conrpositiott
of trees. preseÍice of slnubs and presence of animals. results in seventeen slides. The fust
slide represents a new plantafion of cork oak, ahvays rvithout pastrue. Tlte last one

lepresents the system wlth abruidant undergXowtli r'vithout grâziilg.

Lalnd
Cover

Composition
of tleer

Shrubs
plesence

LÍvertock
preseilce

Photo

>tavÁ

30-609ü

>80vb

aligned

irregtúar

irregular

aligned

irregular

without
sluths

without
slutbs

rvith shrús

wifhout
slmrXrs

with slrubs

with shmhs

without arúmals
without atúmals
with sheep
with cows
withoü arúnrals
with sheep
with cows
without aruarals
with sheep
with cows
without animals
wirh sheep
with corvs
without auimals
with sheep
with cows
without aúmals

I
2

J
4

5

6
7

8

9
10

11

T?

t3
t4
l5
l6
t7

Purposeful Sampling
As a desiprr strategy is used a puposeflll sampling (Patton, 70OZ). The phenomenons in
this case are different social ftlnctions in montado and as a sarnpling of each frurction are

users. The work has many different kinds of participants as it is urtended to obtain
infor:nation fiom each homogeneous group at their main use of moutado. Laudowners
are iurporÍaüt gÍoup that influence directly by their activities landscape changes. It is
essential to understaod rheir"prefel'ences aud rnotivations in relatiol to ntatagement of
nloütado. Land-users are actual gloups of people who use montado in different ways.

Groups of laud-users considered in this research are workers. trunters. beekeepers.

6
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aromatic plants pickers, mushroom pickers. toruists, new nrral habitants. habitants and
urban people.

Questionnoire
At the beginning of the interview. the respondent receives a short iltroduction to tlle
prupose about project goals from the interviewer. AII questions aÍe read aloud by the
iaterviewer. Responses to open-eirded questioos ale fully described. Configruation of
photographs on the table is changed randonúy for each respondent in order 1s slirnin6ts
Íhe effect ofpresentation order. The questionnaire comprises three parts.

ha

( ú

fe

g
Figure 1. Photos from seven different laadscape types of districts urder snrdy. Intensive
cultures (a); Vileyard O); Olive €fove (c): Montado (d): Eucallptal grovÊ (e): Pinas
pinea €trove (f) andPinus pínaster gove (g).

,7
I
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The frst part consists of closed question about preference of nual landscape t)?e in
southeu Portugal. Seven nual landscapes are presenÍed on the photos. Respondents are

asked to indicate the rnore prefered landscape type. Subsequently. they are request by
open-ended question to try explaimug its preference. The second part of the
quesúonnaire consists of questions about montado type preference. Usittg various steps

to clroice fiom seventeen photos help maintain enable the participants to coucentrate on
the interviewirg process. The first choice is frour all photos witlrout animals. The

respondent choice the most prefened lardscape rype and he try to explain his prefererce.

L?

l7

I

5

Figure 2. Examples of photos used in research preseut differeut types of montado of
cork oak. The numbers of photographs are relevant with Table l.
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Explication of preference by respondeut is fully described. The more preferred photo

frotr. the first choice urd the rext two photos of the same landscape type with presence of
cows and sheep is base for the second choice (for exaruple, if ttre fust choice was photo
n.5. the seconcl set of photos will be photos u. 5. 6 and 7).

The third choice follows if the secoud choice is different from the flr'st one (for exaurple.

if the respondent from photos n.5. 6 ancl T choice the photo n.5). In this step respondenls

have five photos witlr landscape fypes with anirnals that they prefened in the second

choice (for exaurple. iu the third step respordent choice frour all the photos rvith slteep).

The fourth choice is the conrparison of the fust aud the last choice.

ID the third part of the questiotutaire respondeuts ÍltE asked about:

o Their opinion abort the inrportance of maintenurce of montado for the firture
geueratious

. Ther actual type and frequeucy of activities in montado. their limitations and

expectatious in using uontado
o Laud owners are asked to explaiu the property characteristics in order to obtain

the data about acftal nlrltifiurctionality of montado
o [n the last part of rhe interview are questions about t]re socio-economic

backgrourd variables characterizing the respondent and his household, as age,

geuder. educatiou, professior. nuruber of family members aud family income

Discussion

The questionnaire was tested with the pilot grcup of 20 people. cousisted on 17 land-
users and 3 landownerx. There were 11 wouren and 9 men. Respoadeuts were contacted
by ageucies of landowners by telephone or cortacted personally. The objective was to
test the questionnaire with landowners and different types of laud-users. The average
time for completing the interview was 20 minutes. The test showed that respondents
successftilly comprehended the questions used in the $restiomaire. Using the

photographs as visual stiruuli helped focus the talk to landscape types. In this kind of
study when it was intended to evaluate the prefereuces of focus groups. it is impotant to
identiff efoup of respondent before the inte,rviewing. Associations of laudowners in
study areas contacted pafiicipants by their main activity in landscape. It was obviotrsly
irnportant to veriS the user gpoup of each respordent, because some of them can

represent more than one focts group. For example. worker can be also huuter. In these

cases. the respondent choice the group that he waüts to present and respoud to questious
with this colsciousness. The face-to-face interview is tirue-requiring urethod, but on the

other hand pennits to better understand tlre preferences of people. This urethod penuits
ask the people abotrt their choice inmediately after choosing the prefened photo. For
aualyze of ftilly described resporses to open-ended questious \rras used method from
Schroeder (1995). Response was sinrplified into a series of short phrases, and the phrases

were sorted into categories that expressed the similar concepts. Tlre responsÊs to ope[-
ended questions provide the useful infomratiou about the preference reason which is not

9
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obtained tluough closed-ended questions about preferred landscape fype. It is also

iruportant to be stue that the people turderstand the questions and to help theur throupü
the questionnaire because they are of very different education levels atd not all would be

able to reply without help. Ârralyses of responses of tested group to open-ended

questiotrs show tlrat theil preferences ale affecturg hy econouric, traditioual. ecological

aesthetic. recreation values and the way they used the montado. All respondents
prefened montado to other types of rulal landscape in the southern part of Porhrgal. All
of them suppose that it is inrportant to rnaintail montado for frrnue generatious. The

main reason for it is traditiot and the economic value of col'k.

Further resealch can be inrproved by asking the lespoudents to rate the photograpbs in
order to obtairr more data abont preferences. The preference rating provides infor:nation
not only about the par-ticipant's likes and dislikes, but also about their patterns of
perceiving the euviroument (Kaplau. 1979). The purpose of this research does not
coücem the econonúc evahmtion of urontado aud its different types of users so. it will ttot
obtain knowledge about how much people are willirrg to pay for using their prefened
landscape. for exaruple.

The researctr of Uhich (19S6) confirued that landscape evaluation has a close link to
eurotionally related responses. One of the inrportaut directions for fltnuc research

corceÍns also the valuation of the psychological benefrts of the montado.

Montado by its flexibility can satisff needs aud expectations of various gÍoups of people.

It is uecessary to furd out which montado type is valued for wlúch rrser Êtroup. When this
infonnation has been obtainecl. it can be puaranteed a sigrificant pan of sustainable

mânagemert of this tradirional landscape and satis$ some needs of urodern society.

Finalty. it is impor-tant to eurphasize that preference sruvey should only be a part of the

decision basis (Jensen. 1993).
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xnrunrÉ pRErEREuclr n0znvcu srupíu u2íulrmov pRrrRnnÉrú rulrúnflu KnÀlll{u
v .lu2uorn PonTuoltsxu - fiailTlao

LÀ}ID§CAPE PBTTEBTIICE$ OF DIFTEREI{T U§EB §ROI'PS FOR TRAI}ITIO}.IAI CUTTURÂI.

LAIIO§CAPE It{ SOUTI{ERil PORTUGAL- Íila/,[TIDO

D|ana SUROVÁ, TErg§A PINTO-CORREIA

Group on Medlterranean Ecosystems and Landscapes/l0AM, Unlversity sf Évon, Portugal

ThE alm oÍ thâ pÍBseíü woÍk is to mnülbute fo ttlo l(loulâdge âbout polentiab ot kaditional cultunl hndscape ln Soulhem Portugal,

Mmdo, íor tho nsw frmdions in rural landscapo demandEd by sorrefy. §udy of this lssue ls importânt in order to fitd ihe alteÍnaüvê

úi[zaüdl oí faditional cl,tltural hndscapBs aming in th€ir maintênâncê. A qualitaüvs rêseanü mehod baaed on lhe 232 lrtdhrtdusl

lâoe.lo-Íâcâ iíltêÍvi€liys wr'Sr trrÍbrent user groupa ol rural landscape yyas used. As tha vioual stlmull, sst,gír cdôr photos of landscafo typos

in Soulism Ponugal wlth dlÍfêrêntrr'sgetâtion mv€rwsr€ used, Tha i&ntificatloo oÍland userd prefomncea üascanigd ottbyguanlitdt,ê
analytig, arú lha rralues ot surveyed hÍdsçape lype percahaed by respondents weru §{rb§squêíltly dÊtectd by entont anal§s. Frcrt
sôven lând§ryê lypo§, ü6 Mâ?rádo wâs fiE ÍÍro§l pÍ.torÍsd onE íor 61 % oÍ respondents. Thê @Íltêôt analysie of Íêsponse§ ramsled

eeveralcetegorls dvaluêsassignodbfie studisd s)rstsm. Thçsewgrc relaled with tradition and ldeoüty, mrlofiive eryerience, arúwiüt
€cologicâ|, aodt!êüc and econonic valuês ol tho sydem. Tlro results ol the woÍk emphasize tho [npoltance ol ttadnional §y§letn - Mottw
- nd only dus to itB tritural values but also bí its §gnlficânt pot8ntial br funcdoÍlB demâÍÉôd by modom sodety hom rural hnd*ape.

Key words: tÍadillonal (rrltuÍal hÍrdscspe, }íonhdo, landscape prels,ÍsÍr68, hn&cape t),pe pdefital, func$om c* rural laÍd§câpe

P roh t emati l<* miznúcich lradténych kuttú rnych kra§n a W* *bt
rw\tych krail*nfch funkciÍ ** stáva üastou témou medzinârod*
nfch konferençií a vedeckfch publikácit Kultúrlrakíalina nê*

ustále podliatra zrnenám, nakolko ie v:isledkom postupnfch
poaerrrkarycn úprav t ciefom tepÉíe príepôsobiÍ iei vyuãitie
a prÍestoruvú §trul«túru poÍiadavl<ám spoloÕnosti {Antrop
200§). Tradiõná kultúrne *raiiny v Hurópe, vytvárané stov§ ro-

kov, tvoria dnas kultúrne dediüstvo a potrebuiÚ byÍ zachovanê
a chránené" §naãí sa 0 to ai ÉUrÚpsky dohovor o krajlns {Euro-
psan Landscapa funvantion,2000), otázkou v§ak zo§táva a*1*

raáln* zlitóllexistuiúce hodnçfy k..;;aliny s a\§uálrrymi Wtiadav-
kami a potrobami epoloÕ*o$ti? §úüasnf "?ival{nl §tÍ|, wpl}Ív-
t en1il- socio-ekonamiclcfmi zmênâÍni$sa stáva stála viac
*/oânny a mobllnejãl na druhej strane Whadule od vidíockej
*ratlny aby bçla "m iêstom fi a lN sl, {tiê na pratffieo, mie storn p re

trávenia voÍnêho õâsu, rekreácie â turi§tického vyâtia. \ítrri-
kâiú tak nová funkcie vããÉinou e§e nêzâüenená alsbo t*r(Âo'
*ané neadstffâtne do trospodárenia vidieckej kraiiny.

Problómorn tradi*nei kultúrnej kraiiny v iuãnom PoÉu*
galsku, Montada, sú dva typy degraáâcie spÔsobené intenziÍi-
lcáciou a zánikorn hospodárenia {Pinto*Çorreia, 1§93}. Oba
tyry znamonajú oputteaie tradiÕného spÔsobu hoepodá ranlat
nalüaxl*i§is v dôsledku nspstaüuiúcich trfnosov prÊ tarmâ*
rw, ?relç sa hladajú novê alternal{vy vyviilia, re§pektuiúca
tradiÕné kraiinné ctrarakte risti§, tÁravefi uyhovuiúce potre*

bám spoloãnosti a v nsposlednom rade ai ekonomickei ?Ío*
sperite Íarmárov, fitlontado,v §panialsku známa pod názvom

Dehesa, je agro-silvo pastorálny systêm prevládaiúcl v iuâ'
norn regiÔne Partugalska, Alenteio. Tálo kultúrna kraiina, pri-
pomína|*ça alrlckú savanu, êxistuie uL niekoÍko etoroõí. Je
prispôsobená §paciÍickÍm ekologickÍrn podmienkam pro§'
tredia *zárçvefi sa yyr,naúuja vysokou blologickou blodiver-
zitsu. Zàldad stromovfch druhov $oria dub korkovf
(Quarçus subar, L.l a dub cszmínolistÍ {Quarçu* ilax, s§p.

fr otu n di to I i â, L "\ . T rad i õnÍrn ho tvo r{ rnn ohonásobné vy ulív a-
nia, zlu éui*r.e zúâitkovania strornového pokryvtt pre korok
a drevné uhlie; a podrastu, kde s* strieda pâstra, seJba

a úhor (PÍnto-Corraia, 1 SgA). Hlavnfmí produktamí tohto sys-
lêmu Je korok a mâso z pasúceho sa dobytka. Obilniny boli
v minulosti dal§ím produktom v Montado, av*ak v po§lêd-

nfch desatroéiach vymizli v dôsledku trendov menei inten*

zívneho hospodáre n ia (Pinto-Correia a Mâscarênha§, 1 899).
Seiba a v dne§nej dobe Wulivahlavne na produkciu krmiva
pr* dabytok a Montado v súüasnostl preds,tavuie Provaâns
silvCI pastorálny systém. Zisk l*rmtrom zabüzpúui* korok,
klçry ie'ratlaf rrrysoka çenenÍ nâ trhu, a dabytok dotovanf *u'
rôgskou únlo*r, Okrern t{chto hlavnfch produkÕnfch Íunkcíí,
Mantado uítwlãut* vhodné podmien§ pre aktivity poÍovní'
kCIv, võelárov a hubárCIv. V minulosti boli tÍeto dal§ie funkcte
dÕla2itá z hladl*ka doplnku straly vid ieckeJ populáeíe (Fonse-

m,àOCÉj. V túõaenosti ss v§âk tieto funkcia, spolu s ostatnf-
mi rekreaõnfmi a turisticl<fm:i alçtivitami, dosHvaJú do inej'
dimenzia. Z ekonomickéfro htadiska nêrnâjú trhovú hodnotu
alabo obchodovanie s nir*i nefunguje adellátne. To znam*ná
ãa ich utÍveitellatane neplatla, Rastúce goâlaúavky pre tieto
Íunkcie v kraiina ich véak rnôãu v novfch trhovYch podrnisn'

lwch presunúÍ do pozície umoÍlluiúeei zisk (ItttiggerÍng a i',
2&8r.To by znâÍnÊnato nonf qflnos pre Íarmárçv, HoÚ závisí

od potiadaviek spoloÕnosti a iaj preÍerencií,

lntegrádanovfch krajinnfch funkdí do súkromného ltospo'
&renla *le ai politickej stratégie nie !e iednoduchf prooes â \rY-

íaduie si naná pomatlqytÍkaiúce sa identifiltáciê spoloõenslÚch
poâaffiek na iednej a po-tenciálu Wartnného typu uspokoiiÍ
tieto gohadrrvky na druhej s&ane. V talto súvislosü §túdiurn pr
tenciálov kraiiny a knajinnfch preferencií rôznych skupfn uãfuate-

Íov dostáva dôleãitf v$mam, nakoí,lto zaülenanie Úúto
preÍ,arancií do hospodársklrch plênov odfriule icil úspeofi (e
Groot, 2ffi; Pavli?,a|rlÉ, 2m6).

ffi
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Figure 1

Fotognafla *ralrnrvich typov goul$é ako vlzuálne podnoty

v prezenlovanef prácl

The phatos oÍthe landscaps types usad ln presented study as

vlsual irnpulsss

Fato ? Porast borovlcs prímomkej

Phots 7 Maritime pine shnü

prírody v llolandsku larmármi, náv§tevníkmi a obyvatetmi
odhalllo vyznamné rozdiely medzi eponrínanfmi skupinami
v spájaní irajinnfch c*araHeristík s vnímanou krásou. Ôalei
priaskum vypraÊov*ny Flyanom (200S) obiavil signiÍikantná
razüiely me d zi hodnalami p ri ra d ovanfmi p rírode obyvateírni,
plánovaõmi a stavbárrni. Willis a Garod (1992) zaxnamenâli
podobnosti v pralerenciách obyvateÍov a náv§tevnÍkov hod'
notiaciclr kraiinu v Británii. Taktieã taHor índikuiúci õi osoba

vyrastala v danom krajinnom type alebo nie sa preukázal ne'
podstatny v prâci Brusha a i. (2000), av§ak vzÍah medzi krajin-
nÍm typom a zalnlerasovanou skupinou (turista, farmár,
tesník atd.) bol signifikantnf v preãívaní pôãitku zkraiiny. Sú'
hmne by sa dalo povedaÍ, 2e Íaktor zainterEsovanosti v kraiine

slgnifikantne ovplyvfiuje jej vnÍmanie a krajinná preferencie.

V dôsledku toha, gía úspe§né hospodárenie v kraiíne, ie pot-

r ebná goznat kraji n n á p ref ere ncie rôznych zainte resova n1fút
skupín uÍívalelav.

Sieíorn predlo2enej práce bolo pt*spieÍ k poanatkom o po-

tenciáloch tradiõnei kultúmEi kraiiny v iu2nom PoÊugalsku,
Montado, pÍê nové Íun[rcie dané spoloõens§mi poãiadavl<ami,

Vfsledky sú dosiahnuté nazâ*lade porovnania preÍerençií rôz-
nych skupÍn krajinnfch uÍívateÍov pre Montados preferenciami
pre iné krajinné typy v julnom Foítugâlsku. Následne sú identi-
Íikovanó hodnoty §tudovanáho krajinného typu naz*klade od-
povsdí respondêntov,

P roblematikou kralinnfch preÍe rencií r&zny ch skupín uãí-
veteíov sa zaoheralo viacaro §túdií (napr. van den Berg, 1 998;
Willis a Garroú, 1992; Brush a i., 2000; Ryan, 2006). Cietom
prâc spomínanfch autorov bolo objasniÍ rozdiely a konver-
gencie v krajinnlich preferenciách. Váü§ina púc zaoberaiú-
cich sa touto problematikou odhalila rozdiely v krajinnfctt
preÍerenciách medsi rôznymi slcuplnami uZívateÍov. Stúdium
van den Berg (1998) o estetickom hodnotení plánov vfvaia
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Y prâci bola pouãitá kvalitatívrwvedeçl<â rnetóda padÍa Patto-
na {2W2} nakoíko cielom nebolo ibaidel*lifikovaÍ kraiinné Frê*
ferencie, âlÊ ai t{s}al navé, detailné poznatky o hodnotenÍ
WalinV iej uâívatelmí. Dotazník obsahoval kombináciu zaftore-
nÍçh a otvorenfch otâzoL, prlüom otvorené oÉzry naobsahujú
preddefi nované odpovadô narozdisl od ratvoren!çh. VyuÉitie
Íotograflí vo ufskur-ne vnímania kraiiny a krajinnfr.* graterençií
je pomerne üaslfrn rnatariálom slúiiadm ako vizuálny podnet
pre respondentov (napr. van dsn Barç, 1998; Gomez-Limon
a Femandê4 tS99; H*ger*all,20001. Fotografie sú poÍnêrn$
verné prazantâçie raality a zárwafi dovotuiú kontrslu podmie-
n o k vp I fraj úcich rw vnímania ?*aiiny { * ap ríklad poÕaei e, s-Bte Í-

nê podmien§, poüet a typ prezenlov**fch prvkov, atd).
ÚaÉou vfhodou je rnoãnosí súbeLnáho porovnania niekollúch
fotografiÇ to tnamená niekoÍhich l«raiinnfch typov {ReaÍ,
2000). Y grezantovanej práci bolo pouffich sedem ferebnfch
fotograÍiís rozmermi 10 x 15 crtr akovizuâlne podnety pre idan-
tifi kovaníe krajinnfch prelerenclÍ rocpondentov. Fotografi e boli
nasnírnaná pomocou digÍtálnEY'rrr*ary Minolta OiMÀGtr. Qív
fom bolo zachy*il rfrzne krailnná typy v 1u2no* regióne Portu-
galst«a s rozdíaÍny-m vegalahtÍm pokryvom, poÕas slneÕnáho
dfia, bee vodn{ch ?*t*ponentov a bez prt|.,ornnçsti aítefaktoy
ako cesty, Elçl§rtd<é veú*nia a budovy. ÚÕetom bolo zubrazll
nasledovnítypV kraJiny: obiloviny, vinica, olivovf sad, Monta*
do, eulealypto{ porast (Euatyptus gl&ulus, L), porast borovi-
w píniovei {Pinus pinea, L} a porast borovim púmorskej {Pí-
nus pinasler, L). Pouãitê fotografia sú v zmen§enoÍn íormáte
mázornené na obrázkoch 1*?.

Bozhovory ball realizsvaná s kaldfm recpondentom indi:vi-
duálna, na zákl*de doazníl<a. Úvodorn ka2dého rszho,uoru

bolo vysvetlenie cieÍa práca, postupu rçzlwvaru a zaraüania
respondeata do lçonkráffi*l skupiny uãívateíov. Doffizník obsa-
hoval viamro üastÍ lf?,aitítolch sa §túdia vnímaniakr$iny a kra-
jinnl?c* preferencií. V tomta iJáÍ&J *ú prazantavané vfsled§
zpv*rÉâsü dotsznikâ, v srlvislosfi s tÍín ffialopiÊ malôúy sús*
treüula vfhradne nâ túto õasl práce. Flespondenü }rtli pal:e.-
daní vybr*l si zo siednrych Íotografi( ic*l *aigreterovanejÉí W
kraii*y z hladiska ich dominantnei aktiviüí vo vidieckej krallne.
Následne, bez preddeÍinovanfclr oüpvedí, boli poâiadaní

o vlastné qysvetlenle ich preíerencií. Tento druhf komponent
roehovoru bol d&eft$ z hÍadiska identifil<ácie hodnÕt prefero-

vanej knjiny azáhilkw, Horá daná kraiina ponúka lei uiívtit*-
[oÍn" Vysvetlenia raspondentov tfly,aiúcr- sa íc+] preÍerencíí boli
v plnom znení písomne zaregistrovaná poÕas rozftovotrov.

Ufrar rmpondautsu

V práci bol pouiitf cielen! vlber respondêntov, tj. upurposeful

sampling" {Patton,2002l, ktorÍie zamerany na vfber ponúka-
júci bohatost lnformácií. Podmienkou q.ibaru bolo, aby RaLd!
respondent mal predchádzaiúce skúeenosti s vyuãívanÍm vi-
diac*aikraiiny v regióne a celkovo aby cielenf vfber charak-
leriz;aval rozsiahlu §kálu z*uimav, potiadavlek a aktivít
v krajina. BolÍ solektova*ô *lyri rnalé mestá v iulnam regióne
Portugalska, Alentejo, ako hlavné centrá grerozÍtovory. Kon-
takty s potenciâlnymi respondentami boli realizovaná teleÍo-
nic§, v spolupráci s ceetovnírni kanwlârlaml, s asociáciami
farmárov, poÍovníkov a v*etârov sÍdliacich v hlavnfch een-
trách pra íozhovory. Spomínaná spolupráca s asociáciami
bola navyhnutnâ z hfadislca idantifilçácíe íudÍ a ich záufmov
v kraiine. Pri prvom kontakte s potenciálnym respondantom
bola vysvetlená Íorma a cial vedeckaj práce. Po následnej do-
hode o stretnutí boli s dobrovotníkmi índivídu ál*a reaÍizovaná
osobná rozhovo ry. Kafrü{y respondent bo} zandanÍ vÍhradna
do jednoj skupiny uIÍvateÍov kalíny, napriek tomu, ãe praHic-
ky mohol raprezantovaÍ viac ako jednu skupínu, NaprÍldad po-
ÍovnÍk mohol byl tÁravefi *i obyvateÍom vidieka. V talcfchto
pr{padach si sám respondent qybrral ekupinu, lçtorú chca pre*

zentovaÍ a hodnotií kaJinná tWy z vybnnéilo uhla pohÍadu.
Celkovo, poõas siedmych mesiacov vyhradenfclr nâ kolekciu
úá1,232 ÍudÍ rúhhsilo so spoluprácou na §túdil, zloha 26 po-
Íovn ikov, 29 võrrlâr ov, 1 2 hubârov, 82 donrácích náv§tevníkov
(obyratolia vidleka a rnesta), $5 zahraniÕnfch náv§tevnÍkov
a 28 tarmârov"

*nülln ffii
?tp dátao preferanciách krajinnáho typú bola pouãiÉ quantita-
tfuia frehrrenüná metóda vyvÍív*ná v daskriptívnej Étatistike.
Pre kvalitatívrre úsledky z vlastnfctr rymretlení rerpondçntov
o ich preÍeranrÀáÉlbola pouãitá anatftaobsahu podfa Bardina

$ gm, âmsranâ na, konceptuâ nu dlmenziu. l(aÉdá odpo,vad
bôlâ zjednodu§ená na sadu JednoduchÍcfr vlet, Horá boll ná-
ebdne rozdeleaé do kateg ô*í rr1imoy s podobnfm vÍznaÍnom.

Talufia Í VWladky quantltatívnel anal$ry *ruiilnnfuh prat*renci{

Talle 1

§hÍpliy r!üpondübv: D-domldúí§ü'mtt (@hvl{tr6arqcsh},2-ãúr.nlürínávüeímúd, }l-fuHÍt,y-yftúrt P-poflrÍúd, f -funúl
omül8 d Ílspfirdàfs: D - nr[mrl v§[oc {rurd ar$ unü ftrülhl3}, Z-r0ÍdEnvHbr!,11-llr$$íoorí pldaÍs, V-b!.l6.plNa p-]uIb& f -hfiü§
Ro§ul& oÍ hn&catE pÍêtBren€Ês obhlnd by qurnttüttro analysls
tl ) l,,túçcr}! lr!.r, (2, ,ll nrpôrdrnê ln *, tg) grür$ s, ürpondcrü h *, ({l lobl!'i,B .rdülar, (5} rrnrfrd, (6) olvr oÍúrd. g} ilomdq F) ârcdyfün
.8rd, {9} ímr plr,. ttúd, í0} mrÍ[m. 9lü strrd. (tl) $rn

Knil*rrétyfy (1) V§efrl respon&nfi
v */çí21

Skupiny rcspondcntov v %{3t

D Z H v ? r
Abflnlrry (41 § 7 0 0 8 0

V{nica {5} 4 g
CI 0 4 0

0liwvi sad {6} g g I ,l
v 15 3

Montsdo t7) 61 50 92 52 69 93

Euka?yptovÍ porast (8) s 2 0 38 0 0

Parwt borowrc pínfovef {9} 14 ?0 CI 7 4 4

Porast borovlm prímorslmi {1 0} 2 4 0 0 0 0

100 r00 1SS 1$fi 100 100 1oCI
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Kategó Í Ís p o j m ov rrluhrlé, respon dent mi prl v1§vêt[ouefi í
prsfarsnci í gr e Mantaúo {11

V§etci respondpntl
v %(2)

§kuptr4t respondentov v %(3)

D I H v P F

Trad{claa lderrtih (4}
+ reglonálna tradÍcia (9)

* ldenüta {10}

17

Í0
27

18

2A

5

I
25

7

3

0

t)

11

4

Eststhké hodnoty {í}

c) atíaküvita kraiinnúho obrazu (11)

c) kompl*xnosÍ, rozmanttost (12)

+ modalógh stromor (13)

$ küntrast waüa a,§ert;a {141

12

0

6

6

'12

0

s

5

27

2A

13

?a

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I
I
0

0

0

0

11

0

ZotawJúce záttt§ $)

â konhlfi s prírodou {15}
çlticho, poto!, pohoila {1§}
ô o§yteÍul{ntfieá {l7l

I
6

7

0

I
12

20

13

7

0

0

17

g

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

fltologickÉ hodnoB fi
câ âdaptáEla daním Fodrnienkam (Í 8)

+ biodivezlh (tS)

11

16

6

1

7

6

0

50

28

34

4

62

25

0

Ekonomlc{ré hodno$ (8}
+ produlrcia karu (201

"+ muttlfunküná ryíüü a {Z1l

I
7

g

4

0

0

I
0

0

0

4

s

32

§0

Taâullra ? V:ísledky kvantÍtatfun ei analfT:t krallnnÍch pret*renclí

T*hlet

SoDfry ísspolldaltor t - domád Íúy§tüyÍríd (@flrblh vldhlíâ r fi€sb!, Z - rdrranltr túr6fvfiúr, H - hMrl, V - vHrt, p - pobYnk , f - htmtí
GÍoW3d nspülÍ,€ntc 0-Ílsüônaly{rtbís{ftnlüd ur!ân üsqbíB), A-í§úe8n vtsnoír, H - muEhroom plstlF, V-b$fttÉtr, P-hun§q Í-Émrír
R66ulb oÍ conhfi enalyrh ol respon&ars- rnsrers r,'

fl)thccdogorlrsdl,|.cm6!6rE dbf ílrpoÍrd.ührmlarlusoíürdrWfuü/rí6lsrürtlotü*t (Z).ÍElnondütEhi,(31OurpoiltreoodmhÍ.
({} t aü80ír ild tdrüV, 6) .rrtisüc vrlür, {8) $storáfvü @üíisíü§, {4 rcdoslDal sâlüÉ, (8} rconomh vrlr§, (91 ÍdoÍtsl trdlüott (Í0} ,d!Íry, (1t)
rtF&ür0IrEsdhÃk rp3s.3írc,{12}c.mplndty,dh,ür§lt,(13)til§'moíphololy,(í{üfimddül!lhhtÍÉüEElEdov,íÍí)co{rtdÍilürrE'!'í6}dn
comío( {17) IltrsHlt§ sidor, {t8} adaplrúm t spod0c côl$l§oÍ§, (19} UodhrüÍslu, (20) coú producüon, f21) m8lüÍurlcüm.l lplolüol

*t.:'

tlÍeleüff *rnntÍtat ívnal analfu nsaleraiaelí

Àks naznaêuie pírtf stbec vfsledkov v tabuíka 1 , Montadobolo
nalpreÍerovanej§í q1p kraiiny za siedrrrych kraiinnf*t typorí
v tuãnom regÍóne Portugalsle odlisujúctch sav4;ialaúrryFr po-
krporn. Oruhf naipreferwanaJ§í typ bol ponast barovie pínio-
vÊj, po Horom narldovel ollvovf sad ako tretí najpreferovanei§f
krajinnf W.Kúâazáuimam §túdie bolo porovnaÍ potenciál kra-
jinnÉho tlpu Montado pre r6zne Íunkcie, ufsled§ preferendí
boli rozdelaná podÍa ekupÍn s toto?rou lrlaynou aHivitou vo yi-

diec*eJ krafina. A$v lamto prípade bolo Montsdo najprafercvâ-
nej§ie v l<alda| skupine respondsntov.

Vi*lsü*f final§lry_ abslru o&srsüí rqoaüsnhr
Viacero respondefitov pouÉilo niefudrt$, ala nial,,aíka odli§nfctr
?ategô*í poJmov na lyslrstlenie svoiich pratar,en#l Vo vysvet-
leniach preÍerenciÍ pra Mantado sa naiüastejãie vyslrytovali
poimy spofená s reglonálnçutradíciou, daleJ biodtvezitou a *t-
raHivitou krajinného obrazu (tabuÍIca 2|. *ozdelenio vfsled-
kov podta skupín respondentov odhaÍuje divergende medzi
skupinami v záwslç*ti od pojmov pçuãrtych v odpovediach. Pre
domáciclr náv§tevníkov bola na kralinílom type Montado nai-
signiÍilmntnaj§ia reglonâlna tradíaa a identitr spojená s "dô-
verna známou krâ]inou*. Zahranlüní náv§tevníci vnÍmali
a ocefiovali hlavne estatické hodnoty kragnnáho typu ako at-
raktivitu l$aíinnáha úrazu epoJen* s orlginalitou, komplexnosÍ
a kontrast sveüs a tieila, Podobne hodnotenÉ boli ai záâilky
z kontaku s príro&u a r*gionáln* tradí*ia systému. Hubári,
véelá;riapof ovn§apar$funehodnoltligr*vatneblodiveaitukra-
jinného typu dôleãitú pre lch aktMty prat&zované vo vidieckeJ
krajine. tkonomieká trodnoty produl«da korku a rnuhifunkõného
ryuãítia rystému ocafiovali hlavne fianÍÉri. V neposlednorn rade
v§ak vnímali a pozitíwe hodnotili ai adaptâçlu systému danfm
ekotoglc§m podmienkam e regionâlnu tradíciu.

VÍsledky grâca zdürazfrujú dôlaãitorÍ tohto eystérnu pre

rôzne skupiny kr{innfch uãfiratelor v jrrtnom Portugalsku
a potvrdzuittjeho markantnf potenciál pre rakreaõné a turistic-
*évyuârtts. V pÇravnanís ostatnfmi lrafinn!?mi typnú v rêgióne,
s odli§nlm vagataÕnÍm pakryvam, Montafu pnüle nafsifnej-
§la rá*t$ li@úcs sa tradície a idenüty, estaüd$cfr a zotavu-

iúsfu;h *tilkav. Js pozoruhodné, te *aprtak viacnásobnému
produltõná:mu vyuãitiu systému dolçáãe tento typ kraíiny poskyt-

nul aiz*:hlky z kontalsu s prÍrodou, tidto, pokoJ a pohodu ieho
uãívateÍom.

Pr&ça otvorila novú trasu §túdií o tradi&rej kultúmal kraJine
Montado, $t<aiúcej sa poznatkov o jei potsnciáloclr pra rôzno-
rodé funkcie poladované súõasnou epoloõnosúou. JeJ eacho-
vanie totiã, v neistfch odbytoufch podmientfficfi jej prdukciê,
stále viac aáw*l od infch, niê produkünÍch funlcií. Vfanou pre
budúsi tniskurn stále zoslfura adelryáha integráda spomína-
nfch novfch krajinnfch funlçií do iei hospodáreala v rúlade
s trua[ou udrâ*tstnosÍou.

Cietorn gredlaâ*nej práce p prispie{ k poznatkom o potenciá-
loch tradiünej kultúmej knaJiny v iuãnom Portugalsku, filwrtada,
pre nová funkcie paladwané spoloõnos(ou od vÍdieckei kraji-
ny, §túdium tatto problernatiky Ja dôteãitá z htadielm potreby
altarnatÍvnych Wu**ítradiánfch kuhúmych krajín s çiafom ich
rrrctwvaRia. V práci bola pouÍitá kvalitatfuna vedecká matóda
z**loâená, na,292 indMduálnych oeobnfch rozhovoroçh 8 rfiz-
nymi skupinarxi uÍívateíov vidieckej kraiiny v Juãnom Portu-
galsku. ?ravnuálns podnety poõas rozhavorcv bolo pouã§ch
sedam farebnfch fotografií, ktorá zobrazomli krajinné t1py
v julnom Portugalsku s odli§nfrn vegetaõnÍm pokryvorn.

Kvantitatfunou analfzou boli identiÍikovanê kraiinné prefa rên-
cla utívataíov a obeahovou anal1ivzou boli odhalené hodnoty
§tudovanál'ro lmajinnáho ürpu vnímaná respondÊfitami, Zo sied-
mych krajinnfch typov, Montado bolç najpreÍerovanej§ia gra

ffi
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61Y" respondentov. Obsahorrá ana$zaodpovedí respondentov
odhali la n iekoÍko kategórÍ í h odnôt p ri radovanf ch §tudované m u

systému, ktoré boli spoJené s tradíciou a identitout so zalawitít-
cimi zá2i11<ami a s ekologickymi, esteticlcfmi a ekonornickfmi
hodnotamí systému. Vfsled§ prâce zdôrazftujú dôleãÍtost tra-
diÕného syslámu - Montado- nielen z hladisy'aiai kultúmych
hodnôt ale aiz hÍadislaieiv$znamnêho potenciálu pre Íunkcio
poãaúované súõasnou spoloõnostou od vidiackei kraiiny.

KfúÕová slová: tradíê*á kultúrna kraiina, Montado, krajlnné
pretercncia, potenciál krajinného typu, funkcie vidieckaj krajiny
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Landscape Preferences of Different User Groups for Traditional Land Use System in

Southern Portugal - the Montado

Diana Surová and Teresa Pinto-Correia

Group of Mediterranean Ecosystems and Landscapes/lCAM, University of Évora, Portugal

ABSTRACT

The aim of the presented work is to contribute to scientific knowledge about the

potential of traditional cultural landscape in Southern Portugal, the Montado, in order to

provide new functions in rural areas, which are currently demanded by society. A study of

this issue is needed to find alternative uses for traditional cultural landscapes, with the aim

of preserving these landscapes. A qualitative research method, based on 232 individual

face-to-face interviews with persons from different types of rural land user groups, was

used. As visual stimuli, colour photographs representing seven landscape types in

Southern Portugal with diverse vegetation cover, were used. The identification of land

users' preferences was carried out by quantitative analysis and the categories of concepts

related to the Montado, as the preferred landscape, were detected by content analysis of

responses to open-ended questions. Of the seven landscape types presented to the

interviewees, the Montado was the one most preferred by 61% of the respondents. The

content analysis of the responses revealed several categories of concepts assigned to the

studied system. These were related to tradition and identity, restorative experiences and to

the ecological, aesthetic and economic values of the system. The results of the work

emphasise the importance of the traditional system - Montado - not only for cultural

values, but also for functions of rural landscapes, demanded by modern society.

KEYWORDS: traditional landscape, the Montado, landscape preferences, landscape

potential, functions of rural landscape
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INTRODUCTION

The issue of the disappearance of traditional landscapes and the need for new

landscape functions, satisfying today's needs, is becoming a frequent topic of discussion at

international conferences and in research papers. Traditional landscapes are the result of

consecutive reorganisation of the land in order to better adapt its use and spatial structure

to changing societal demands (Antrop, 2005). Traditional European landscapes, developed

over hundreds of years have nowadays a significant value and they need to be protected.

This aim is also stressed in the European Landscape Convention (2000). However, several

questions related to their maintenance have arisen. For example, how can the existing

landscape characteristics of traditional landscapes be integrated with current social needs?

Current lifestyles, influenced by notable socio-economic changes in past decades, have

become more urban and dynamic. Rural areas might become a place "to live, not merely to

survive", as there is a social demand to spend leisure time there, contemplate and practise

recreational and tourist activities. Thus, there is a growing need for new rural functions,

which have not yet been incorporated into the management of the rural areas, or have been

incorporated inadeq uately.

Problems of traditional cultural landscape in Southern Portugal, Montado, are

created by two types of changes, influenced by intensification and extensification (Pinto-

Correia 1993). Both types result in the abandonment of traditional management practices,

mainly due to the low income generated for farmers. Hence, there is a challenge to find

alternative uses for these areas, which would respect traditional landscape characteristics

and at the same time consider social needs and economic benefits for farmers. The

Montado, in Spain known as a Dehesa, is an agro-silvo pastoral system dominant in the

southern region of Portugal, Alentejo. The landscape of this specific kind of land use has

a savannah-like appearancê, which has been developing for many centuries. lt is adapted

to the specific ecological conditions of the region and is characterised by high biological

diversity. Basic tree species are Cork Oak (Quercus suber, L.) and Holm Oak (Quercus

i/ex, ssp. Rotundifolia, L.). Traditionally, the Montado is a mixture of multiple uses,

combining the exploitation of tree level for cork and charcoal and the undercover level,

where the rotation of grazing, cultivation and fallow lands occur (Pinto-Correia 1993). The

principal products of this system of land use are cork and meat from livestock breeding.

Cereals used to be an important product of the Montado as well. However, this production

has diminished lately, due to extensification trends (Pinto-Correia a Mascarenhas 1999).

Cultivation is nowadays used mainly for the growing of forage and the Montado is

becoming principally a silvo-pastoral system. lncome for farmers is secured by cork,

which is currently highly valued on the markets and by cattle, subsidised by the European
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Union. Apart from these main production functions, the Montado offers conditions for

hunting, beekeeping and mushroom picking. Historically, these functions were important

for the rural population, since they supplemented food resources (Fonseca, 2004).

Nowadays, these practices, together with other recreation and tourist activities, are

becoming more important. From an economic point of view, they have currently no market

value or their market does not function adequately. Visitors, for example, do not pay for

using these functions. However, the increasing social demand for these functions can

propel them into a new market position, with monetary value attached (Wiggering at al.

2006). This could mean a new income source for farmers, who are dependent, amongst

other factors, upon social demand and preferences.

lntegration of new landscape functions to private management and also to policy

making, is not a simple process. lt requires new knowledge about identification of social

demand on one hand and about the potential of the landscape type to satisfy these needs

on the other. Thus the study of landscape potential and the landscape preferences of

different user groups are becoming more important, since their implementation in

management plans can influence their success (de Groot 2006, Pavlikakis 2006).

There are several studies stressing the importance of considering landscape

preferences from different points of view amongst the user groups (e.9. van den Berg

1998; Willis a Garrod 1992, Brush a kol. 2000, Ryan 2006). The aim of the

aforementioned works was to clarify divergences and convergences in landscape

preferences among different groups of people. The majori§ of the studies have

discovered differences in landscape preferences between user groups. The study of van

den Berg (1998) about aesthetic evaluation of nature development plans by farmers,

visitors and residents in Netherlands, revealed significant differences in how these groups

connect landscape characteristics with perceived beauty. The survey elaborated by Ryan

(2006) has shown significant differences between values attributed to nature by residents,

planners and constructors. On the other hand, Willis and Garrod (1992) observed

similarities in preferences of residents and visitors evaluating landscape in Great Britain.

The study of Brush et al. (2000) revealed, that it is insignificant whether a person did or

did not grow up in the given landscape type. Yet, the relationship between landscape type

and the interest group - tourist, farmer or forester - was significant in landscape

experience. ln general, it can be concluded, that the interest factor of user groups

influences the experience created by landscape. Thus, the knowledge about preferences

of difÍerent interest groups could increase the success of landscape management.

The aim of the presented study was to contribute to knowledge about the potential of

traditional landscape in Southern Portugal, Montado, for non-production functions

demanded by today's society. The results of the study were obtained by assessment of
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land users' preferences for different land use types in the region. The concepts attributed

to the study of land users' needs, were identified by content analysis of responses to an

open-ended question.

METHODS

Qualitative research method with photo questionnaire

The study used principles of the qualitative research method by Patton (2002).

The use of this method provided an opportuni§ to not only identify the landscape

preferences of the respondents, but also to gain new, detailed knowledge about the

Montado landscape evaluation from the users' point of view. The interview guide applied

in this study used a combination of closed and open-ended questions. The open-ended

questions did not contain pre-defined answers. Studies about landscape preferences

frequently used photographs as a tool, which provided visual stimuli for respondents (e.g'

van den Berg 1998, Gomez-Limon a Fernandez 1999, Hagerhall 2000). Photographs

provide relatively reliable presentations of reality and at the same time, they provide the

possibility of controlling the conditions which influence the landscape perception, for

example, the weather, light and number and types of the presented features. An

additional advantage of the use of photographs is the possibili§ of comparing several

landscape types simultaneously (Real 2000). Seven colour photographs with dimensions

10 x 15 cm, representing different types of land uses in the region were used in the

presented study, as visual stimuli. The photographs were taken with a digital camera

Minolta DiMAGE. The aim was to capture different types of land uses in Southern

Portugal, with different vegetation cover, during a sunny day, without water components

and without artefacts such as roads, electrici§ lines or buildings. The following landscape

types were distinguished on the photographs: intensive culture, vineyard, olive orchard,

lhe Montado, eucalyptus stand (Eucalyptus g/obulus, L), stone pine stand (Pinus pinea,

L.) and maritime pine stand (Pinus pinaster, L.). The photographs are shown in Figure 1,

in reduced scale.

The personal interviews were carried out individually. At the beginning of the

study, each respondent received a short introduction regarding the aim of the study.

Subsequently, the user group representation was agreed upon with each respondent,

based on the main activity that he/she practised in the rural landscape. The questionnaire

comprised several sections dealing with landscape preferences. This paper presents the

results obtained in the first part of the questionnaire and the method description refers to
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this first part only. The respondents were asked to choose their preferred landscape type

from seven photo representations, from the perspective of the user group, which had

been agreed upon at the beginning of the interview. Afterwards, they were asked to

explain their preferences in an open-ended question, without pre-defined responses. The

second part of the interview was important to identify attributed values and experiences in

preferred landscape type. Responses were fully recorded in writing during the interviews.

Sample design

ln order to obtain a great variety of viewpoints of the Montado as a landscape for

different amenity functions, the "purposeful sampling"(Patton 2002) of respondents was

used in this survey. Each respondent had had some previous experience with use of the

rural landscape in the region. Four towns in the Alentejo were selected as the main

centres for interviews. Contacts with potential respondents were established by

collaboration with tourist centres and associations of farmers, hunters and beekeepers.

This collaboration with the associations was necessary to identify potential respondents

with different interests in the landscape. During the first contact with a respondent by

phone, he/she received a short explanation of the aim of the work and of the method used

in the study. Afterwards, if the contacted person agreed to respond during an interview, a

personal meeting was arranged. Each respondent was assigned exclusively to one user

group and was interviewed as a representative of that particular user group only, even

though in reality he/she practised varied activities in the rural areas. For example, a

hunter could be a rural inhabitant as well. ln such a case, the respondent chose the user

group he wanted to represent and responded to the photo questionnaire from that

particular viewpoint. The personal interviews were carried out with those who had agreed

to participate. ln total, 232 interviews with volunteers were carried out during a period of

seven months: workers (N=26), hunters (N=26), beekeepers (N=29), mushroom pickers

(N=12), foreign tourists (N=24), new rural inhabitants (N=31), rural inhabitants (N=28),

urban dwellers from Lisbon (N=28) and cork oak landowners of the Montado (N=28).

Data analysis

To obtain quantitative data about preferences for landscape type, the frequency

method from descriptive statistics was used. The qualitative data, gained from

explanations of respondents about their preferences for specific land use types, were

processed by content analysis (Bardin 1977). The aim of the content analysis was to

identify the landscape characteristics in the Montado which are valued by land users.

Each response to the open-ended question was simplified into a set of short sentences.

Subsequently, the sentences were divided into categories with similar meanings.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Resutts from the quantitative analysis of the data regarding landscape

preferences

As the first column of the results in Table 1 indicates, the Montado was the most

preferred landscape type out of seven assessed landscape types in the Southern region

of Portugal. The second most preferred landscape type was the stand with Stone pine,

followed by the olive orchard. As the aim of the study was also to compare the potential of

the Montado landscape type for different non-production functions, the results of the

preferences were compared between different user groups. Even in this division, the

Montado was the most preferred for each user group.

Table I Results from the quantitative analysis of the data about landscape preferences

Landscape §pes All respondents Groups of respondents in 7o

in o/o DZHVPF

lntensive cultures
Vineyard
Olive orchard
Montado
Eucalyptus stand
Stone pine stand

Sum

7

9
I

50
2

20
4

5
4
I

61

6
14

70080
40040
1183153
55 92 52 69 93
003800
220744

100 100 100 100 1 100 100

Groups of respondents: D - Portuguese visitors (rural and urban dwellers and field workers); 4 -
Foreign visitors (tourists and new rural inhabitants); H - Mushroom pickers; V - Beekeepers; P -
Hunters; F - Farmers (landowners).

Results from the content analysis of responses to the open-endêd question

Several respondents used not just one, but several categories of concepts to explain their

preferences. ln the preference explanations for the Montado, the most frequently

mentioned expressions were connected to regional tradition, biodiversity and

attractiveness of landscape scenery fiable 2). The assessment of the user groups in the

concepts used for preference explanations, revealed divergences between the groups.

For Portuguese visitors the regional tradition and identity, often associated with the term

"familiar landscape", was notably connected to the Montado. Foreign visitors perceived

and appreciated mainly the aesthetic values of the landscape type, connected to the

uniqueness, complexity and contrast of light and shadow. The nature contact experiences
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Figure I The photographs of the landscape types used in the presented study as the

visual stimuli

Photo 1 lntensive cultures Photo 2 Vaneyards

Photo 3 OIive orchard Photo 4 the Alontado

Photo 5 Eucalyptus stand Photo 6 Stone pine stand

Photo 7 tMaritrme pine stand
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and regional tradition maintained in the system were similarly evaluated. Mushroom

pickers, beekeepers and hunters positively evaluated especially biodiversity, which

increased the suitability of the Montado for their favourite activities in rural areas.

Economic values connected to cork production and multi-exploration, were valued

principally by the landowners. However, they also perceived and positively evaluated the

adaptation of the system to specific ecological conditions and regional tradition.

Table 2 Results from the qualitative analysis of land users' preferences - The categories

of the concepts used by respondents in explanations of their preferences for the Montado.

The categories oÍthe concepts used by respondents
in explanations of their preÍerences Íor the Montado

Grouos oÍ resoondents in %
DZHVPF

All respondents
in o/o

Tradition and identity regional tradition
identity

Aesthetic values attractiveness of landscape scene
complexity
tree morphology
contrast of light and shadow

contact with nature
calm, comÍort
refreshing shadow

adaptation to speciÍic conditions
biodiversity

cork production
multiÍunctional exploitation

17

10

11

16

27
20
13
20

11

4

0
0
11

0

208
525

27
18

12

0
5
5

12

6
6
6

0
0
0

0
4
0

3
0
0

8
6
7

8
7

0

0

8
I
0
0

7

3

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Restorative
experiences

Ecological values

Economic values

9
9
12

20
13

7

0
0
17

67028425
155034620
9080432
4000050

D!SCUSSION

The results of the study stress the importance oÍ the Montado land use system for

diverse groups oÍ land users in Southern Portugal and confirm its significant appeal for

recreational and tourist use. ln relation to other land use types studied in the survey, the

Montado offers the strongest experiences of tradition and identity, as well as aesthetic

and restorative experiences. lt is noteworthy, that despite the multi-exploration of the

Montado system for different products, it is able to offer nature experiences, tranquillity,

silence and well-being to its users.

This survey initiated a new path of studies about traditional landscape Montado,

dealing with knowledge about its potential for a variety of functions required by today's

society from rural landscapes. lt was shown in this survey that the Montado is the
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preferred land use type for users of non-production functions. This could encourage the

future consideration of these non-production functions in the Montado management and

thus contribute to the preservation of this valuable land use system. Hence, future

research about adequate introduction of these new landscape functions in management

tools is needed.
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Use ond ossessmenl of the
'new' rulol functions by
lond users ond londowners
of the Monlqdo in soulhern
Porlugol
Diana Surová and Teresa Pinto-Correia

Abstract: The objectiae of the study dkcussed in this paper uns to prduce
kn<ruledge about how the Montado, an agrosiloopastoral system dombtmi in
southetn Portugal, supports and can better support 'nao' rural functions associated
uithleisure and recreation.The Montado is recognizeil as a multifunctional
lanilxape, although future nwnsgentent conditions are still to be defrned. A
qualitatiue iurory ufis carried out through personal interuiews with land users and
lanilown*s of this specific system. Results regarding oisitor profiles, current
actiuítíes in the Montado, perceioed limitatiotts and improoentents suggested by
land u*rs, as well as landstoners' attitudes towards'new'functions, are yresented
and discusxd.

Keywords: maltifunctional land use; land users; landowners; property riglús;
Montado

Diana Suruoú is a PhD studant and nemher Stlrc Re*arch Gmup on Mediterranean Ecosystens

and Iandscap*fiCAAM, llniaersity of Eoora, N,úclo ila Milm, Apartado 94,7ú2-554 Ézw+
Portugal. E-nnil: ilj@ueaara.pt. Terex Pittto-Coneia is luier of the Research Grwp on
Medit*runean Ecosystems and Landxap*ICAAM ond Associate Ptofeeor in tfuDepartment of
Lanlscapc, Exvittnmmt and Plenning, Ltniwr*ity of Éoora, Portugal.

The increasing demand for the rural landscape as a space
for leisure and recreation has raised interest in the
Montado, the silvopastoral system characteristic of the
Alenteio region. The landscape associated with this land
use system is particularly attractive due to its
combination of: (a) open and tree.covered areas,
(b) cleared and shrub-covered understorey, (c) human
manageürent that maintains a semi-natural aspect, (d) the
presence of livestock in low densities, and (e) the plesence
of wild Ílora and fauna, etc (Comez-Limon and
Fernandez, 1999). There are also new rural inhabitants
who have recently settled in the countryside and seek out
this type of landscape, and tourists who visit this specific
type of area for úe purpose oÍ contemplation, walking,
riding, cycling, etc- The most numerous amongst the user
groups are poosibly tocal people who occasionally visit
the Montado for aesthetic satisÍaction, recreational

activities or oúer experiences that provide an escape from
the daily routine.

With regard to urban dwellers, we find both actual
users and those who are interested in the system for its
own sake, who acknowledge its value for many purposes,
and who may be potential users oÍ the Montado in the
future. The Montado ls thus nowadays appreciated in
various ways that entail eeveral non-productive functions.
Nevertheless, presentday management is still focused on
production, even iÍ landowners ale aware oÍ the potential
interest of the Montado for many other uses and for
satisfying diverse human needs (Plieninger el aI,2ü)4).

Due to its various §rpes of uses, the Montado is
recognized as a multifunctional landscape (Pinto-Coreia
and Vos.2ü)4). Howeveç future management conditions
are still to be defined, due to changes in social demand
and to the threat of decreasee in incomes generated by its
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'New' rual fmctiom of the Montado, wthern I'ortugal

production functions. Research can help in describing the
current state of these functions and in identifyingexisting
or potential conflicts.

Since public involvement is considered as one oÍ the
instruments that help increase the successful management
of rural areas (for example, Konijnendijk, 200O),

inÍormation on public demand and preferences is needed.
This paper presents the results of a survey undertaken in
the Alenteio region, in the area where the cork-oak
Montado is dominant concerning the use and assessment
of 'new' rural functions in the Montado by its land users
and landowners, in order to obtain knowledge on how
this system is valued from different points of view. The
aim is to contribute to the future management of 'new'
rural functions, or non-commodi§t functions, in the
Montado by providing information about the present
situation. Results regarding visitor profiles, current
activities practised in the Montado, perceived limitations
and improvements suggested by land users, as well as
landowners' altitudes towards these fu nctions, are
presented and discussed.

The Montado - a multiÍunctional system
awaiting multifunctional manâgement
The idea of the multifunctionality of rural landscapes is
widely connected with providing s:ocial functions. These
functions are not totally new; they have always been part
of rural life, and include, Íor example, picnicking or
hunting. It seems, however, that the mong urbanized
lifestyle oÍ contemporary societies requires these
functions to be in an innovative Íorm. Besides recognizing
the importance of the multifunctionality of the landscapt,
both in the scientific communi§l and in the definition of
policy obiectives (for example, the Second Pillar of the
Common Agricultural Policy), a moÍe concrete definition
of steps towards achieving multifunctionality is needed.

In the Alentejo, the southem region oÍ Portugal, large
private farm units prevail. A dominant land use in this
region is the agrnsilvopastoral system known as Montado,
which has existed for centuries in more or less developed
and intensive management forms (Fonseca,2004). Its
appearance is that of a 6enerally open, savanna-§rpe.
ev€rgreen oak wrrcdland, The dominant tree species are
cork oak (Quercus srber L.) or holm oak lQuercus ilex, spp.
roturdilfolia L.). Traditionally, this system has been
exploited by multiple land users, combining the
exploitation of the tree cover, both Íor cork and for
charcoal, and a rotation of grazing, cultivation and fallow
in the undergrowth (Pinto-.Correia, 1993). The main
produc'ts of the cork-oak part of the Moatado are cork ahd
meat from livestock breeding. Cereals used to be
produced in the Montado until some decades ago. but
have been disappearing, due to extensification trends
(Pinte€orreia and Mascarenhas, 1999). Where crops are
grown today, their purpose is to produce Íorage Íor cattle,
Nowadays, the system is therefore mainly a silvopastoral
system. These production Íunctions, maintained with no
need for considerable investmentt ensure an income for
the landowners, as cork is highiy valued in the market
and cattle highly supported by the CAP.

Apart Írom these main productive functions, the
Montado s€cures social functions for the local populations

and Íor visitors, as it is used directly, for instance, by
hunters, bee-keepers and mushroom pickers, as well as by
those who like walking in the countryside. Historically.
the first group of functions was important for the rural
population in supplementing Íood resources (Fonseca,
2004). Today, hunting can be managed in two ways:
through the municipal domain and hunting associations;
or on a touristic basis, in which estates are closed to other
types of hunting and have an obligation to fulfil a game
managem€nt plan, and in which hunters from outside the
area pay for this activity. T.his last modality can offer an
economic supplement to land<»wners. With re6ard to bee-
keeping, the Mecliterranean vegetation communities in
the Montado are rich in various aromatic plants,
responsible íor the high quality of honey in this region. As
for mushrsoms, the semi-open forest and the low
intensity of soil mnbilization create the right conditions
for a valuable development oÍ mushrooms. Certainly,
their richness also depends on the quality of the soils.

The main issue in this situation ís that all these
functions are appreciated by society, but do not contribute
to the maintenance of the system - only livestock
production and cork harvesting represent an income for
landowners. If public polir:ies targeting the possible
maintenance of the Montado are to be defined, or
improved, there is a need for more knowledge on the
specificity of the social demand for this particular area.

Study area and method

Study area

Four small towns in the north-western part of the region
oÍ Alentejo were selected as the main centres for the
interviewing process: Alcácer de Sal, Montemor-o-Novo,
Évora and Coruche (Figure 1). These towns are situated in
surroundings where the cork-oak Montado dominates
and already has a multifunctional usage, which benefits
local inhabitants and urban dwellers from the
metropolitan area of Lisbon. as well as foreign tourists.
Furthermore, non-profit organizations in these towns
provide inÍormation and contacts with land users and
landowners.

The climate in the studied area has Mediterranean and
continental characteristics, u'ith a long dry season during
very hot summers, fresh winters and high amplitude oÍ
daily temperatures. The study area Íeatures a rippled
plain, associated with extensive use and dominance of
large estates (over 200 ha) úat combine cereal production
(nowadays mainly for forage) and livesto<k grazing in
open pastures or under the Montado trt€ cover, cork and
wood pruduction in the Montado, Íorest plantations of
Eucalyptus globrlrrs Labill. and Pirrrs pinea L., and more
recently, vines. In the municipalities oÍ Alcácer de Sal and
Coruche, there are also rice plantations. The average
annual temperature is 16.5t and average annual precipi-
tation is 60G-700 mm.

Population density is low: in Alcácet de Sal, 1O/km'?;

Montemor-o-Novo, 15/Lm2; Coruche, 19Âm2; and Évora,
43.Akm2. The population is concentrated in towns or
large villages, in a characteristic contrast between towns
and the countryside. The total population has been
decreasing steadily in the last decades, mostly in the
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Figure 1. The main distribution of cork oak (Qrercus suber L.l
and holm oak (puercus iltx, spp. rtrtandilfrslin L.| in Portugal.
Note; The numbered points indicate the areas where the survey
was carried ou* the small towns of Coruche, lv{ontemor-«r-Novo.
Alcácer de Sal and Évora" Lisbon is also indicated, ar the survey
targeting urban dwellers was carried out there as urell.

dispersed farmsteads and smaller villages. As the region
does not offer rrrany alternative jatr opportunities,
ycrunger people tend to leave when the extensive farming
systems employ increasingly fewer people. Improving the
multiple ures of the landscape, particularly in the specific
Montado system, could be a way towards a more
diversified economy and a higher sccial value for the
region's rural attributes.

Methad

Ân appr<racl"l based on a qualitative research rnethod
using interviews uíâs applied, in order to gain detailed
information about use and evaluation of the Montado.
The purposeful sampling {Patton ,208?\ emploved in this
study was ftxused on cuÍ?ent activities in rural arêa§. The
f«rllcwing graups of current users were identified in the
Montado area: landowner§, workers, hunfers, bee-
keepers, mushroom pickers, inhabitants, neur rural
i.nhabitants, urban visitors and foreigners (§urová and
Pinto-Correia, ?OO8). ?b take various standpoints into
account, §everal mernbers of each user grÕup were
interviewed. The reguirement for the selection of
respondents was their previotts us€ of ttre Montado, and
they were askeri to anstrrer according to the point of view
of their main activity in the rural arêa. Collaborations
with hunters, taurists, bee*keepers and landowner
associations were established in the selected towns.
Potential respondents tlíere randomly selected frorn
existing contacts in associations, and contacted personally
or by telephone. Interviews with thase who accepted were

carried out individually. In all,Z32 face-to-face interviews
were carried out: workers (|ú - 26\, hunters (N = ?;61, bee-
keepers (N = 291, mushroorn pickers (N = 12), foreign
tourists (N = ?11, nelv rural inhabitants (N = 31), nrral
inhabitants (N = 28), urban clwellers from Lisbon (N = 28)
and landowners of the cork-oak Montado {N = 28}.

At the beginning of the interview, the respondent was
given a strort introduction on the purpose of the sfudy. In
order to gain information about the social characteristics
«:f Montado user§, socitN'conomic variables such as
gender,
incorne

ege, education, number of family members and
rrere recorded during the interview. The user§

interviewed responded to several questions about
activities practised in the Montado, namely: 'What
activities have yCIu already practised in the Montado?'
'When have you practised these activities in the Montad«r
(during the week, weekend or holidays)?' 'In which
season?' With regard to existing difficulties and possihle
improvements related to their activities: 'Do you feel any
difficulties about visiting the Montado?' 't!'hat are the
difficulties?' 'Do you think that there ar€ any
improl'ements to be made with regard to the activities
ycru practise in the Montada?' 'Which impmveÍnents do
yCIu mean?' The landowners trere asked to describe the
curent irnplementation of 'new' functions in the
rnanagement of their farms: 'What activities are currently
performed on your estate?' and motivations for them:
'Choose the main motivation fnr each activity to be
períormed on your estate from the following list:
economy, traditiein, social right and ecology'. 'In the
future, do you want to change the current situation with
regard tcr the activities perforrned on your estate?' If the
response was y€§, the following queation was asked:
'What kind of change do you mean?'

Ansurers were subsequently analysed thrnugh
descriptive statistics $r, if related to <rpen-ended
questions, through content analysis. Answera to open-
ended questions were broken down int«r a series o.f short
phrases, and the phrases were sorted into categories that
expressed similar meanings. The content analysis is
adequate to identify concepts, key issues, thernes and
patterns in cornmtrnicative texts in order to arrive at
interpretative and qu antita tive summaries of qualitative
data (Pattcm , ?0*Zr.

Results
Table 1 shows the sociCIeconCImic characteristica of
respondents in this study. Most of the respondents were
male. The main male activities practised in the Montadtr
trere hunting, bee-keeping and managing the Montado
system. The number of respondents with graduate
education, mainly in groups of tourists and ne$, rural
inhabitants, is significant-

Most respondents practised more than one type of
activity i.n the Montado. The rnain activity of respondents
!/tras waÍking, followed by sightseeing by car and
picnicking {Table 21. The favourite season for these
activities is spring, apârt from hunting and mushroom
picking, which are carried out prredomir*tly during
autumn and winter. By contrast, the Montado uías less

visited by respondents in summer. Weekends were
preferred as the best time to practise most activities.
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Table L. Sociwonomic variables (categories) of rcpondmte.rnd their reprerntatim in percentages.

Suieconomic
vrriables

Cender

AEu

Education

Family

Family income

Categories

Males
Female

18-30 yeam
31-45 yeas
46-50 yean
>60 yeare

Primary sch«rl
Secondary xhml
High schml
Craduate

1-2 perrcro
3-4 pemns
>4 pemne

<l,(X)O euru
1,00&-2,000 eum
2,0fiI-5,ÍX)0 eurcs
>5,ü)0 euros

AI
(n = 232)

66
34

18
33
32
18

w
(n = 2íi)

62
38

12
38
38
L2

35
42
4

19

í)
50

0

35
46
19
0

H
(n = 261

92
8

t7
31
il
4

B
(n = 29)

100
0

3
28
34
3,1

4l
38

17

M
(n = 12)

83
77

25
33
25
17

23
12
0

33

50
25
25

58
33
I
0

F
(n = 2{)

42
58

I
JJ

46
13

NRUL
(n = 3l) (n = 281 (n = 2E) (n = 28)

96
4

4
39
25
32

0
29
l8
54

32
50
18

4
%
54
7

50
50

36
29
14
21

57
36

7

27
39
32

7

46
43
1l

32
,t3

2l
4

32
68

29
35
23
13

0
6

10
u
.{8

rt5
7

23
29
39
10

0
4

t7
79

63
33

4

1
38
42
t7

41
59
0

4E
31
77

3

t?
3í
72
42

31
65

4

{
50
38

8

15
z9
lt
45

46
47

7

24
38
31

6

46
54

32
29
29
11

ll
43
18
29

l4
32
ll
43

Nolrr W- workes; H-huntere; B -be-kepes; M -mushrmm pickere; F- touristsi N -new rural inhabitants; R- rural inhabitants;
U - urban dwellem; L - landomers.

Thble 2. Activitips prâctised in the Montado by repondentÉ (nmbers are lrcrcmtage of all land urers interiewed).

Autumn
Winter
Spri.g
Summer

Wek
Wekend
Holidays

Mushroon
pif,king

19
t2
l0
6
0

4
15
0

Hoíse
rtdirrg

5
1

0
2
0

0
4
0

Bct-
kecping

19
6
4

1t
I

IO
9
0

Walking Biktg logging
Activitier practised in the Montedo by respondents

Hutrtíilg lhfírrg Picnkking Sighlsedflg Arornstic
picturcs hy car Pbnl pickit g

80
43
33
55
21

77
50
13

24
t9
20

0
5

3
20

0

5
3
2
,l
2

2

0

28
t4
10
16
t2

7
20

2

2t
5
2

15
5

29
6

1l
2t

5

36
t6
13
23
12

7
22

7
l8
rl

5
15
t

72
35
32
39
17

25
33
13

Trble 3. Implementation of activitis in the management oÍ interuiewed landowrs'states md the main motivation Íor ach
fmction.

Activities implemenled

Hunting
Mushrmm picking
Bekeping
Rural tourism (accommodati,on)
Voluntary frc accss for public
Pedagogic activitie

Properties Mrin motivetion
Tladitiot tuisl

6t
4
0
18
0
1l

('ht

89
54
46
29
18
l,l

koilomk Ecological

I1
7
1t
0
4
4

18
0
4
4
0
0

0
39
32

l4
0
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The majority of land users interviewed (537") had
experienced some difficrrlties with risiting the Montaclo.
From this Broup, approximately 749l" of respondents
complained about hindranc€s to access, speciÍically fences
and closed gates, or respect for privatê property. In this
last case, the respondents referred to lack of information
about the possibilities regarding access to the area.
Twen§ per cent of the respondents mentioned prohlems
with transport to get to a Montado area, due to not
having their orÀ,n car or because too much time was
needed. Conceme about safety due to a lack of
information about wild cattle, hunting zones or fire risk
were mentioned by 13%. Seven per cent reÍerred to a lack
of orientation Íacilities, such as, for instance, signporting
of footpaths and tourist information. About 79à of the
group highlighted restrictions on mushroom and
asparagus picking as being problematic.

With regard to possible improvements, S9%, oÍ the land
users interviewed a6reed that they were needed. These
were related to the identification of footpaths, tourist and
education inforrration in the fields and access
possibilitiês (36% oí respondents). C)ther topics mentioned
were the distribution oÍ maps of footpaths, tourist guide-
books. information on the Intemet promoting the
Montado landscape (28"râ of respondents); improvement
oÍ public a(cess to areas of interest that are privately
owned (28%); organizing guided visits with e:rplanations
of diverse topics, cork debarking demonstrations,
environmental education oÍ the public about preservation
of the Montado (167"); development oÍ infrastructures,
bed & breakfast accommodation in rural arcas (7Y")l
authorization of activities such as picking mushrooms
and asparagus (77"); provision of amenities such as picnic
tables, litter bins and rest areas (6%) and construction of
more dams in order to diversify the Montado landscape
(4% of respondents). The majority of the bee-keepers
interviewed suggested improvements oÍ conditions for
their activities, in particular identiÍication of
appropriate zones with shrub maintenance and
free access for bee-keepers to theee zones (667" oÍ bee-
keepers).

Types of 'new'activities ineorporated into the estate
mânâBement of interviewed landowners are presented in
Table 3. Hunting was widely included, due to its
economic benefit for landowners. Activities such as
mushroom picking and bee-keeping were included on
about half of the eatates, due predominantly to social (but
partly traditional) reasons. Rural tourism and educational
activities were also available on a Íew properties on
âccount of the economic profit involved. Few o( the
landowners interviewed mentioned voluntary authoriza-
tion of free access for the public. The results obtained by
qualitative analysis of landowners' answers with regard
to management changes in the future highlighted three
types of attitudes to'nen'' rural functions. About halÍ of
the l,andowners had put into practice some of the 'new'
rural Íunctions, or intended to include them in their
estate's mânafiement. Some of the landowners inter-
viewed (187") had traditionally allowed Íree access to
their properties and did not intend to make any changes
in this state of affairs or include other 'new' functions in
their management. Others (32"/") did not currcntly
authorize free access to the public, and had no

'Nes" rural fmctions of the Montado, muthem

intention of changing this situation in the future. Few
landowners perceired the 'new'activities as a further
complication for the purely productive management oÍ
their estates.

Discussion and concluding remarks
This paper aimed to survey the use and assessment of
'new' rural Íunctions in the Montado, both by its land
users and landowners. After an examination of visitor
profiles, the results show that a diversity of people use
the Montado areas for leisure. The abundance of visitors
with hi6her education is noteworthy. The Íact oÍ fewer
visits during the summer seâson can be ascribed to the
climatic conditions, with dry and very hot summers, and
to the increased fire risk during this season. Walking was
the main activity practGed by respondents, followed by
sightseeing by car, which is probahly related to the high
scenic attractiveness of this type of landscape: an
undulaüng terrain allowing different panoramic views
across the op€n savannâ-like landscape, with changing
densities of trees and varying pasture composition.

The Montado is appreciated Íor different activities, and
there is increasing pressure from today's society for more
socially sensitive management. The majority of
respondents expressed some difficulties encountered in
visiting the Montado areas, mainly due to access
limitations. This problem has been notable in the past
decade, when large open areas that existed in the past,
perceived as being open to the public, are now changing
into fenced areas, with access Írskictionr or without
information on access possibilities. The fencing of estates
allows Íor the control of livestock grazing areas, but could
also <ontribute to the control oÍ visitor access during the
summer. This control could be a solution to the fire risk
and the application oÍ property rights Íor externalities
such as mushroom picking and huntin6, which could then
be paid for by users. The increased consideration of
economic interests concerning these externalitiee leads to
increasing pressure by landowners to privatize these
goods (Merlo and Croitoru,2fi)5). Even this fencing trend
could be perceived as a step forward in managing social
Íunctions through the control of visits, if it were to be
followed by subsequent steps such as the improvements
mentioned by land users in this study. The improvement
of inÍrastructure such as fooÇaths and route indicators,
signposting in the fields, and the setting up of
interpretation panels, could provide information Íor
visitors so they could disrover more about the landscape
they were *ioyiog.These inrprovements would
additionally allow for a higher degree of independence
for the occasional visitoç who would not need to be part
oÍ large guided groups of visitors. Ihis could
consequently increase the quality of the experience by
visitors.

Most landowners are sti[ mainly engaged in
productive activities, as these are their main source of
income. Yet, probably due to its long tradition in rural
areas, hunting is practised on most estâtes, bringing aome
economic input. With regard to landowners'attitudes
about'new' rural Íunctions, better preparations are
required to face the current social demands. The
important role oÍ 'communication.' between stakeholders
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is stress€d by various authors (for example, Brunori and
Rossi, 2007; Koniinendiik, 2fr)0). More communication
w«ruld most probably help per:ple to understand the
restrictions imposed, or desired, by landowners, and on
the other hand, it would enhance farmers' und€rstanding
about what the public expects and demands from rural
âreãs.

Econornic incentives for landowners could also
improve the current situation, for example, with support
for the development of 'new' functions, such as payments
and grants for the upkeep oÍ paths and other facilities; or
compensation for additional work undertaken to create
conditions for public access. But still the economic
incentives should be accompanied by other tools, such as
best practice güdelines produced as a result of cross-
sector collaboration.

This study contributes to a reflection about the current
situation of 'new'rural functions in the Montado in
southem Portugal. and brings to light several aspects that
are important for the succescful inclusion of these
functions into the management of private estates within
the Montado system. Besides the economic benefits for
landowners that accrue from 'new'rural functions,
another support measure would consist in providing help
for landowners in the implementation process.
Furtlrerrnore. a clear definition of the rights and
responsibilities oÍ land users and landowners
concerning the functions mentioned is essential.
Somehow. the need for these various measures to
improve the multifunctional use of the Montado emerges
from the evidence, since the most important potential is
there: the attractiveness of the Montado, and the possible
and already existing links between commodity and non-
commodity functions.
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AssrRlcr The Montado Ls the open savannah-líke landscary preclominant in southem
Portugal . This landscape resulÍs from @t extensively managed agrosilvupastoral system and ha.s

for u long time heen appreciated for o varieÍy of other ures. Research b neecled in relatian Ío the
links hetween the variout intexsities of u.re, the resultíng landrcope paÍtern.r and new socictal

function.t. In thit sudy the preferences of xser groups representing these functions are swveyed in
relotion to these diverse landscape lraÍÍerns^ Inlerviev's nith lotd user.s and also landowners were
carried out using pholograph preferenrc techniqws relating to Íhe mon*gement optiuts of the
cork. oak Montado. The results .showed divergences onang hunters, mushroom pickers,
beekeepers, lanfu'*,ners, Porlugw.se walkers and foreign nalkers, The content malysis of
qualitative daía revealed preferences relatíng to landscape characteristics. In particular, w'slkers
werc receptive noÍ only to ohjective features, but particularly perceíved the importance of
suhjective expriences in landtcape.

KEY WoRDs: M ontado, management, lardscape preferences, multifuncüonality

IntroducÍion

New Perspectives to Laok at the ktral Landscape

The European Landscape Convention (2000) states that landscape is an important
contributor to the quality of life of people everywhere. Throughout Europe, the
demand for new uses of landscape such as hunting, leisure, recreation, appreciation
of traditional landscapes and activities that lead to quality of life, is increasing. To
understand the landscape management requirements of such new uses, more
knowledge about the landscape preferences of users is neded in order to ensure that
the management responds to the changing demands on the landscape and the needs
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of modern socicty. These functions have a social value and correspond thus to public
serúces or goods. However, in economic terms they have currently no market value
or have markets that do not function edequetely" for example, the users have not
been used to pay for such goods in the past, and they are therefore designated as

'non-commodity outputs'(OECD, 2001). However. the increasing demand for these

functions may lead to a shift in status that means that they earn & monetâry value
through new market conditions or public interventions (Wiggering et a/., 2006). This
may proüde a new income potential for landowners that is dependent upon societôl
demand and preferenes.

As values such as diversity, coherence and identity of traditional land use systems
in Europe are reognised, it is more likely that improved maintenance systems will be
developed and new rural functions identified (Antrop, 2005). This may contribute to
the management of landscapes as multifunctional relating to both the private and
public policy sôetors (de Groot,2A06). However. before this can be achieved more
research concerning the preferences of different user groups is needed.

The Mantado: Traditional land Use System Faced with New SocieÍal Demands

The Montado is the agro-silvo-pastoral systern dominant in the Alentejo in the
southern region of Portugal. This system has existed for centuries in a more or less

developed and intensively managed form (Fonseca, 2004). The landscape
Írppearance is commonly of op€n, savânnÍLh-type, evergreen oak woodlând. The
dominant species of trees are cork o*k (Querilts suber, I.) and holm oak (Qwrcus
ilex, spp. Rotundilfolia, L.\. Traditionally this system is exploitd by multiple land
uses, combining the exploitation of tree cover, both cork and wood for charcoal,
and a rotation of grazing, cultivation and fallow in the under cover (Pinto-Correia,
1993). The principal products from the Montado are úerefore cork and meat
from livestock breeding. C-ereals used to be produced in the Montado until some
decades ago, but have been disappearing, due to extensification trends (Pinto-
Correia & Mascarenhâs, 1999). Where there is crop cultivation today it is to
produce forage for the c&ttle, and so the system is now mainly a silvo-pastoral
system. These production functions, maintained with no n€d for much financial
investment, secure an income for the landowners; cork is a highly valued good in
the market and cattle are well subsidised by the Common Agricultural Poliry
(cAP).

Apart from these main productive functions, the Montado secures social functions
for the local popul*tion as it is used by hunters, beekeepers and mushroom pickers.
Historically, these functions were important for the rural population to supplement
food resource§ (Fonseca, 2m4). Today, hunting can be managed in two wâys:
through the municipal domain and hunting associations, with no payment to the
landowner; or run for tourist purposes where there is an obligation to fulfill a garne

management plan, and where the tourist hunters pay for their activity. This second
option can offer an economic supplement for landownars. Concerning beekeeping,
the Mditerran€ân vegetation in the Montado is rich in ar«rmatic plants that are
responsible for the high quality of honey in this region. As for mushrooms, the semi-
open forest and the low intensity of soil mobilisation create the conditions for a wide
variety of mushrooms.
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Nowadays. the growing demand for rural lândscape as a space for relaxation and

recreation has inçreased the interest in the Montado which is particularly attractive

due to its combination of: a) open and tree covered areas, b) clear and shrub covered

understorey, c) a human management regime that provides a semi-natural
âppeârançe, d) the presence of livestock in low densities, and e) the presence of
wild flora and fauna (Gomez-Limon & Lúcio Fernandez, 1999). There are also new

rural settlers who prefer this type of landscape, and tourists who visit these areas

specifically for contemplation, walking, riding, bhycle tour§, etc. However. úe most

numerous user-groups are composed of local people who visit the Montado
oceasionally for *esthetic, recreational or other experienes as an escape from daily
routine. Urban visitors also use the areas for recreational purposes but some are also

interestd in the landscape system and acknowledge its value for multiple functions.
The Montado is thus nowadays appreciated in various ways that entail several non-

production functions. Yet the present day management is still concentrated on

production objectives, even if landowners are aware of the potential interest of the

Montado for many other uses and for satisfying diverse human needs (Plieninger

et a1.,2004). Appropriate recognition of such needs is required in the management of
this system, but first a greater understanding is needed conceming landscape pâttern
preferences of the various users.

Landscape Preferences and Dffirent Perspective.t of User Çroups

§everal studies stress the importânce of investigating the landscape preferenes of
different user groups in order to find out where the preferences differ and converge
(e.g. van den Berg, 1998; Willis & Gamod, 1992; Brush et o1.,2000). For example,
van den Berg (1998) provides an âesthetic evaluation of nature development plans by
farmer$, visitors, and residents. This revealed important differences between the user

groups relating to larndscape characterisúcs and perceived heauty. The survey by
Ryan (2006) found some significant differences between the values that rural
inhabitants, planners, and homebuilders place on nâture. Willis and Garrod (1992)

reported similarities in preference betweçn residents and visitors in úeir work
relating to landscape evaluation in Britain. Whether a person grew up in a giran
landscape type proved to be insignificant in the work of Brush et ol. (?W0), but the

interaçtion between landscape type and participant group (tourist, farmer, forester,

etc.) was significant in relation to thçir enjoyment and the degree of appreciation of a

landscape was reflocted in landssape preference.

The evaluation of preferences related to different functions is needed to support
the development and definition of management ob.iectives. This is particularly
important when choosing between different opüons where the integration of non-
commodity functions is considered in parallel to production. An objmtive may be to
achieve maximum satisfaction of some user groups" or to provide some measure of
satisfaction for all user§.

Aim of the Paper

The present pâper forms part of a wider study aimed at developing a drcision
support system for landowners of the çork oak Montado in southern Portugal. Even
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if it is r@ognised that this system has a high potential for multifunctionality within
the increasing social demand for rural landscaps, data on the level and distribution

of preferences by different users do not exist to support the required planning of an

appropriate management regime. The main goal of the paper is to present and

discuss the results of an empirical survey undertaken concerning consensus and

divergence within user groups in relation to their preferred Montado type, and the

way they use or relate to this type of landscape. Second, methodological issues are

also discussed, as this approach has not been applied in its çurrent form in úis t1çe

of landscape system connected wiü extensive cattle production and disprsed tree

cover.

Method

Study Area

The study refers to the area where the cork oak Montado predominates in the north-
western part of the region of Alentejo. Four small towns were selected as main

centres for the interview process: Alc.icer de Sal, Montemor-o-Novo, Evora and

Coruche (Figure l). The settlements are surrounded by the Montado, which is
already used in a multifunctional way by local inhabitants and urban dwellers from

the metropolitan area of Lisbon, as well as by foreign tourists. The local landowners'

associations in these towns also help to publicize the area through contaçt with land

users and landowners.
The climate in the study area has Mediterranean and continental charaçteristics

with a long dry sêason during very hot summers, fresh winters and high amplitude of
daily temperature. The average annual temperâture is 16.5"C and average annual
precipitation 600 - 700 mm. In the study areâ a rippled plain is prevailing and is
assoçiated with extensively cultivated arças and the dominance of large properties

(more than 200 ha). These combinç the production of cere'als (nowadap mainly for
forage) with livestock grazing in open pasturss or under the Montado trees, cork and

wood production, the forest ptantations of Eucaliptus globulus and of Pinu.t pinea,

and more reently vine çultivation. In the municipalities of Aleácçr de §al and

Coruche there are also riçe plantaúons.
The population density is low and concentrated in cities or large villages: iq

Alsáçer de Sal l0 hablkm?; Montemor-o-Novo 15 hablkm2; Coruchç 19 hab/km2

and Évora 43.2hablkm2. The total population has been decreasing steadily in reoent

decades, mostly in the dispersed farmsteads and smaller villages. As the region does

not present many alternative job facilities and as farming systems employ fewer and

fewer people, younger grople tend to leave. Improving úe multiple uses of the

landscape, particularly in the specific Montado system, çould tre a way to achieve a

more divçrsified economy and a higher social value for the region.

lÍisual Srimuli

Photographs, edited by computer technology, were ud as visual stimuli in the

resexrrch. However there are problems in using photographs in this way as a
surrogate for field experience, for Çxample, the difficulty in açhieving realism in
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spp. Roturulillblia, L.l in Portugal. The numbers indicate the five towns where the survey was

u,pptieO, Coruche (l), Montemõr-o-Novo (2), Alc{rcer de Sal 131. Érora (4), and Lisbon (5)"

where the survcl, to urban dwellers was npplicd. (Basc sourcc: Carta de Ocupa$o do Solo--
cos'90, ICP).

computer-generated images and the static nature of the view and the weather, etc.

There are also advantages: by using photographs it is possible to show a larger
number of alternative l*ndscape patterns. and also to control the properties of the

visual stimuli. Despite the omission of the third dimension (sensations like smelling,
touching and hearing), great similarity was fnund in the response to two dimensiernal

representations and the response to the real landrcape (e.g. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989).

Fourteen l0 x l5 cm coleiur photographs. corresponding to different mânagement
options for trees, gras§, shrubs and livestock were usetl (Figure 2). In this case, the

objective was to compare tlifferent types of Montado, corresponcling to more or less

intensite manâgement and higher or lower density of trees. These combinations
result in different types of landscapes. Representâtions were simpliÍied because not
all possible variations of the Montado could tle considered. The Montado is an

extremely flexible system" with many possible manâgement options and vegetation
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densities, resulting in a wide variation in lantlscape types. Four main aspects

inÍluencetl hy landowners' management were considered: presence and density of
shrubs, presence of livestock. density of trees. and distribution of trees. These are the

rlimensions that nrostly influence landscape pattern. About 500 colour photographs
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were taken from July to September 2004 in the study areas using a Minolta DiMAGE
digital cÍlmera. The aim was to capture diÍlbrent patterns of cork oak Montado, on
clear days, in areas with an almost flat horizon, with no people or man-made elements
(roads, electric power lines, fann buildings, etc.) and with an absence of water features.
Finally, the photographs were selmted and edited by computer technology to eliminate
differences in s§ colour, and to manipulate the presence of livestock and the changing
densities of shrub cover.

Survey Design

An approach based on qualitative research methods" through purposeful sampling
(Patton" 2A0!) was us«l to interview and obtain tlata from a variety of user groups of
the Montado. Nine groups of users were chosen corresponding to different activities:
managing, working, hunting, beekeeping- mushroorn picking, long-term inhabitants,
recent inhabitants, visiting from urban areâ and foreign tourists. Collaboration with
hunting, tourist, beekeping and landowners' associations was established in the
selected towns. Respondents were randomly seleted from existing contacts in
occupational associations. Personal interviews with those who accepted were carried
out. In all,232 such interviews were carried out: workers (/ú: 26), hunters (N :26),
beekeepers (tr/:29), mushroom pickers (/f : l2), foreign tourists (N :24), new rural
inhabitants (lf -31), rural inhabitants (N:28)" urban dwellers from Lisbon
(/\i/-28) and landowners of the Montado of cork oak (N *28\. Each respondent
was assignd to one category of users and was interviewed as such, even if he or she

could be included in more than one group. For example, a hunter can also be a local
inhabitant. but if he was interviewed as a hunter, this was clarified at the start of the
interview and answers were taken on this basis.

At the beginning of the interview" the respondent was given a short introduction a§

to the purpose of the study. The respondents were asked to choose three preferred
photographs frorn the point of view of their main activity in the Montado and to
explain their choice through an open explânâtion. The closed-ended questions about
landscape preferences for different landscâpe types were complemented by open-
ended questions in order to gain more complete information about the landscape
characteristics which were considered to be particularly valuable by each respondent.
This qualitative contsxt was assumed to be important for the understanding of how
different landscapes are experienwd (Patton" 2002).

Data Anal),sis

The statistical design used, applied the frequency statistics for the preferences for
type of Montado, and the Pearson's chi-square test (12) using the followingvariables:
gender, age, family income, number of family members, education level and user
group. A significance level of p-value 0.05 was used for all tests.

To identify the most important reâsons for the respondents'decisions conoerning
the preferred Montado type, * content analysis was applied to the open explanations
of the respondents. Each description was broken down into a series of short phrases,
and the phrases were sorted into categories that expressed similar meanings. Content
analysis is commonly used to identify consepts, key issues, themes and patterns in
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communicative texts, in order to arrive at interpretative and quantitative summaries
of qualitative data (Patton, 2002).

Results

Anolysis oJ' Quantitot ive Pret'erence Data

The first step in analysing the quantitative preference data was a frequency analysis,
in order to reveal the photos preferred by all respondents together (Table I ). The
most frequently chosen by 38% of respondents (each in a set of three preferred
photos) was the photo representing highly dense, irregular Montado, with shrubs.

The next most preferred photo, by 32o/o of respondents, repressnts dense irregular
Montado without livestock and shrubs. The third most preferred are two photos,
both preferrd by 27o/o of respondents, one showing a dense irregular Montado wiú
shrubs and the other, an open Montado. The least preferred (10% of resçrondents)

w*s a photo presenting ân open Montado, with sheep.

The next step was to look for variables having significant effect on the preferences

expressed. The influence of the socio-economic variables and user group was

analysed using the çross-tabulations and looking at the significant level of Pearson's
chi-square tests. As shown in Table 2, two variahles hadp-values < 0.05: gender and
user group. The user groups of hunters, beekeepers and landowners were represented

in 98% by men. Owing to this, the significance of the effect of gender on preferenoes

was examined in the other respondent group§. The p-value of the Pearson chi-square
test was 0.700 (Table 2). Consequently, it is not possible to consider gender as a
significant variable in these landscape preferences. The variables of age. number of
family members, family income and education level proved to be insignificant, as

they had pvalues > 0.05. This finding indicates that preferences for different
Montado types do not depend on socio-economic variables of its land users.

In order to assess if all user groups, defined at the beginning of the study, are

significantly different or not, in relation to their preferences for Montado types, the
next step of cross-tabulations was executed. Again, the significance level of p-value
0.05 was used. To obtain significantly different user groups, reorganisation of the
initial groups was needed as a way to merge similar groups according to their
preferenes. The corresponding p-values âre shown in Table 3. A p-value < 0.05

means that the two considered groups have a significantly different set ofpreferences.
In this case, groups of tourists" new rural inhabitants, urban dwellers, rural
inhabitants aurd workers are not significantly different in their preferences. However,
their origin was not qual. The interviewed tourists and new rural inhabitants çome
from Northern Europe. They câme to visit, or live in the region of Alentejo, and úeir
main activitier in the Montado are walking and observing. Their contact with the
Montado system is quite recent in comparison with the Portuguese respondents. The
same main activities are practised by the groups of urban dwellers, rural iúabitants
and workers, though they are t*ll Portuguese, who have been familiar with the
Montado landscape system from childhood. A difference test of previously
mentiond Portuguese walkers and foreign walkers by cross-tabulation of their
preferences revealed some significance (p-value 0.029). Hence, in order to simplify
the analysis, in the following text, the group called 'foreign walkers'gathers together
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'I'able 3. Thc p-values ohtained by Pearson's chi-squarc test (73) from cross-tabulation of
prefcrenccs for Montado patterns with uscr gtroups dcfined at the beginning of the study

w H B
User groups

MP T NRI RI UD

w
H
B
MP
T
NRI
RI
UD
L

0.000
0.0ü)
0.000
0.242
ÍJ.727

0.400
0.287
0.008

0.000
0.001
0.000
0.0fi)
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.002
0.000
0.00CI

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.016
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.000

ü.418
0.y7
0.040
0.000

0.t0r
0.007
0.000

0.559
0.000 0.000

Legend: H: hunters; L: landowners; MP: mushroom pickers: B: beeke€Persi Rl: rural
inhabitants; W: workers in rural area; U: urban dwellers; T: tourists; NRL new rural
inhabitants.

tourjsts and new rural inhabitants, ând the group of urban dwellers, rural
inhabitants and workers is combined to form 'Portuguese walkers'. The remaining
user groups, hunters, landowners, mushroom pickers and beekepers, were shown to
be significantly different, with no need for re-grouping. Summing-up, six groups of
users with five different activities were recognised as significantly different in their
preferences for the Montado types (Table l).

Most of the hunters (73%l preferred the photo showing open Montado. In seçond
place of preferred Montado patterns by hunters (46%l were the photos with dense

irregular Montado and dense aligned Montado with shrubs. The cortmon aspect of
the favourite patterns by this user group wâs the absence of livestock. The majority
of the landowners (5 %) chose the densely aligned Montado, and thereafter (50%)
selected the samç pattern with sheep. Mushroom pickers and beekeepers genemlly
valued the patterns with shrubs in the understorey most highly, specifically the highly
dense iregular pattern with shrubs (79o/" of beekeepers and 58o/o of mushroom
pickers). The most preferred photographs for the Portuguese walkers were open
Montado wiúout livestock (33%) and with cows (337o). The foreign walkers
preferrd mostly (47%\ highly dense irregular pattem with shrubs. The diversity of
the Montado patterns chosen by both groups of walkers can be observed in the
results in Table l.

Á nalys is of Respanse s .f"or O pen-e nded Que st ia n

The objective of this elnalysis was to explore the landscape characteristiçs that are
important for thç preferences of the different user groups identified in the
quâ.ntitative analysis of preference datn (Table l). The responses of the interviewees
to the open-ended question were analysed to obtain categories of similar meanings.
Most people used several concepts t<l explain their preferences. The outlinç consists
of two major sections. One that includes the concepts of objective features in the
landscape pattern" and one that includes concepts of subjrctive experiences

associated with these patterns. The objective features refer to livestock, trees,
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understorey, structure, vegetation density, shadow, light and human exploration.
These gener*l features are further specifred in Table 4. The term 'morphology' refers

here to the shape and surface of the stem and branches of trees. The concept of
'human exploration' corresponds to the control and cleaning of shrub andlor
to the use of the pasture in the undercover. For a Montado pattern with shrubs
and/or without pasture, the respondents use<l the expression 'without human
exploration'.

The most frequently mentioned categories connected with preferred landscape
patterns were those with livestosk presence or absence" sueeeded by categories of
shrub presence in the understorey. The next step was to consider the results of the
content analysis, relating to the different u§€r group§. The most frequently
mentioned objective features on preferred photos, by hunters, were absence of
livestock and open space. Landowners generally preferred a p*ttern with aligned

struçture of trees. The presence of shrubs in the understorey was important for
mushroom pickers and beekeepers. And the presence of livestock was important for
both groups of walkers.

Eleven concepts of subjective experiences connected with landscape patterns were

identified (Table 4), resulting from the aggregation of similar meanings in the

responses to open-ended questions. The term 'attraction' represents in this case the
meanings connçcted with the wish to move into the scene and stay there; 'pleasure' is

connected with pleasure to see something or pleasure to know that something is in a
state that is appreciated. The rest of the terms in Table 4 were pr$sent in responses in
different grammatical forms; for example the çoncept 'nature appreciation' was
expressed in various forms. as nature, natural, wild, and wilderness. Some user
groups were more reactive to the subjective experiences than others. A dichotomy
çan be ohserved betwen walkers, which made frequent mention of the variety of
subjective experiences, and other user grCIups, which mentioned only a few subjective
experiences less frequently. Hunters can be placed in an intermediate group, due to
the fact that half of them identified the particular importance of visibility, and in a
number of cases safety, tradition, identity and memories of the place. The
Portuguese walkers generally preferred the experience of tradition, identity and
memories of the place, and the foreign walkers mentioned mostly the experience of
diversity and nature appreciation.

R«lation l»etween oltiective,features in landscape and .rubjective experiences

As the previous results show, some respondents were apperently perceptive to
subjective experiences in the landscape. This reveals an important question in
landscape evaluation: "How do objwtive features in the landscape relate to the
subjective experiences of the users?" The qualitative data in this study offer some

light on this question. Each concept from the list of subjctive experiences identified
in the content analysis was related to the objective features mentioned by the
respondents (Table 5). If the subjective experience was connrcted to some objective
feature, this combination was given the value l. The frequencies of all pair
combinations mentioned were then identified for all respondents aurd then, for each

user group, separately. Owing to too ÍnÊny existing combinations in response§ (l3l),
Table 5 shows only the most frequently mentioned pair combinations of subjective
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experiences with objective features. The main management âspects, initially defined
in the study (presence of shrubs and livestock, density and structure of trees) were

shown to be important in the preferences of different user groups. The clear
understorey emphasised the experience of tradition, identity and memories of the
place, by Portuguese walkers and landowners; and the experience of attraction in
both groups of walkers. On the other hand- the presence of shrubs supports nature

appreiation by walkers. The most frequently mention«l subjective experiences of
respondents were connected to the presence of livestock. The livestock in the

Montado enhance the experience of tradition, identity and memories of the plae.
pleasure, experience of diversity. attraction, and experien«r of beauty. The presence

of an open area was connected predominately with visibility; considered as an
important charaçteristic for hunters, and equally with solitary trees, enhancing the
experience of beauty and tradition. The irregular structure of tres contributes to
nature apprmiation and to the experience of tradition, identity and memories of the
place. For many of the foreign walkers there was an interest in the morphology of
the trees.

Discussion

In this work, the çonsensus and divergences within user groups in relation to the
preferenes for different Montado types were identified" and several preferences for
valuable landscape characteristics for different user groups were found. The socio-
economic variables-gender, age, number of f:rmily members, family inçsme and
education level of landscape users-were shown to be insignificant in úe preferences

for Montado types.
The preferençes conrrcrning the studied landscape patterns were shown to be

significantly different for hunters, mushroom pickers, beekeepers, landowners,
Portuguese walkers and foreign walkers. The opçn area of Montado, without
livestock, was the most valued by hunters. providing good visibility and the feeling of
safety during hunting. The landscâpe patterns with shrubs in the understorey were

approciated by bekeepers and mushroom pickers. and most of the mushroom
pickers preferred these pâtterns without livestock. Landowners, in opposition to the
majority of other user groups" valorised mainly the alignd Montado pâtterns,
preferably without shrubs, allowing an easier &ccess for mechanisation. For
landowners, the aligned patterns arç not associatd with the exçrerience of tradition,
identity or memories of the place, contrary to patterns of irregular structurt with
livmtock presence and clean understorey. A dichotomy cân be traced in the
perception of landowners regarding current productive management options. and
irregular, traditional management options.

The group of Portuguese walkers was defind based on the identified consensus in
preferences of rural inhabitants, workêrs and urban dwellers. The reason for this
similarity can be found in the cofirmon characteristic of the mentioned groups and
this is the familiarity with the Montado land use system. This is an important factor
for the experiene of landscape (e.9. Bourassa, l99l; Kaplan & Herbert, 1988;

Hagerhall, 2000) and it could also explain the differenes in preferenes between the

Portuguese walkers and the foreign walkers, represented by tourists and new rural
inhabitants. These people are generally not as familiar with the Montado system as
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the previously mentioned groups. The Portuguese walkers preferred a variety of
Montado patterns with one common charaçteristic: the understorey without shrubs.
This characteristic, together with livestock presenee and irregular structure of trees.

was frequently associated lvith traditional management. An experience of diversity,
important for foreign walkers, was better in the dense patterns of Montado with
shrubs. However, this experience could also be gained through walking in a variety
of Montado types.

The two types of concepts revealed in responses to opren-ended question, that
is. úe obrtctive features and the subjretive experiences, concurred with the work
«lf Schroeder (1995). This conerns preferences and meanings of arboretum
landscapes for visitors and illustrates the perception of preferred patterns by
respondents. Both types of perceptions are influenced by each other, although the
present survey revealed differences related to the type of activity practised in the
landscape. Landowners, mushroom pickers and beekeegrrs were interested mainly
in the objoctive features of landscâpe, which probably allow them the most
suitable conditions for their activity. About a third of the hunters mentioned
visibility as important, and therefore preferred open areas. The two groups of
walkers were more perceptive to the subjective experisnces of landscape. As such,
the experience of tradition, identity and mçmories of the plarce, which are the
most significant for Portuguese walkers, wâs conneçted with livestock presence,
clean understorey and irregular structure of trees. One of the important aspects in
the preferred landscap€ pâtterns, mentioned by respondents in this survey, was
appeârânçç of nature. Moreover earlier studies show (e.g. Ulrich, 1986;

Schroeder. 1995) preferences relating to vegetation density and naturalness. The
preference of respondents in this study was often in relation to objective features:
prcsence of shrubs, irregular structure of trms, and dense vegetation. This study
concurs with important components in landscape preferences, mystery and
diverrity, as listed by Kapl*n (1979).

In relaüon to the methodological approach in úis survey, several çomments are
pertinent. The use of photographs as visual stimuü, verified the interest of the
interviewee in the project and stimulated curiosity. This facilitated the start of the
communiqrtion process, and consequently helped to focus the information exchange
on the different landscape pattçrns. Studies conerning specific landscapes require
suitable stimuli so that interviewe$s cân relate their comments clearly to spocific
landscape issues. The recognition of different landscape patterns on the photo-
graphs. and their assoçiation with favourite activiües, was relatively easy for
respondents. Also helpful was the focus of thç study on the four management aspÊcts
and their combinations, the effects of which were easily recognised as different on the
photos.

Another notieable advantage was the possibility for respondents to simultan-
eously compare several photographs and several landscape patterns. Visiting
different Montado types in reality during the interviews would be too expensive
and time consuming. And also, during real visits of the same area, the perception of
the landscâpe cân be influenced by different atmospheric and light conditions. As
such, the photographs permitted a better control of the conditions under which the
landscape was perceived (Real, 2000), and allowed for greater clarity about the
stated preferences to be reveaúed.
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The use of personal interviews is a time consuming method, but it was important
to be sure that the interviewee understood the questions and were helped through the
questionnaire. sinm respondents were of different educational abilities and were not
all able to respond without the support of the interviewer. The qualitative method
using open-end«l questions, in this kind of experimental study, was particularly
helpful for a better understanding of the various points of view of users, and
subrequently, for the identification of landscape characteristics valuable to different
user groups. Such information could not be obtained through the quantitative
identification of preferences.

Condusion

Landscapes are dynamic and change is one of their properties (Antrop, 2005),
nevertheless, in order to guide future manâgement and foresee the effect of change,
the identification of existing valuable charaçtçristics relating to new landscape
functions needs to be studied. The importanm of identifying the abovementioned
çharacteristics is cruçial for traditional land use systems that combine high natural
values with high cultural values. This is true for the Montado in the southern
region of Portugal, since production âlone would probably not be able to support
the future maintenance of such a landsrca;r system. The intention to maintain such
§ystems as multifunctional landscapes requires knowledge about users' preferenes
and perceptions in order to define management options. based on the integrated
management of productive and non-productive functions. The connection of the
landscape preferences of new u§€rs with existing mânâlgement options seems to be a
straightforward way to implernent needs and expectations of the new users in the
real patterns of the landscape. It can help landowners to understand what kind of
landscape pâtt$rns they should supply to offer new functions, or vioe versa; for
what kind of new functions is the existing landscaps pattern on their property
suitable? Aocording to the results of this study, the imporknt landscape
characterisücs are not the same for all new user groups, and are directly influened
by the astivity or use they represent. The çonsideration of these differenes and
their influence on the spatial organisation of the landscape system that includes
non-production functions can contribute to the fulfilment of modern social
needs to find existing manâgement opüons appropriate for the support of
new functions and to avoid potential conflicts within the acüvities. Not all
functions can be aocommodated fully within the same type of Montado pattern,
therefore decisions must be taken as to priorities and possible combinaüons, and
diversified management options are neded. This is required at the level of public
policies and regulations, as well as at the level of everyday decisions on the
farm unit.
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results of the present study are intended to be used to create indicators. to be

introduced. together with many other types of information, into a decision support
system for the landowners of Montado, which builds up scnnarios and allows for
choies between existing management options.
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Abstract

A great part of the Alentejo region in Southern Portugal is covered by an agro-silvo

pastoral system, the Montado. This traditional land-use system is specific, inter alia, in its

ability to join production with favorable conditions for non-production functions. At the

present time, as society positively evaluates and even demands cultural and amenity

functions from the countryside, the Montado management faces the challenge of

integrating production with non-production functions in a way which will result in suitable

multifunctionality, and a more sound viabili§ of the whole system.

The Decision Support Tool (DST)for the cork oak Montado management, the CORKFITS,

based on the singletree grourth model and working at the stand level, is oriented primarily

to the management of the production functions, but it is able to integrate also other data

that can contribute for a more multifunctionality oriented management. ln this exploratory

study, the integration in the DST, of the preference distribution, as expressed by

landscape users is investigated. The aim was to test a more comprehensive functioning of

this tool, where non-production functions are also integrated. The described integration

intended to communicate to decision-makers how the change in management practices at

tree and under cover level, might alter the satisfaction of expectations of different user

groups, as such changes affect the composition of the Montado, at both levels. The users

considered are those practicing non-production functions in the Montado. Preferences

were assessed through a questionnaire survey applied in the region of Alentejo, in the

area of dominance of the cork oak, in the Montado system. The non-production functions

are, in this context, related particularly to hunting, aesthetic appreciation related to walking

and other leisure activities, to life quality, and to tradition and identity, as well as bee-

keeping and mushroom picking. This paper focuses on the description of the specific

methodological steps applied for the successful integration of the landscape preferences

of different user groups into the DST for the cork oak Montado. lntegration has proved to

be possible, even if some methodological challenges still need to be faced for a more

consistent use of the proposed tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION

í.1 Challengês for the Management of the cork oak Montado regarding

Cultural and AmenitY functions

The traditional Portuguese agroforestry system known as the Montado (dehesa in

Spain) refers to open savannah-like oak woodlands, comprising cork oak (Quercus suber

L.) and/or holm oak (Quercus ilex rotundifolia Lam., syn. Q. rotundifolia, Q. ballota).

Portugal has approximately 33% of the world's total area covered by cork oak, around

23o/o of the country's forested land, corresponding to an area of approximately 730,000

hectares, mainly in Southern Portugal. About half of the Portuguese forests are included

in agricultural holdings and about 70% of this in-farm forest area is occupied by the

Montado (Coelho 2OO3). ln this agroforestry system, open tree cover, in various densities,

is combined with the use of undercover, in a rotation of cultivation, grazing and fallow

land. The main product is cork, largely driving its industry with bottle stoppers. The

Montado land-use system can vary from thick forest to more open grassland and scrub

vegetation areas, interspersed with trees. The system is characterised by a multiple-

resource production, low-input agriculture with a high varie§ of products harvested and a

high level of self-sufficiency, well adapted to the Mediterranean climate and the poor soil

conditions (Joffre at al. 1999). However, in the last decades, as in many traditional

European land-use systems, there has been a putative shift from moderate human

disturbance towards bipolar changes, such as intensification or extensification. These

changes may cause instability of the Montado system and can thus also result in the rapid

vanishing of its valuable landscape (Pinto-Correia 1993). From the point of view of

biodiversity, socio-economic value and cultural heritage conservation, the system is

regarded as highly valuable, which emphasises the importance of its maintenance (Pinto-

Correia and Mascarenhas 1999). At present, the role of the Montado is gradually

changing, with increasing attention being directed to its ecological and amenity functions

and an important challenge is to find solutions for safeguarding its economic viability and

maintaining the human land-use there. The open savannah-like appearance makes the

Montado landscape highly attractive for recreation, hunting, aesthetic appreciation,

supporting identity values, supplying diverse ecological services, regional diversity,

coherence and identity, and is considered as traditional land-use in the region of Alentejo

(Pinto-Correia and Vos 2004). Moreover, results of different management options in this

land-use system results in a variety of landscape patterns.
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ln general, human use of the rural space is changing from formerly dominant production

goals towards a variable mix of production, consumption (market-driven amenity use) and

protection (e.g. biodiversity preservation and landscape protection) goals (Holmes 2006).

Some authors call these processes a transition from a mainly productivist into a post-

productivist paradigm (Wilson 2007; Robinson 2008). The newly-demanded rural

functions relate to recreation activities, relaxation, cognitive development and spiritual

reflection in landscapes. These new rural functions were defined by de Groot and Hein

(2005), in the §pology of ecosystem functions, goods and services, and as cultural and

amenity functions. They have a social value and correspond thus to public services or

goods. A range of today's ameni§ functions in rural areas has always been part of the

agriculture or forest outputs, for example mushroom picking and hunting. Nevertheless,

they are still lacking in most policy support tools (Pinto-Correia et al. 2006; Verje et al.

2OO7). The concept of multifunctionality was applied by OECD and EU in the sectoral

context of agriculture; however, it has considerable importance in sustainable land

development regarded cross-sectorally in the general perspective of land use and

landscape (Wiggering et al. 2006). Recent perspective of the Common Agricultural Policy

recognises the full range of economic, social, cultural and environmental functions of

agriculture. As Belletti et al. (2003) aver, all farms have some degree of multifunctionality,

but few have embodied multifunctionality as a structuring principle. For some landscape

types, depending on whether they are under-utilised as highly productive land-use

systems, the value of the non-production functions may even be the future support

needed for maintaining an integrated land-management system - as actual production-

oriented systems may be severely threatened by globalisation processes, especially once

specific protection measures may no longer be in place. As a consequence, new research

approaches concerning the capacity of the landscape to supply societal demand for these

functions and their possible integration with currently managed functions, is crucial.

Pertinent research can be useful in supporting innovative ways of management, where

commodity and non-commodity functions are paired in suitable ways and at suitable

levels.

ln the Montado case, the contemporary task of adapting management so that it

incorporates multifunctional objectives, requires using recent knowledge and insight

regarding social values and uses demanded in this specific land-use system, so that these

new functions can be integrated more closely with production functions. ln this context,

more information, available to local managers, regarding social demand and what is

valued by the various types of users, is essential. Not all users request the same

appearance and structure of the Montado. Different management outcomes result in

different patterns and internal structures of the Montado land cover, and can therefore
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ideally provide different functions. There is thus a need to produce knowledge on users'

preferences, by function type, so that the related data can be incorporated into the

knowledge support for informed decision-making. The local level approach is needed here

as, despite the role of global drivers, market and policy impacts, management is also

driven by local level conditions and variations within the farm unit, and its everyday

decisions are locally shaped.

í.2 Landscape Preferences in Multifunctional Management

After the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA 2005), landscape functions have

become an important concept in policy-making. ln this context, an increased research

effort is expected regarding knowledge concerning the capacity of various land-use types

and associated management options, to provide a range of landscape functions, and

subsequently to introduce this information into the decision support systems. This

practical application of the concept of landscape functions in planning, management and

decision-making is still lacking (de Groot et al. 2009). The new multifunctional

perspectives of agriculture have important implications for the scientific information that is

required to efficiently integrate farm production management with information about

management of cultural and amenity landscape functions. A variety of information is

needed for successful management of non-production functions (de Groot and Hein

2005). Knowledge of peoples' values, expectations and appreciation of landscape has

become very important for feasible measures of landscape protection, management and

planning (e.g. Swanwick 2009). As these expectations are reflected in landscape

preferences (Buijs et al. 2006; Egoz 2001), relevant studies are pertinent. !n order to

suitably satisfy the variety of social expectations, the landscape preferences of different

user groups should not be omitted in the management of related landscape functions.

However, as far as the social value of the landscapes is concerned, there is still a clear

lack of usable indicators, which really do express a demand, since this implies assessing

this demand and cannot be extracted from current statistics. However, even when surveys

are undertaken, as in the present research, the main challenge still lies in the production

of relevant and adequate indicators, so that the distinctive characteristics of the

landscapes that drive peoples' preferences are adequately considered.

Farm managers comprise a relatively small portion of the population that own or

actively manage land. Thus, it is essential to allow them access to information about how

their production management practices influence satisfaction of landscape users, and how

to combine production with other functions in the same area. ln this context, research can

assess data about the up-to-date preferences of different user groups and subsequently

communicate this knowledge to land managers by integration into Decision Support Tools.
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í.3 Decision Support Tools for Agroforestry Systems

ln agroforestry systems are being developed and used various Decision Support

Tools with the aim of integrating information to facilitate the decision-making process that

directs development, acceptance and management aspects. A detailed overview of

existing computer-based tools for decision support, applied in agroforestry, was

elaborated on by Ellis (2004). These Decision Support Tools form part of adaptive

management, which is considered the most effective approach to agroforestry (McNeely

2004). lt involves available information, its implementation, associated research,

systematic monitoring of results, and feeding the results of the monitoring back, to provide

improved management of the system. This should not replace decision-making by the

landowner or manager, but should facilitate decision-making by making the management

process more informed and more objective (Grabum and Meyer 1998). The major

challenge in the development of effective Decision Support Tools for agroforestry is

dealing with its complex nature. ln addition to the production functions, agroforestry

systems provide different functions to society and should thus be managed for multiple

objectives, and multiple social interests and preferences. Moreover, there is also an

important need for compatibility of databases introduced in specific models, with

geographical regions and with users' needs and resources considered. Despite the social

interest in agroforestry systems, a clear lack in integration of landscape preference data in

Decision Support Tools can be observed.

1.4Aims of the Study

The central aim of this study is to describe and apply the methodological steps

needed for the integration of landscape preferences in the existing Decision Support Tool

(DST) for cork oak Montado management in Southern Portugal. The exploratory research

design was applied for integration of preference distribution expressed by landscape

users in the CORKFITS model system. Currently, this Decision Support Tool, based on

the singletree growth model and working at stand level, is up to date and oriented

primarily toward the management of production functions. lntegration of data regarding

the landscape preferences of different user groups for landscape patterns resulting from

different management options, intends to communicate to decision-makers how change of

management practices at tree and understorey level might alter the satisfaction

expectations of different user groups, practising non-production functions in the Montado,

and thereby help the management process of non-production functions to become more

informed and objective. The non-production functions are, in this context, related

particularly to hunting, aesthetic appreciation related to new uses and life quality,
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aesthetic appreciation related to tradition and identity, bee-keeping and mushroom

picking. The paper focuses on the description and results of specific methodological steps

applied for successful integration of the two components: landscape preferences of

different user groups and DST, in the specific land-use system, cork oak Montado context,

rather than to the development of a generally acceptable method regarding the integration

of landscape preferences in decision support systems.

2. Methodological Steps allowing lntegration of Landscape Preferences with

Decision Support Tool for the cork oak Montado

The methodology applied in the study was adapted to exploratory investigation

regarding possible integration of two principal components: landscape preferences and

Decision Support Tool for cork oak Montado, based on the singletree growth model.

Based on the relevant existing literature and expert knowledge, the following

methodological steps were applied in order to integrate the two principal components in

the context of cork oak Montado in Southern Portugal.

2.í Studv area

The study focuses on the specific Montado type, where the principal tree species

is the cork oak (Quercus suber L.). This Montado type predominates in the north-western

part of the region of Alentejo. Here, the cork oak Montado has socio-economic importance

due to cork production, but is also used in a multifunctional way by local inhabitants and

urban dwellers from the metropolitan areas of Lisbon, as well as by foreign tourists.

Private properties with dimensions greater than 100ha prevail in this region. Usually, the

farm manager is the primary decision-maker with regard to the management of an

individual farm business, technical operations and in-farm innovation. The management

decisions are usually based on commodity products, such as meat from livestock, cork or

charcoal. The associations of farmers and forest producers, existing in each region of

Portugal, tend to share the objectives of adequately evaluating the existing forest

products, helping with more efficient management of the holdings and sharing general

information about marketing, policy, economy and technology.

For data collection with regard to landscape preference, four towns, situated in this

specific part of the region, were selected as main centres for the interview process:

Alcácer de Sal, Montemor-o-Novo, Évora and Coruche. Furthermore, the interviews with

urban dwellers were conducted in the metropolitan area of Lisbon.
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2.2 Preparation of Landscape Preference Database

2.2.1 Suruey of landscape preferences of different user groups

Several studies investigated what type of landscape people prefer (e.9. Fanariotu and

Skuras 2004; Hagerhall 2001; Kaplan 1995), specifically in the Mediterranean context

(Arriaza et al. 2OO4; de la Fuente de Val 2006), or relating scenic beauty to forest stand

characteristics (e.9. Blasco et al. 2009; Pukkala 1988). Their focus is however, on

securing an empirical basis for public consensus. Less attention has been paid in the

landscape preference models to the effect of different landscape types and to different

ways of using lands€pes. Yet, in more recent literature, evidence is found for differences

in preference, instead of a unitary measure of landscape preference (e.9. Tveit, 2009;

Dramstad et al. 2006; Brush 2000). This overview of the available literature revealed a

lack of previous studies with regard to the preferences of different landscape user groups

for landscape patterns that could be applied in tools supporting the management of

cultural and amenity functions in the cork oak Montado. Due to this, the survey assessing

landscape preferences of different user groups was undertaken. The results, expressing

the preferences of different landscape user groups in relation to the cork oak Montado,

were deemed fit for inclusion in a database for the CORKFITS model.

lnstead of an overall model for mean public preferences (e.9. Canas et al. 2009;

Sayadi et al. 2009), the preferences of different landscape user groups, corresponding to

selected functions for a variety of management options, was surveyed. The differentiation

of expectations of landscape user groups is believed to be important for the management

of the specific landscape functions. This would apply to large-scale management, but also

to the very local level, farm-unit scale. Preferences had to be surveyed at the very loca!

scale, and therefore a locally implemented survey was the required data-gathering

approach.

ln order to obtain data on the landscape preferences of the Montado users, a combination

of approaches from quantitative and qualitative research methods was selected. To obtain

knowledge suitable for the use of tools in aiming for multifunctional management of the

Montado, utilitarian overlay on landscape preferences was applied, considering explicit

differentiation of the landscape user groups. For this, purposeful sampling (Patton 2002)

was used in order to illustrate different user groups experiencing cultural and ameni§

functions in the countryside. For data collection, individual personal interviews, using

photographs as the visual stimuli, were utilised. Personal interviews were chosen in order

to have direct contact with respondents and to capture exact quotations about their
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perspectives and experiences, and highlight difficulties encountered in understandlng

questions, and thus assist respondents to answer the questions properly.

The photographs represented Montado landscape types. The main aspects influenced by

landowners' management, which mostly influence landscape patterns in the Montado

system, were illustrated in the photos. These included presence of shrubs, presence and

type of livestock, densi§ of trees and spatial distribution of trees. For tree cover, the

survey considered three levels of density, two types of spatial tree composition - aligned

and irregular, landscape patterns with and without shrubs and sheep, cows or non-

livestock presence. Only the stands with adult trees were assessed. Quantitative data

from the interviews were analysed quantitatively, using frequency and chi-square

statistics. Results from the landscape preference survey are described in a previous paper

(Surová and Pinto-Correia 2008).

2.2.2 ldentification of Landscape lndicators

lnformation integrated in a decision support system needs to be easily

understandable for the system users. Thus, the message needs to be simple, although

retaining the essential meaning for the questions asked to this data. For the

comprehensive description of the interaction between landscape users' preferences and

management alternatives of production in a decision support system, defining a set of

indicators was chosen as a suitable solution (e.9. OECD 2003). ln spite of the enormous

simplification of the reali§, the indicators are still considered a suitable way to obtain

valuable support for multiple-use management (Fry et al. 2009). An indicator quantifies

and simplifies phenomena and aids the understanding of complex realities. ln the world of

social indicators, the most-advised approach is a combination of expert knowledge with

surveys in case studies (Cloquell-Ballester et al. 2006; Ekos Research Associates 1998;

Schâfer et al. 2004). ln this case, following the landscape preference survey, the

quantitative data on landscape preferences were simplified in landscape indicators. The

chi-square test calculation was applied, using the SPSS software. A hypothesis tested by

the chi-square test assumes that all studied Montado landscape patterns (stands) are

equally preferred by a particular user group (e.9. hunters). The expected (theoretical)

value of the preferences for a specific landscape pattern was assigned as the average

value of the preference choices in a specific landscape user group. The observed value

for this calculation was the sum of respondents from the particular user group choosing

the specific Montado pattern as the preferred one. The p-value obtained from the test was

used as a division criterion for the numerical indicators. ln statistical hypothesis testing,

the p-value is the probability of obtaining a test statistic at least as extreme as the one that

was actually observed, assuming that the tested hypothesis is true. The smaller the p-
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value, the more strongly the test rejects a tested hypothesis. lt can mean that the

landscape preferences of a particular user group are significantly high or significantly low

for specific Montado type.

2.3 Decision Support Toolfor /UÍonúado Manaqement

For the Decision Support Tool to be integrated with landscape preference data, the

CORKFITS model system was used. This decision support tool is currently available for

associations of forest producers and managers of the cork oak Montado in Southern

Portugal. This administration assistance facilitates consultation regarding possible

alternatives for the management options in cork oak stands. lt is a software system for a

single-tree spatial growth simulation model and was developed as an application of the

SILVA model, available for use in operational or strategic forest planning in German

conditions (Pretzch et al. 2002), as well as for cork oak stands in Southern Portugal

(Ribeiro et al. 2006). The empirical models for tree height, diameter, crown volume and

surface, total cork weight and cork thickness are currently incorporated in the model

system. lt uses the potential growth of trees derived from stand conditions and adjusts it to

match the current competition status for each tree. Currently, the model displays the stand

status in individual years as a result of a chosen management option (e.g. no

management interventions, artificial regeneration). The management alternatives can be

changed at any stage of the simulation, with the option of saving previous management

results. Apart from the management alternatives at the tree level, other options can be set

before or during the simulation as well. These are related to economics, as in number of

cattle per hectare, subsidy income for one cattle unit, cork price, labour productivity and

costs, type and frequency of shrub management with related costs and finally, costs

related to new tree planting. Empirical single-tree models provide outputs at the tree level.

Stand characteristics can be derived using calculations from simple sum formulas, (in

cases of production per hectare) to complex geometrical calculations (in cases of crown

cover without overlapping). Outputs related to land-cover cork properties, production and

economic results are illustrated through the use of charts and also saved in a database

format. CORKFITS permits visualisation and comparison of different scenarios and

management options in order to maximise stated objectives. The model system allows

repeated use that includes accessible user interfaces for non-technical people to preview

results of their decision-making. One of the new challenges for this system is to attempt to

integrate components of production with non-production functions.

ln the framework of preparation of Decision Support Tool for landscape preference data

integration, a compatibility of parameters, describing stands in the single-tree growth

model with landscape patterns, needs to be verified. For distinction of different landscape
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patterns in the CORKFITS, the specific combination of stand parameters needs to be

attributed to each pattern.

2.4 Proqramminq Steps and Visualisation of Landscape Preferences in the

Montado Decision Support Tool

ln order to connect the two components, landscape preferences and Decision

Support Tool, the programming step was needed. ln the programming step a Delphi 5

Enterprise programme was used.

The visualisation took into consideration the format for other results in the existing

CORKFITS model. Thus, it was decided to illustrate the landscape preferences by the use

of charts.

3. RESULTS

3. 1 Landscape Preference lndicators

According to congruence and dissimilarity in landscape preferences for Montado

landscape patterns, six distinct user groups were revealed: hunters, Portuguese visitors

looking for aesthetic functions connected with tradition and identity, foreign visitors looking

for aesthetic functions connected with new uses and life quality, mushroom pickers, bee-

keepers and landowners. These groups showed statistically significant differences with

regard to preferences for the considered Montado types.

ln the next step, in order to reduce the complexity of data available on landscape user

preferences from previous study, the empirical data were simplified into the form of

numerical indicators. ln this study, derived indicators express the level of attractiveness of

the specific cork oak Montado landscape pattern (stand) for a particular landscape user

group. ln this way, the quantitative preference data were divided into five categories

assigned with ordinal numeric indicators and the Utilitarian Landscape Preference Model

was constructed (Table 1). ln the model, each studied Montado landscape pattern is

cross-tabulated with the landscape function and labelled with one of the five numeric

indicators, depending on the particular user group preferences for a given landscape

pattern. Landscape patterns, significantly more frequently preferred than expected with p-

value 0.000 obtained from the Chi-square test, were assigned as "very often preferred" by

the particular landscape user group and labelled with indicator "5". The patterns

significantly more frequently preferred than expected, with P value < 0.05 >0.000, were

assigned as "often preferred" by the specific user group and were labelled with indicator

"4". The landscape patterns having p-value =>0.05 were labelled with indicator "3" and
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called "sometimes preferred". The "rarely preferred" Montado patterns were those

significantly less preferred than expected by user group, with P value < 0.05, and received

the indicator "2". Finally, the landscape patterns "never chosen as preferred" by

respondents Írom the particular user group were labelled with the indicator "1".

Table 1 ttre Utilitarian Landscape Preference Model with lndicators expressing a Level of
Attractiveness For each of the fourteen Montado landscape patterns one indicator of landscape users'
preferences was assigned. There were five numeric indicators: "5"- very often preferreO: "4" - often prefened;
"3" - sometimes preferred; "2" - rarely preferred and "1" - never preferred pattern by respondents from the
particular landscape user group.
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3.2 CORKFITS performance

The original descriptors of the stand characteristics in the single-tree growth model,

CORKFITS, included a set of parameters, including the number of trees per hectare, the

stand diameter distribution representing the age structure, the spatial-structure type

distinguishing random, regular, clusters or stripes structure, the livestock density, the

frequency of shrub clearing, and the type of shrub clearing differing between ploughing

and shrub cutting. The model automatically calculates several specific stand

characteristics Írom the input parameters, for example the crown cover. However, the

combination of the existing and calculated parameters originally used in the model, did not

distinguish between all the Montado landscape patterns considered in the preference

study. Thus, some new parameters needed to be adjusted to the original set, in order to

suitably describe the existing Montado landscape patterns, and to subsequently connect

these patterns with the indicators of attractiveness for different user groups.

One of the short-term management alternatives influencing landscape user

preferences is the shrub height in the landscape pattern (stand). The shrubby Montado

was defined by shrubs higher than 50cm. The shrub height in the Montado areas usually
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depends on the clearing frequency. Nevertheless, its development speed can also be

influenced by specific local conditions, for example, by the soil properties. Thus,

information capturing these specific local differences was needed. As the farm managers

knew the shrub growth speed in their managed locality, the added parameter was adapted

to this fact. Therefore, the values used in the model correspond to (a) number of years

needed till the shrubs attain about 50cm in height in the specific area after shrub clearing

and (b) a time period between the shrub clearings. Nine-year periods correspond to the

time between the two debarkings of cork oaks in the specific stand. This time period is

used in the CORKFITS model as a representation of one time period for management

interventions. Based on theses values, the model calculates time period with shrubs

higher than 50cm in the area. The Montado pattern with shrubs was defined as a stand

having mostly shrubs higher than 50cm in the understorey; otherwise it is defined as a

clear Montado type, without major shrubs. Scheme 1 shows the calculation inserted into

the CORKFITS model, estimating a time period in years of shrubs higher than 50cm in a

particular stand. lf the time period when the shrubs are higher than 50cm is equal to, or

longer than, 5 years, the specific Montado stand is considered as the landscape pattern

with shrubs. Otherwise, the stand is considered as landscape pattern without shrubs. The

second new parameter added to the model was the livestock species definition. As the

original model considered only cows as a livestock type, the parameter added to the

model distinguished between sheep and cows.

Scheme 1: The calculation scheme constructed and introduced into the
CORKFITS model for estimating a time period in years of shrubs higher than 50cm
in a particular stand, where a is the number of years needed till the shrubs attain 50cm in height in the
specific area, b is the time period between two shrub clearings in years, and s is time in years with shrubs in
the assigned area, during the nine-year period.

(9/b). (b-a) = 5

Each Montado landscape pattern studied was described as one explicit combination

of measurable components of management practices at the tree and the understorey

level. A validated description of the fourteen Montado landscape patterns in the Corkfits

model by measurable parameters is shown in Table 2.

3.2.1 Resu/fs of programming steps and the visualisation of landscape preferences

in DST

For the integration of the Utilitarian Preference Model with the single-tree grovúh

model in CORKFITS, a Delphi 5 Enterprise programme was used. ln Delphi code the "if
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then" statement was applied. The rule comprises "if' criteria and "then" the rule can be

applied. The "if' statement is used to test for a condition and then execute sections of

code based on whether that condition is True or False. ln this integration the Montado

types represented the conditions for preference outputs. The 'if' criteria are the

parameters of the Montado types landscape described in Table 2. Like the other models

in the CORKFITS model system, the implemented utilitarian preference matrix can be

revised or replaced as necessary. Figure 1 demonstrates the flow chart for data

processing algorithm in the simulator with regard to preferences of different landscape

user groups. After the introduction of the initial stand data there is a management option

for a management, or no management scenario. The simulator updates the initial data,

and variables necessary for the evaluation of preferences are obtained (stand cover,

stand regularity, horizontal structure). These variables together with variables coming

directly from management decisions (e.9. pasture type and shrubs treatment) create the

base for determination of preferences. At the end of each loop the stand status is

subsequently updated and/or the management decision can be changed.

For users of the CORKFITS decision support system, the results regarding preferences of

different landscape user groups for specific stand types are represented by the charts.

The landscape users' preference chart can be visualised for stands with parameters

corresponding to one of the studied Montado landscape patterns (Table 2). For other

stands, no chart is presented. Figure 2 shows an example of the simulated stand of cork

oak trees and respective preferences of landscape users for related functions. This stand

is characterised by irregular spatial composition of the adult trees and no livestock

presence. ln this simulated stand, time needed for shrub renewal with height 50cm

corresponds to two years, and the shrub clearing is executed every three years. Chart 1

shows the corresponding landscape users' preferences for this simulated stand. Charts 2

and 3 show the landscape preferences of different user groups when certain changes

occur in the management options of original simulated stands. ln the case of the

introduction of cattle pasture in the area, the landscape user preferences will correspond

with Chart 2. Thus, the preferences of most of the landscape user groups will be different

in relation to the original stand. ln the case of the extensification of the management

interventions in the original stand by shrub clearance, executed regularly every four years,

the landscape user preferences will correspond with Chart 3.
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Table 2 Classification of the Montado landscape patterns, using the measurable stand
parameters in the CORKFITS model Montado types correspond to the description in Table 1. I - open
Montado without livestock; ll - open Montado with cows; lll - open Montado with sheep; lV - dense Montado
aligned without livestock; V - dense Montado aligned with cows; Vl - dense Montado aligned with sheep; Vll -
dense inegular Montado without livestock; Vlll - dense irregular Montado with cows; lX - dense irregular
Montado with sheep; X - dense Montado aligned with sheep and shrubs; Xl - dense Montado aligned with
shrubs; Xll - dense irregular Montado with sheep and shrubs; Xlll - dense irregular Montado with shrubs; XIV
- highly dense irregular Montado with shrubs. *The crown cover is expressed as a percentage and is
calculated by the original CORKFITS model using several stand parameters: "a" crown cover >=10 <35; "b"
crown cover >=35 <=65; "c" crown cover >65. The trees diameter"d" in all patterns corresponded to
dimensions between 70 and 160 cm. The spatial organisation of trees recognised two types: "e" - random
and "f'- in lines. The pasture type corresponded to 1- cows; 2 - sheep; and 3 - no livestock presence.
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4. DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates one possible way to integrate the preferences of

landscape users with the singletree growth Decision Support Tool. The CORKFITS,

Decision Support Tool for the cork oak Montado management, based on several models,

originally dealt with the production aspect of the land-use system, yet showed its flexibility

in integrating landscape preferences, which is information important for the management

of non-prod uction functions.

A relatively simple way of integration of landscape preferences into the DST was

demonstrated. A landscape preference database, transformed in the indicators, reflected

the attractiveness of landscape patterns resulting from different management options in

the Montado. This direct connection between preferences and management options is

considered to be important for facilitating the integration process. Nevertheless, the

integrated model of landscape users' preferences should be tested and continuously

improved. The survey on users' preferences was limited to a specific study area and

larger surveys would increase the reliability of the database. Furthermore, the real range

of landscape patterns in the studied land-use system is much wider.
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Figure 1 Flow chaÉ demonstrating the algorithm for data processing of the input
stand
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Figufe 2 Visualisation of the preferences of different landscape user groups in the CORKFITS

De-cision Support Tool ln the upper left part is shown an example of the simulated cork oak stand. Chartl

shows the preferences of different landscape user groups for this simulated stand, Chart 2 shows the

landscape users preferences after the introduction of cattle pasture in the original stand, and Chart 3 shows

the landicape users' preferences after increasing the interval between shrubs cutting from 3 to 4 years.
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There are more management options in the cork oak Montado than were surveyed

in a previous study, for example open Montado landscape patterns with shrubs, patterns

with trees from different age groups and cork oak stands mixed with other species, for

example the stone pine (Pinus pinea L.). ln addition, more precise distinctions among

many varieties of the undercover structure would be useful in the future for studies

regarding landscape preferences for results of management options. Henkin et al. (2007)

consider a variety of types of grazing management and their visual results in

Mediterranean landscapes that are related to recreational and aesthetic human use.

Undercover structure represents powerful characteristics influencing landscape

preferences and can be changed rapidly with time in the Montado land-use system, such

as pasture and shrub presence. lt is therefore important for decision-makers to

understand and take this fact into consideration during a decision-making process.

Similar to this study, some other studies deal with modelling landscape preferences

at the forest stand level. The study of Silvennoinen et al. (2001) deals with the prediction

models of landscape preferences at the forest stand level, adapted to Finnish forest

conditions. By comparison with the Utilitarian Landscape Preference indicators applied in

this study, the model of Silvennoinen et al. (2001) is focused on the scenic beauty of the

stand, representing the public in general. However, his modelling technique should be

tested in future in the Montado utilitarian context as well. Pukkala et al. (1995) proposed to

integrate amenities into numerical forest planning by computing the ameni§ value of

forest area by scenic and recreation value. Such a method is useful for identification of an

amenis index suitable for numerical optimisation. ln the multifunctional context of the

Montado, this study could be important for computation of the amenity index of the cork

oak stands considering, amongst others, different recreational activities.

ln this study, the landscape indicators express the level of attractiveness of the

specific cork oak Montado landscape pattern (stand) for the particular landscape user

group. ln terms of the non-production use of the landscape, these kinds of indicators can

be defined as state indicators (de Groot and Hein 2005). These authors suggest two other

indicators as important for measuring the availability of specific functions in the area. The

performance indicator would assess the maximum suitable use of the landscape feature,

attractive from a given point of view and the use indicator, the actual use (e.9. number of

visitors). To date, these types of data are not available for most of the non-production

functions in the Portuguese Montado.

To extend the CORKFITS model system to preferences for landscape patterns, it

became necessary to incorporate new formulas for stand characteristics. The models for

under-grove evolution and models for pasture §pe had to be introduced. After the

integration of landscape preference data, the current version of the DST for the cork oak
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Montado allows for the assessing of user preferences for a variety of combinations of

stand variables. The information available can be used particularly to predict the

landscape user group preferences for the current management options for production

functions of the stands, or future stands, after implementing alternative management

plans. Further evaluation of the implemented landscape preference model is important for

an assessment of the strengths, weaknesses, and utility of a model for a stated purpose.

The CORKFITS model is targeted in specific stand scale, where the focus of management

alternatives is at the level of individual stands, and the context in which stands are located

is not considered in estimation of landscape user preferences. The existing landscape

decision models, for example LANDIS (Shifley et al. 2000), HARVEST (e.9. Gustafson et

al.2OO7), LANDSUM (e.g. Keane et al. 2006), and SIMPPLLE (e.9. Chew et al. 2004) are

suitable for planning over large geographic areas as they are related to large-scale issues

and explore the long-term management alternatives. The study presented should be

viewed in an adaptive management framework, where the independent data at the

necessary temporal and spatial scales reduce uncertainty and facilitates resource

management (Shifley et al. 2000). At the landscape level, the main challenge is how to

decide on the optimal allocation and management of the many different land-use options.

This study deals specifically with the landscape user preferences at the stand level and

can be used for answering questions such as how to combine management alternatives

for production outputs in cork oak Montado in accordance with the landscape user

expectations, rather than to solve tasks about optimal allocation of the non-production

functions at the landscape scale.

A Decision Support Tool is considered to be a good mediator between private

sectors and scientific investigators. Nevertheless, as this work shows, the scientific

knowledge needs practical simplification in order to be integrated into the support system,

in ways comprehensible to its users. lntegrating information from different research

disciplines in this work required an interdisciplinary dialogue amongst foresters,

programmers and landscape researchers. These communication skills still need to be

improved amongst the scientists themselves and also amongst scientists and managers,

planners and public sectors, in order to help with achieving the goals of multifunctionality

in rural landscapes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The Montado land-use system, with its uniqueness and combination of several layers

of vegetation in changing densities, offers a landscape rich in biodiversity and amenity
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values. The aim of the study was to enrich the existing, primarily production-oriented,

decision support system CORKFITS for management of the cork oak Montado in

Southern Portugal, by providing information about the landscape preferences of different

user groups of non-production functions. lntegrated knowledge communicates to decision-

makers about how change of management practices at tree and understorey level might

alter the satisfaction expectations of different user groups, practising non-production

functions in the Montado. This study has reacted to increasing social demand for cultural

and amenity functions in rural areas, and to the idea that these functions can represent

the enrichment or alternative use of traditional land-use systems in the future, and thus

contribute to their maintenance. lndeed, not all farms need to be multifunctional, although

the farm managers wanting to combine production with other activities need to be

supported by available information regarding possible non-production use of their farms.

The local studies about connecting production with non-production landscape functions

can help managers to practise adaptive management in specific local contexts, and

moreover enhance their capacity to simultaneously achieve agroÍorestry production goals

and social non-production needs.
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lnterview Guide for Land Users applied in the Survey
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Annex 1 - lnterview Guide for Land Users

lnteruiew Guide for Land Users

Date of the interview:
lnterviewer:
Starting time:

Land-user group
Childhood Residence Place:

Current Residence Place:

From the perspectivê of the 1-8:
í. Choose three preferred land use §pes represented on these photos.
2. Which one is your favourite landscape type?

lntensive cultures
Vineyard
Olive grove
Montado of Cork Oak
Eucalyptus forest
Pinus pinea forest
Pinus pinaster forest

3. Try to explain your preferences
a) for three land use types you have chosen:

W
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

b) for your favourite land use type:

4. Do you have a preference for a particular place in the countryside?

lf yes 5. Please describe this place?

Yes No

6. suggest some wo you

7. Please suggest some feelings you associate with the Montado.

8. From the following list, choose those you associate with the Montado.

joy (alegria)

sadness (tristéza)

fatigue (cansaço)

interest (interesso)

relaxation (relaxamento)

pleasure (prazer)

solitude (solidão)

disco mfoÉ (desconforto)

tranqui!!i§ (tranquilidade)

laziness (preguiça)

anxiety (preocupação)

energy, power (força)

poor

-does 
not give income

mysterious

- 
it gives curiosity sensation
beautiful

- 
pleasant to the siqht

-quiet
without noise

coherente

-the 
elements fit together well

abandoned

-uncultivated 
land

legible

- 
not confused in orientation
coloring

- 
has bright colours
safe investment

-conÍident 
investment

panoramic
open observation
of landscape possible

diversified

-complexaromatic

-nice-smellinqheritage

fragile
unresistant
familiar
usual, common
vast
very extensive
shady
gives shade
refuge/ shelter

unique
particular character
abundant
production
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ilI. PREFERENCES FORTHE CORKOAK MONTADO LANDSCAPE PAfiERNS
From the perspective of the 'l-8:
9. Choose three preferred Montado types represented on these photos.
10. Which one is for your favourite Montado type?

Crormr coVgr' Trees'composition Shrubs presencelivestock presenq No lll
without livestock 1

10 - 35 irregular without shrubs 

-wnn 

sheep z
@

@
without shrubs with sheep 5

irregular with cows 6

>-35 <-65

I

without shrubs with sheep 10
in line with cows

12with shrubs
with 13

'|.1.Try to explain your
a) forthree preferred Montado types you have chosen:

b) for your favourite Montado type you have chosen:

hr. CURRET{T UgE AItlDASSESSIilE}IT OF T}lE mCnL flr}ICTIONS lt'l THE tOiaTÂX}O
12. Do you ever visit the Montado? Yes No

lf yes,
í3a. What activities have you already practised
in the Montado? walking
í3b. When? biking
frlm=frequency per month running
í3.c ln which season? hunting

photography
prc-nrc

car travel (sightseeing)
aromatic-plant picking

others:
í4. Would you like to visit the Montado more often than you
lf yes, 15. Which activities would you practise more?

weekent

í6. Do you encounter any problems when visiting the Montado?

lf yes, '17. Which problems do you experience?
it is too far

dont have enough time
it is expensive

difficult accessibility (fences) 
-lack of signalization

lack of marked paths
others

í8. Do you think there are any
improvements that can be made, regarding
the activities you practise in the Montado?

Yes No

lf yes
19. Which improvements can you suggest?

Yes No

20a. How far do you usually go?
20b. With how many people?

how many km
how many people _

other costs
2'1. Which area of the Montado in the region do you prefere?

2) lúJlrv?

23. Do you ttr generations?
Yes No

24.tflhy?
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25. Do you think

26. Do you think
to help maintain

lf yes, 27. How

28.Gender:

29. Year of birth:
30. Education

31. Work area
a) Professional g

b) Student
c) Without job
32. Family:

33. Family incon

Name and contac
Name:
Contact (tel"i

D. Surová I Ph





Arrriex 1 * lnl*rviev,t Guidç íar l..an's U*ers

V, ECONOMIC ASSE§SMENT OF THE MONTADO
25. Do you think a view of the Montado would increase the value of a house?

Yes

26. Do you think it is reasonable to create a specific tax applied to the whole population
to help maintain the Montado landscape? Yes-

lf yes, 27. How much are you willing to pay for this tax? 5 Euros
20 Euros 

-50 Euros-
other amount

VI. SOCIO-ECONOMIG VARIABLE§
28.Gender:

No

No

M

F

29.Year of birth:
30. Education

31. Work area
a) Professional group:

b) Student
c) Without job
32. Family:

33. Family income euro/month

Name and contact of the respondent (optional):
Name:

dont have any, dont know how to read or write
dont have any, but know how to read and write_

Primary scool_
Secondary school (120)

Middle course
Professional course

Academic degree

'l . Leaders staff, High-level management
2. Academic and scientific profesions

3. Middle management
4. Administration

5. Service industry-
6. Agriculture and Fishing 

-7. Workers in industrial prod. and in handicraft-
8. Workers of industrial instalations

9. Workers without qualification-
10. Army _

1-2 People_
3 - 4 People_

> 4 People _
< 1000

1 000 - 2000
2000 - 5000

more

lnterview duration:

Thank you for your collaboration!

Contact (tel.):
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Annex 2

lnterview Guide for Landowners - Managers applied in

the Survey
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Annex 2 - 1n1*rview Çuicle íor Landçwrterç * lúanager*

lnterview Guide for Landowners

Date of the interview:
lnterviewer:
Starting time:

;
Proper§ location:

Childhood Residence Place:
Current Residence Place:

I - PREFERENCES FOR LAND USE ÍYPES
From the perspective of the manager of your propefi
í. Ghoose three preferred land use types represented on these photos
2. Which one is your favourite land use type?

lntensive cultures
Vineyard
Olive grove
Montado
Eucalyptus forest
Pinus pinea forest
Pinus pinaster forest

3. Try to explain your preferences
a) for three land use types you have chosen

iltNÔ

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

b) lor your tavo urite land use type:

4. Do you have a preference for a particular place in the countryside?

lf yes 5. Please describe this place?

Yes No

6. Please suggest some words you associate with the Montado'

7. Please suggest some feelings you associate with the Montado

8. From the following list, choose those you associate with the Montado

_jov (alegria)

_sadness (tristeza)

_fatigue (cansaço)

_ interest (interesso)

relaxation (relaxamento)

_pleasure (prazer)

_solitude (solidão)

_ discomÍoÉ (desconforto)

_ tranguillity (hanquilidade)

_laziness (preguiça)

_ anxiety (preocupação)

energy, power (força)

poor

- 
does not give income
mysterious

- 
it gives curiosity sensation
beautiful

- 
pleasant to the sight

- 

quiet
without noise
coherente
the elements Íit together well
abandoned
uncultivated land
legible

-not 
conÍused in orientation

coloring

- 
has bright colours
safe investment

- 
conÍident investment
panoramac
open observation
of landscape possible

diversiÍied

-complexaromatic

- 
nice-smellinq
heritage

fragile
unresistant
familiar
usual, common
vast
very extensive
shady
gives shade
refuge/ shelter

unique
particular character
abundant
production
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Annex 2 - lrúerviev.t Çt:ide Íar Landawner* * \Aanagers

III. PREFERENCES FOR THE CORK OAK MONTADO LANDSCAPE PATTERNS
From the perspective of the manager of your propefi
9. Choose three preferred Montado types represented on these photos
10. Which one is your favourite Montado type?

Çover
without

10-35 irregular without shrubs 2
with cows

without shrubs

fll

4

irregular
with shegp 5
with cows 6

>-35 <=65
with shrubs

without shrubs

without livestock
with

without

cows 11in line

>65 ular
11.Íry to explain your
a) for three preferred Montado types you have chosen:

with shrubs
without livestock

with s
without livestock

b) for your favourite Montado type you have chosen:

': ' ,,,r..M.:&IRRENT;U§8;ffifl4S§Esffifff §AçRli FUllcTloNs{N r++E }áoJ{fAD0{&+ii'or':*
12. lf yoú had the ability to decide, would you maintain the Montado on your proper§?

Yes No

13. Why?

í4. What performed in the ontado on your property?
í5. Who practises these activities in the Montado on your property?
Are they Private and/or public users?
í6. What is your motivation for allowing thêse activities on your property?
(arrange in order from 1 up to 4)

Use ,,,,,{iêüiadlôiii**ai ilii;"' 1,,+.i# t

public economic tradition social ecologic

17. What is the main product of your Montado area?
í8. What is the second main product of your Montado area?

19a. ln future, would you want to change something on your propêrty?
í9b. lf yes: What changes do you envisage?

Yes No

a(;u Y lre§ currenuyare

20. Wh?Í is the main problem in managing the Montado on your property? _
economy_ trees mortalitY

technicians support_ products robbery _
labour others

2í. Which area of the Montado in the region do you prefere?

22.rilhy?
23. Do you to maintain the o re gen

Yes No

24.tflhy?
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Ann*x 2 - l*lerview Gurde frsr l*ztnrir:vtrxzrs -'?trtanagers

;. 1. Total area of property (ha):

$ 2. Total area of exporation (ha):
À 3. Which is the 1o product of exploration?
ã 4. Which is the 20 product of exploration?

PROPERTY PERFIL
12. How many animals do you have
on your exploration?

Cows
Sheep 

-
Others 

_

o

oo§
E
o

)
-5. 

Area of Montado (ha)
6. Area of Plough on Montado (ha):
7. Area of Cutting-shrubs on Montado (ha):
8. What is the frequency of cutting?
9. How long have you been using g

-athe shrub-cutting? §
9a. Why? À

10. What are sowing cultures
in the under cover?

14. What is the % of the subsidies in your income from exploration?

13. Area of pasture:
in the Montado

in open land 

-Feb-June July-Oct Nov-Jan

o
E
G
E
o

.9

=a3
la

in 2004

in 2005

V, ECONOMIC A§SE§§MENT OF TI'IE MONTAPO
25. Do you think a view of the Montado would increase the value of a house?

Yes
26. Do you think it is reasonable to create a specific tax applied to the whole population
to help maintain the Montado landscape? Yes

lf yes, 27. How much are you willing to pay for this tax? 5 Euros
20 Euros
50 Euros

other amount

<30 30-50 50-70 >7{) ot/o

-:-i

No

No

. , , ",: ..,_:,a "i

28.Gender:
VI. SOCIO#CONOMIG VffiIABLES

dont have any, dont know how to read or write
dont have any, but know how to read and write

Primary scool_
Secondary school (120)

Middle course
Professional course

Academic degree-

M

F

29.Year of birth:
30. Education

31. Work area
a) Professional group

b) Student
c) Without job
32. Family:

33. Family income euro/month:

Name and contact of the respondent (optional):
Name:

1. Leaders staff, High-level management
2. Academic and scientific profesions

3. Middle management
4. Administration 

-5. Service industry-
6. Agriculture and Fishing _

7. Workers in industrial prod. and in handicraft
8. Workers of industrial instalations

9. Workers without qualification 
-10. Army

1-2 People
3-4People_

> 4 People

< 1000
1 000 - 2000

2000 - 5000
more

lnterview duration:
Contact (tel.):

Thank you for your collaboration!
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Annex 3

Photographic Representations of Land Use Types

applied in the Survey
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Ann*x 3 * ?h*to Repre***lati*ns *{ Land Use Types

I
Figure 1 lntensive cultures

Figure 2 - Vineyard
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hnnsx 3 *"?**t"* ft*p r*s*ntallç:** *{ L;*nrJ U** Tvp*§

Figure3-Olivegrove

Figure 4-The N/ontado
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hnn*x 3 *-ü'-t*t* ft*Pr***rú*ti*í1* *t La** Ü** T'

:

I

Figure 5 - Eucalyptus grove

Figure 6 - Stone pine grove
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Ann*x 3 * ?h*t* ftcp r****tati*ns *{ L*nd Usc

Figure 7 - [Varitime pine grove
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Annex 4

Photographic Representations of the J\4ontado landscape

patterns applied in the SurveY
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Ànnex 4 * ?hotc Repr*$üntali**s $ $rt*ntado Typ*s

Figure B - Open cork oak [\4ontado

Figure I - Open cork oak N/ontado with cows
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Ann*x 4 * ??t*í* R**r*##r1l*ti*rt * *t hllc*lad* Tv***

Figure 10 - Open cork oak [\Iontado with sheep

Figure 11- Dense cork oak Montado
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Ân nsx 4 - f?1ot* ft,* Ç,{***t}íati*rs* r;{ hll**t*rJa Tvü*,*

Figure 12 - Dense cork oak [\4ontado with sheep

Figure 13 - Dense cork oak Montado with cows
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hnrsox 4 * f?1*t* ft*?r***ntmti*rt* çt hfr**lad* Typex

Figure 14 - Dense cork oak l\Iontado with shrubs

Figure 15 - Dense cork oak Nlontado with shrubs and sheep
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An**x 4 * ?h*t* W,*pr***nlali*** *t k/l**ta** Typ*s

Figure 16 - Dense aligned cork oak N/ontado

Figure 17 - Dense aligned cork oak [Vontado with sheep
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Ànnex 4 *-?hoto Represêntati*n* *f *tl*nlad* Type*

Figure 1B - Dense aligned cork oak [tíontado with cows

Figure 19 - Dense aligned cork oak [\4ontado with shrubs
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Annex 4 * fhoto Repre$entations oÍ h4ontado Types

Figure 20 - Dense aligned cork oak Montado with shrubs and sheep

Figure 21 - Highly dense cork oak lVontado with shrubs
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